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MISTS.
BY

ROGER

WOODWORTH,

An intense face, with longing eyes
Upturned to the dark, grey mist,
As cold in its sway as the ocean spray
A wandering berg has kissed.

diers smirk, and swear, and treat
females as mistresses, and often

come independent,
but have not acquired

Christian

sufficient strength to help

The mists that around you rise

sight,

night,

in

a

gloomy

the existence of

ac-

the failure of

Philosophy,

ac-

the

free

thinker,

minds of the

tion, and many are fast laying aside the
weights of civil and social laws.
Infidel-

have not been

socialism,

free

be-

lievers, free actors and free lovers are all
marshaled under free thinking, though
some object to the society in which they
are thus compelled to appear.

Passion and prejudice aré prolific causmost

respectable

source

of

free thinking is found in the struggle for
independence in thought.
Every one who would learn to think

for himself must, at some time, he found
in the state oi transition from the faith of

childhood and ignorance to the reasoning
of manhood and culture.

While

in this

unsettled condition, we must begin to
question what we have before received on
authority, so far as to institute an independent investigation, conducted by our

own minds.

We

become

conscious of

personal privilege and responsibility in
thought.
We may judge for ourselves
and are accountable to no one else for our
mental results.
We are free and we
know it, but thatis all we know.
We
- have

pot

yet learned

how

to reach the

truth. Thinking is an art in which we
have yet acquired little or no experience.
We are as awkward and unsuccessful in
our new work as when we were learning
Jo walk,
If just at this point we throw away all
that

we

have

previously

held

through

‘faith in authority, we become free thinkers; if, on the other hand, we keep our
carly faith until, by our own efforts, we
arrive at conclusions well substantiated
by skillful application of proper tests, we
must, for some time,

not yet thinkers,
The only way
weakness is to
And we stand in
until we are not
It is the

admit that

we

are

but only learners. ,
for us to get above our
progress by experience.
great need of guidance
only free but also strong.

professed aim

of education

to

awaken and drill the mental faculties.
Our schools surely accomplish, in many
cases, the former work.
Early
exhort to independent thought,
young student is even told that
roneous conclusion of his own is
ble to the best results secured

teachers
and the
an erpreferaby the

help of others.
But it is questionable whether there
are many schools that accomplish the latter work of carefully culturing the awakened mind so it can act to advantage. We
would. hardly questioh
the statement

that the majority of graduates from American colleges of fair standard are ready
to doubt almost anything, and able to
‘clearly and persistently think on almost

truths, which is sure to ripen into
viction.

to

skepti-

independent

The mind will not fully

ciate such formulated

con-

appre-

doctrines, as. relig-

ious creeds, civil constitutions,

and social

laws, till it has itself sufficiently tried the

work of defining and formulating, to un-

derstand its difficulties and value.
Such’a state of appreciation is the important turning point in the development
of the mind, beyond which the thinker
may begin safely to do without a personal
instructor.

:

After this any proposition is not reject-

ed because it is thought imperfect in form
or relation.

Ilas it truth in it?

Ifit

has,

can the statement be improved ? Ifit can,
well; if not, it is accepted as the nearest
present approach to the truth,
The tares
can not be hastily separated from the
wheat. They will both come up together.
Each must get as near the truth as possible. We will not be able to exactly agree

at present.

We are

climbing towards

heaven along various sides of the same
mountain, and the nearer we approach
the summit the nearer we get together.
And since, on the hights, we are sure to

be one, we are not really apart now. So
we should not stop and try to get together
by chasing each other around the base,
but rather direct all.-forces
common point in the skies

towards that
on ‘which we

shall stand united, seeing face to face and
knowing as we ave known.
The highest
culture fully sanctified is our only hope.
———

te

THE INDIAN QUESTION.
BY

"The contest
and Sherman,

A,

D.,

WILLIAMS,

between
on

side,

world,

tried

may

appear

better,

As to the transfer to the Army, the people

who receive their impressions from books

and reports, or transient visits. These
people in the vicinity are perhaps more
likely to be influenced by personal preju-

civilizing influences.
But the amount of
these that has actually been exerted, un-

der the civil regime, is not enough,
far, to cause much change for

thus

the

worse

under any regime whatever. Whatever
our eastern friends may think, there can
not be much less progress in these directions—except at a few of the more eastern
agencies.
It is an open question whether chap-

and

Sec.

enough to brag much’ about, where the
facts are known.
All seem to regard the

Indian bureau as a goose to be plucked—
at all events, it gets plucked most thoroughly.
Moreover, the pleas of both parties will

After a brief and pertinent introduction,

the Secretary says :
“The home department calls for its share
of attention in this report, and ‘perhaps this is
after all the more important department, so
far as our home churches are concerned.
We
tan not expect the faith or the zeal of those
churches in India to exceed that of these
American churches, which have planted them
and thus far sustained them.
The stream can
not rise above the fountain head. So the surest

the foreign

mission strong and successful, is to become
strong and successful at home.
But God has
so ordered it that the very effort to give the
gospel to the heathen produces a powerful
reflex influence
for good upon the home
church.
So. that we may justly and emphatic-

ally say

that

the

home

church

needs ‘the

foreign sission no less than the foreign mission

needs the home church.
without the other.

Each ean: not thrive

And the sooner this truth

is apprehended and acted upon
both parties,”

the

better

for
:

Concerning the local support of missionaries, the Report speaks as follows:
“The progress towards the local support of
missionaries has been most
cheering.
The

women-of Rhode Island

have

taken a noble

step in advance, and are now sending out their
own missionary to their bemighted
sisters
across the sea. The women of New Brunswick are not one whit behind those of Rhode
Island in {this aggressive movement.
Their
tirst missionary sails with us for India this
very week.
May the day soon come
when
every section of our Zion will be represented

on the foreign field by its own

missionary

or

as

a

matter

of

fact,

the

army is, and has to be, at all the more
western posts; so that there are now di-

vided and antagonizing influences

not at

all favorable to good results from either

to the thought and

to the heart of our people, must
itself to every friend of missions.”

closer

commend

thing more than $25,000

in cash
over

and

is now’ secured

interest-bearing

$1300

in

pledges,

notes, and
which,

it

is

hoped, will all be paid at an early day.
After alluding to the.strong re-enforcement, then about to sail for India, and
which we hope has,
before this time,
reached its destination
in safety, the

Report
words :

concludes

with
i

these

stirring

If the

pastors: will

inform

their

tors will do these things,

As the army can not be dispensed with;
among these wilder tribes, and the civil
agency can, and as the pxperiment of the
civil agencies, by common cohsent, has
not Been a success, it can hardly be worse

dawn on our foreign missions;
hut withont
these things, the toils of a handful of men and
women, poorly provided with working allow-

better.

and

If, as many

may

be

much

think, both parties

are rogues, and as we can not get

rid

of

both, Jet us away with the one that can be
dispensed with.
Those conversant with

will

generally congede that it will be likely to
exercise much more honesty in the finan-

cial management of Indian affairs.

The

officers have much less tempation to plun~
der, and more probability of detection if
they do, as well as what is to them a
much severer and more dreadful penalty:

Both the Indians and Uncle Samuel will
undoubtedly save money, by the transfer.
Army control, also, by cheating the In-

dians less and feeding them better,and by
exercising a more direct and powerful
control over

their

movements,

will

pre-

ven a large part of the massacres and
Indian wars, that have heretofore been so
great an evil. It wil give protection and
| confidence to the frontier country as nothing else can,

any

superior ewisof

all the wild, roving tribes, at all the fron-

tier posts and agencies should be military.

They will find the
even then; and we

still allow them more than five
which to make even a tolerable
Him,
Hastings, Neb.
—_———

task
will

years,
citizen

in
of

ptt

[ci Scribner's
Magazines—The
Monthly
and St. Nicholas—for January arrive in advance of all others.
They
are handsomely
illustrated, special attention being paid to the
holidays.
The literary features ot each were
never better, and those who are to read them
have much entertainment and profit in pros-

pect.

New York:

Scribner & Co,

needed

Girls’

and" loved

Boarding Hall,

College, hasbeen begun

well-known

at

and

Storer

is already

to our readers

under

the

name of ‘ Myrtle Hall.” It is hoped
that it will be available for use at the
openmg of the next term. The school
has been well patronized during the past
year, the number in attendance being
larger than in any previous year.
Fortyseven have graduated from it since its

opening.

It has furnished more than one

hundred and fifty teachers, most of whom
have been Christians. It has also sent
out over twenty preachers. The work
grows more hopeful and encouraging
every year.
a
In the Cairo

ning

Mission,

has resumed

Rev. J. S. Man-

labor

with

the best

of results, and in the entire Westérn

De-

partment the work of the Society wears a
better aspect than for some time past.
Other matters are included in and
suggested by the Report, of which we
hope to speak at another time.
Midnapore
The Santal

Teachers’

Life.
Convention has

just

closed. We had an interesting and lively
week, * Hard, constant work from Monday
morning
till Saturday
night.
The lesson
papers printed were sent out to each teacher
six months ago. The branches they were examined in, were reading, spelling, writing,
dictation, geography,
mental and
written

arithmetic, geometry,

the history

of Bengal,

in Santali, There were ten examiners. The
teachers as a general thing showed that they
match on Saturday afternoon.

the

a brighter day

will

say, Don’t play

at missions, but

letus

all

in

hearty earnest take hold of this work, and
push it on for Jesus Christ's sake and the sake
of perishing millions,”

The Society has also printed,
the

as in

entire Report

of the

missionaries in India for the year ending
with March, 1878. From this we made
liberal extracts when it was first received
in this country, but

all

who

are interest-

edin the progress of our work there, will
be glad to see the Report in full. Of the
Treasurer’s Report,

we

shall have

some-

thing to say at a future time.
THE

HOME

MISSION

SOCIETY.

From the Report of the Corresponding
‘Secretary of the Home Mission Society,we
make extracts and gather items as follows:
“We

.
are unable

:
to make a fair

statement

of the work accomplished by the society during
the past year, for the reason that many of
the agencies employed by it in various parts of
the denomination have produced
results the
report of which has not reached us, While
cards have been sent to nearly every church
by our Financial Agent, and he hus labored in
all parts of the denomination to establish our
plan of systematic
benevolence, much that
has been gathered through these efforts has
gone into the treasury of local societies, and
has been
expended
under their direction,
without credit to the parent society, We
have been busy shaking the bushes while other
nets have eaught the birds. This statement is
not intended as a reflection upon local
societies, but as an explanation,
due to the
friends of the parent society, why the receipts
“by its treasurer have been sp small and the
number of its appropriations so few. The
actual influence of the sodiety is much greater,
and its work more extended, than the report
of the treasurer would seem to indicate.”

forty-five

first pages of

Surgeon, who is nominally

John

got

the

Ananias and Sapphira

first.—

and

The

story was

the filling in

was

:
done admirably.
Samuel Dudley, with his tall, robust form,

large, honest face, and voice to match, seemed
to enter into the spirit of everything.
He
sings splendidly.
John Sinclair, as good and
gentlemanly as ever, Jamey Howe, improved,
Billy Burr, good and whole-hearted, Joseph
Odel, bright and pleasant, Joe Chadwick, a
“good investment,” William Alger, getting
good from a long backsliding,—all these
wero
here.
When the teachers went home, two of
the first class boys went to take schools in the
jungles. One of them is Tafts- Brown.
I shall
miss him very much.
He is a first class .boy.

But my sheetis full,

S.P.B.

THE STAR AS A PRESENT,
BY

REV.

C. F, PENNEY.

A lady called at my door just now with
the money for a year’s subscription for
the Star as a Christmas present for a
friend.
I enclose it with this note, and

also send the name of anothei subscriber

to be placed in the same list.
:
I think the announcement of last week

very opportune, which places the Star at
$1.70, as a present for 1879. I hope a
large number may be blessed in giving,
and in receiving as well. What gift of so
much value could possibly be found for
the money,~—an important matter in these

hard times,—as the Star, whose

weekly

visits would carry a benediction

through

all the year?

Who can estimate the in-

fluence of a religious paper ia the home

for a single twelve-month? . In the large
class of those who do not take the Star
among the members of our churches,
may be found those in almost every
church, whose straightened circumstances
deprive them, or seem to, of the blessing
of its weekly visitation, and who greatly
need the spiritual help and intelligent
quickening which

such

.a paper

as the

Star can give. Let us think of these
homes where the weekly visit of our
paper would make many a discouraging
hour brighter through all the year
A
church fund in many places, put to such
a use, could not serve a better purpose or

be followed with a
can but hope thatthe
Yearof many may be
pier by the gift which

larger blessing. I
Christmas and New
brighter and hapthe Publisher of the

Star places at so low a price, °
Augusta, Me., Dee. 14.

land upon

to meet.”

Catholic

to a number of them, he said,
If you will
send me your subscription book, I will put my
name in it.” One thing I forgot. During the week the
teachers'prepared a New Testament story to
tell on Saturday afiernoon.
John Sinclair and
Ben Batchelder were the two chosen from
among the many who competed for the two

far succeeded in doing,

date

a Roman

didn’t believe that missions ever did any good.
But after he had seen these men and spoken

transfigures all.

that, at the

the Bengali

but who seems like a skeptic, was much interested in them.
He told me, the other day, he

The Society® has adopted and acted
upon two principles, during the year:
first, to pay all its debts; this it has so
of the Report, its assets were sufficient
to cancel all its liabilities; second, ‘ to
make no more appropriations thgn, in the
exercise of reason, the funds at the control of the treasurer would be sufficient

The lesson was

Dictionary.
John Sinclair got the first prize,
and a fine young man, Jadanat, the second.
After that, just before sunset, I took them to
see a game of
polo played. They, the teachers,
were a fine sight, and a little uncommon , for
the Santals are not like Bengalis.
The Civil

ances, can avail little. Could we reach the
ear of every member of our Zion, we should

former years,
the army

known

throughout New England and the Middle
States, has enabled the Society to do so
successfully what it has done. The long

prizes.

side.

to make the change,

A. H. Morrell,

had taken pains to prepare their lessons.
They all wound np with a grand prize spelling

oftener

people about our work in India,if they will
teach them to pray for its prosperity, if they
will educate them to cheerful, systerhatic and
liberal giving for its increasing needs, and,
if they will be ever on the watch for the right
persons for missionary serviee,—if all the pas-

For,

Rev.

its wants,

as now.

ov in

Freedmen has enjoyed a good degree of
prosperity, as much, certainly, as the
money expended and the labor performed
justify us in expecting. Indeed, it is a
constant matter of astonishment that so
much has been done with so little to do
with. Qnly the rare skill and extraordinary ability of the missionary in charge,

land measuring, the whole of Mark’s Gospel,
the ten commandments and the Lord’s prayer

best sense.

under

NO. 51.

native
teachers.
This taking on personal
responsibility is a most cheering feature of the
year’s work.
Any plan that brings the far off
land, its work and its workers, its woes and

position of quasi antagonism to the army,

proach. If either were tried by its deserts, - do with him.
both the agents of the Interior Depart- hard enough,
would be consigned toeverlasting infamy.
It is to be hoped, and is probable, that
the agents selected by the denominations
will average a little better than the others. But their superiority is not great

extracts.

concert with the army, would not accomplish quite as much as while occupying a

acting

Schurz and the denominational Boards on When the Indian has been so far subdued
the other, is one of much importance to as to be removed from his old, roving asthe fate of a race, on the one hand, and 'sociations,and settled: down where he can
to the honor of a nation, on the other.
It be surrounded by civilizing influences,
is safe to say, at the outset, that all of the then let the Interior Department and the
trath is not on either side, nor all the re- denominational boards try what they can

ment and of the army,among the Indians,

furnish our pastors with matter of great

** Continual conquest is the only successful
method of Christian warfare.
Except ours be
a growing mission, it must be a dying one.
God help us to make it a growing one in ‘the

lains and missionaries,

Without arrogating

Sheridan

THE ANNUAL REPORTS.
These valuable documents are now
nearly ready for distribution, and will

L.The--Report-then--gives-a-statement-of
Cices= Those ata distance sétdom, or]
never, fully comprehend the actual facts. the amount contributed in each of the
It would seem as if army control will States for the founding of the Bible
be less favorable to Christianizing and Training school in India, of which some-

dom, our conviction is that the control

D.D.

Gens.

the’ one

of the

living in the vieinity, who have most gecquaintance
with the practical workings of
our Indian policy, are almost to a man
in favor of the transfer. Its opponents
are almost entirely people at a distance,

the over-estimating his own importance.
And a third reason is that he generally
fails to grasp a comprehensive view of a
subject, being narrowed so closely to seif.
In general, free thinking is either loose

cism, if not lead on

and

only because they have not been tried.

namely,

Peta!
intelligenee—where—educatiom—mevitably
leads to a questioning
of formulated

nation,

have tried their hands atit, as yet; with
indifferent success.
The experiments
that have been tried are not far removed
from manifest failures. The plans that

to

thinking or narrow thinking or both together.
How can such failure be avoided or

But any

such dream of civilizing or Christianizing
the Indian in five years is as Utopian as
to expect to demolish intemperance or
the social evil in the same time.
This Indian question ‘is not a simple
one—is not of: easy solution. The best

due,

superior

will

church—only considerably more so. Good
can be done. Many can be saved. One

the free

press do not save even those they reach- that only.
It is impossible to stay the advancing
It is useless toignore the fuct that free”
tide
of intelligence, it is possible to push
thinking is common, and it is equally use- |
Our whole population is
less to think it-can be suppressed by it onward.
learning
enough
to doubt, we can save
clubbing. Its nature and origin must be
them
only
by
teaching
them enough more
determined, its faults exposed and its
causes removed. It is suflicient for pres- for rational belief. A The very best of our
ent purposes, to define according to the schools are yet ineflicient for this. Someclaim of free thinkers themselves, that thing must be done that we do not segure
their desire is for unrestricted, untram- only sufficient education to insure weakmeled thought. They are especially op- ness.
We have reached that point of general
posed to the burden of a belief in Revela-

the

he

tianity,as is Boston's North St. to the batteries of Bro, Murray, or Water
St.,
Providence, to Bro. Barstow’s High St.

the independent thinker

other minds

will

18, 1878.

The Shenandoah Mission among the

CONDUCTED BY REV, G. C. WATERMAN.

izing the race in five years—or in fifty.
With any possible agency, the Indian is
as impregnable to civilization and Chris-’ and most effective way of making

complishes almost nothing in this desir? By a higher education, and by |
“ed direction, while the pulpit and religious remedied

es, but

Indians

no more dream of civilizing or Christian-

his own, that are able to accomplish
for him what he cannot do for himself.
In this we also see a second reason for

skeptical free, thinking? Three months’
study of Butler's Analogy, Evidences of

and

the

short range, as he really is, and

in so

his

is re-

Let him dome out here; into actual contact with the Indian, let-him study him at

believes much that he is not able to prove,
because he sees satisfactory evidence of

How can our people, and especially the
students of our schools, be saved from

ity, communism

R.I.,

be civilized in five years.
If correctly
reported, he needs to be better posted.

any right to think regardfundamental principles of
are found in every healthy
free thinker doubts what he

can’t understand,

REV, C. D. DUDLEY.

and Moral

prostitution

of Providence,

denominational boards,

ity even to himself,andso becomes inconsistent. He claims the right to think as
as no one has
less of the
thought that
mind.
The

FOR FREE THINKING.

Christianity,

independence,

he pleases, which is more than

away.

A soul that was wrapped in freezing doubts
Has found that they rise and away,
The sun was above, and a pitying love
Has ushered the perfect day.

BY

claims

the drink-

and

ported as saying that, if given over to the

They fail,

thinker

under

thinker often fails fo acknowledge author- “way may be better than others.

You raise your face to the clearing skies,
And clouds that are tipped with gold,
Whose purple beams, and rosy gleams,
‘Were mists that gathered cold.

A REMEDY

the indbpendent

But,

Department,

swearing,

_C. Barstow,

will sooner or later outgrow their tree
thinking and become respectable, independent thinkers.
But here is a large
number amounting to hundreds annually,
who have become active and influential,
but painfally
unreliable, because they
were shut off from help and guidance just

far as. he

.

They'll soon be farther

uates of this class who are naturally
strong or who enjoy considerable further

While

Fair skies and a golden sun beyond,
To draw all the vapors that sway,
your

grad-

knowledgesno authority to others

and

MISSION WORK.

sol-

Indian
hinder

DECEMBER

value for presentation at their missionary
are scarcely perceptibly abated,
In the meetings
and also contain the latest
line of cheating and defrauding the Indiofficial statements of the condition of our
ans, there will probably be much less of
Benevolent Societies. From the Report
it it under military than civil rule.
of the Corresponding Secretary of the
‘We notice that our old friend, Hon. A.
Foreign Mission Society we make liberal

first, because they do not recognize the
difference between free thinking and independent thinking,
While the one is
liberty,the other is license.

Would ever lie deep, in unbroken sleep,
Ifover were not fair skies.

shrouding

ing,

attended by great danger.
This would give us an appalling prosif it were not true that

propagandism.

the - Interior

themselves, or

even to realize that their independence is

CHICAGO,

The army

So-called

they have had every. inducement tg be-

when they most needed them.

O baffled eyes, like questioning souls,

Though

is far from immaculate.

advantages of instruction, that is, those
who become more influential in thought,

" The Worning Star,

BOSTON AND

not bear the closest scrutiny.

And this when it is all but cer-

tain
What such independent but unskillful
thinkers will become free thinkers, for

pect indeed,
IN ADVANCE, $2.20.
this paper.
.

STAR,

high

purpose

consecrates

and

I have stood in Switzer-

the Gorner Grat, looking upon

the grandest scene in Europe. On every
side a circle of towering hights looks
down;
against the sky rise dazzling
summits, celestially pure,

celestially ten-

der; the Matterhorn frowns
majesty ; vast ice-rivers sweep

blest emotion, it should be that.

in awful
down to-

Yet

there I have seen a company of travelers

spend their half-hour in’'senseless gabble
and banter, and the laughter of fools.
Amid the squalid surroundings of a New
York tenement-house, I have

seen a poer

Irish woman living with such fortitude
and faith- and_ generosity that it was a
comfort and an inspiration to meet her.
That brave soul ennobled its mean -surroundings witha glory ‘which nof the
Alps and the sky could flash in upon a
heart made blind anda dull by ignoble
thoughts.— George S. Merriam.
.

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.
:

‘WASHINGTON,

D. C., Dec. 12, 1875.

In the fall of 1861, when the
fairly launched
into its great

country was
struggle for

existence, ye listened entranced in the
remembered halls of New Hampten,

well
to a

recital by .the present publisher of the Star,
of his experience during a brief visit to Washington and the scenes he witnessed amid camps
and the glittering pageantry of war.
Then sprang ‘up the firé of adventurous

youth, aud scarge a year sped by, ere a number of eager hearts, that had listened to that
story, were beating under martial blue amid
those very

scenes.

.To portray the magic

transition, from

the

tremendous
excitement
of those
historic
times,—the squalid city of mud and war's turmoil,
to these blessed days of peace and this
beautiful city on the Potomac, would be a
great, may be a needless, task.
The most favorable time for visiting tne
Capitol is upon us. No city in the Union experiences such an impetus in all branches of
its life as now appears on every side. Congress
assembles, with all its multifarious train of
legislation. The Departments, in addition to
the regular routine, are strained to the utmost
in meeting the demands for information -aris-

ing from the varied interests of
nation.

The

legations

foreign

are

so great a

representatives

now: assembled

in

and

unbroken

circle, their gay equipages and liveried retizue
lend an air of royalty to the scene.
This great
Pennsylvania Avenue, leading straight to the

-

Mecca of American political ambition, is again

threnged with all that mak®s np Washington’s.

winter population.
Statesmen whose names
are fhouschold words, jostle along with the
rushing crowd; the diplomates and fortune’s
favored ones in grand estate, roll down this
broad, smooth avenue; society's queens and
mendicants;
authors and artists; soldiers and
sailors; politicians and pickpockets
(pardon

the

association!)

are

pressing

toward

Ther

the

Goddess figure that pierces the: eastern sky.
Standing upon the portico of the Treasury,
one looks directly down this splendid thorough.
fare a mile, until the line of vision vanishes

against thenoble colonnades and marble front

of this the grandest building of a Continent.
On Wednesday last, we joined this surging
mass, and wended our way to the Senate
chamber, it being known that the southern
question would come up for consideration and
‘ Blaine of Maine” was to have the floor. It
was peculiarly a Washington occasion.
An
audience assembled like that of - Wednesday,
was such as is called out only by a great
effort of master minds, and upon subjects of
absorbing interest. By half past ten in the
morning crowds of ladies and gentlemen were
pouring down the various avenués to the Capitol, and the Senate galleries were crowded to
suffocation
by twelve Hoon.
No
seat
or
even standing room could be had, save in the
Diplomatic gallery, which remained conspicuously empty, no doubt very chafing to the
wondering visitors and
strangers who had
made their way to the scene supremely confident that as representatives of a great people
they were entitled to the fullest prerogatives,
and many amusing episodes occurred between
the stern guardians of the doors and these per-

sistent, waiting people.

As the appointed hour draws near the sea of
faces is centered upon the one desk at which
gits the central figure, with manuscript before

him and head reclining upon his hand.

A peculiar magnetism seemed to hover about
the man, a glance or raising of the head at
once claimed every eye, and when.the hour of
one having struck, Vice-President Wheeler, in
the quiet tone and method of this dignified
Yody announced the question, and recognized
the Senator from Maine, the chattering, mev-

ing,

fanning mass became

as still as

a deep

’

:

calm upon the sea.

A little ripple of disappointment came when
it was seen that the speaker was to read from
manuscript, but his clear and peculiar tones
penetrated to every portion of the chamber.
Every Senator was in his seaf; half the
members of the House were grouped behind
the outer row of desks, and all gave
y
close
attention, with the particular exception of the
eccentric «nd lordly son of New York, who sat
writing at his desk durmg the whole of the
speaker’s delivery.
There were
demonstra~
tions of approval at times, which were prompts
ly checked by the President.
After Mr. Blaine had finished, there was a
faint sense that great expectations had not been
vBalized, for there seems to have been a sentiment that we were to have one of those pussionate, invective efforts
for
which
this

eminent son.of Maine is so “distinguished;

but

the effort will ge tothe country as a strong
presentation of the unjust preponderance of the
white man’s vote inthe South, over untramsmeled suffrage in the North,
Then came the reply of Thurman and Lamar
with a weighty stroke xt both by the longheaded, incisive Edmunds of Vermont, and
the occasion was over. The dense mass throng
out and soon are scattered through the marble
aisles and corridors leading to the Rotunda
and the House of Representatives,
This Rotunda is a wonderful
stretch
of

space

THE HIGH PURPOSE.
The

wards the valley, in solemn, silent march.
If there be upon earth a spot that of itself has power
to hush the soul with no-
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and

mass

of marble,

Ascending

the

circling stairway some 275 or 800 steps, we
rise to the very apex of the Dome and,glancing
down 200 feet, through the dizzy interval
below, the moving beings on the solid floor
appear pigmy in proportion, and wind in and
out among themselves in seeming inextricable
confusion.
.
>

. But all this has been

written

of before

by

fertile pen, and prolitic brain, so we forbear,
Suffice to say, no soul that loves the grand,
| nor eye formed fot the beautiful, eould leave
the scene unsatisfied and uninstructed,
. ELviorr.’
-

Roti

SET

MORNING

THE

STAR,

DECEMBER

18, 1878.
{
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HOW

SHALL WE TEACH?
BY

W.

R.

MC

NEIL.

God hold u- guililess if we re use to

Christian, 8 worthy of a great deal of
And well it might be, for the
thought.
grandest, most glorious work of mankind

The highest privis to save mankind.
ilege Gud has conferred’ upon mortals is
that of bringin: benighted souls home to

Jesus, leading them our of the maizes of
sin int the liberty of Christ.
Engaved in the very werk in which
Christ was engaged, following in the
footsteps of the patriarchs and the npos-

with the holi-

est men of all ages, how can

it b2

and

energies,

new

with

in-

thouzht

but a noble work? The very
spir s the soul

aaeht

thrills the Leart with love to God and his
crentures.
How to bring souls to Christ has puzzled good men for eighteen centuries
past, yet Martin

Luther solved the

prob-

lem; John Wesley has solved it; and today such men as Moody and Sankey, snd
a thousand

others, are liv ng wi nesses of

its practicability. Jesus him-elf has answered the gnestion in a single <eatence :

« And I, if-I be lifted up from the earth.
will draw all men unto me.”
It is by
lifting up the Redeemer, holding up beforea lost world the precious Lamb of
God that men are to be saved.
But how this is to

be

done,

how

peo-

prove

the

ood

which

the Sib

opportunities

vast

for

TEMPERANCE AND THE CHURCH.
BY

ip-

established in
stirring itself

It heaven is ever visited by g icfang 1s
father

prays

for an

tor

presumption.

human

ery duty,

vainly

presuming

ignorance

imposed

will

thi

We

of usefulness.

our

hopes

brigh

er

war ery upon their

sve (hit

the

by

an

banner

they

temperance is one

religious

AX East Wisp, Have vot ever thought
Bible

the

impor-

s ntiments

inaugurated

east

have

tht

propose

by its progress,

and

to

been

it has

been established by all successful temperance workers, that in the recent developments of the movement, temperance

wind? ILid you been here last week, yon
would have learved all bout it by biver
exp rience.
No worder that Jonahs
head was scorched hy it. In the Arabic
version we read (Jon. 4:8), ** And it hap-

Meth list church this afternoon, but
had dropped in unwitiingly, because

pened at the rising of the sun that God
prepared a hot east wind, and the sun

S
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THC

aka
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mn
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Saohlath

oHDOETH

schoo! is to save the lost, how much ne«d
there is that every teacher shculd bea
thorough Chri-tian, imbued with fra ernal love, and deeply interested in the

welfure of Zion.
Tuere ure many helps to the Sabbathschool, but three of which are indispensable, viz. : Prayer, personal example, and

Bible instruction.
Pra. er,—hecause with

the blessings of

God, and the co-operation of the Spirit
we are sure of success ; while without divine approval the Sabb th-school, like all
purely hum:n institutions, must prove a
failure.
The teacher should not only
pray for his scholars but with them, and
to this end we would recommend young
people's prayer meetings. A church that
can not meet once

a week

and

pray

for

its Sabbath-school must be very weak indeed, and those who fail to support ei-

ther Sabbath-school

or prayer meeting

will become like the soul of the sluggard
which desireth but hath nothing.
As to personal example, we believe
“that in nine cases out of ten there will be
as much in the teacher's life to influence
the scholar

as inthe lesson.

Hence, his

manner should be such as to win the entire confidence of those who are to be
reached.
Teachers must first win the
scholars to themselves before they will
consent to be led to Christ. No amount
‘of Bible instruction will, ot itself, bring a
sinner to Ch.ist. The scholar must first
see that the Christian walks upon a higher plane,and lives in a purer atmosphere,
before he will consent to be led out of his
old familiar hauntsto seek the gilt of God

in the church. Itis worse than useless
for a smoking father to forbid his son the
use of tobacco, or for a swearing parent
to punish his child for profacity, and
Christ says of unconverted teachers,

*¢ It

the blind lead the blind, both shall fall
into the ditch.” We must comply with
the divine command,

* First

cast out the

beam ont of thine own eye; then shalt
thou see clearly to cast out the mote out
of thy Lrother's eye.” On the other hand,
if we wait until we are perfect, we shall
don

thing.

Christ is our model, to him,

and him alone, can we look
tion,

In regard

for

oo

to

Bible

that

instruction,

perfec;

Christ

shou d be the theme of every lesson:
God's infiniie Jove should be kept before

:
A
shia
a 3
“He
attrib
:
otntrranraTron
-uch a day an abundances of water.
A
huge centipede plung-d into our washhowl to slake his thirst; and al hough
PPeT

PN

obliged to despatch him for fear of his inJjuring some of the family, I could not help
allowing him to live long enough to enjoy
the luxury of a deaugm of cool
water.
Wiiting was almost impossible,

ink dried on the pen
and the paper.
I hat to ride four
during the heat. Re
I met Mr, Bliss just
rut. His first questi

and

the

between the inkstand
:
miles on horseback
urning after sunset,
coming up irom Bein was, * Is anybody

left alive on the monntain.”

No wonder

Jonah ¢ wilted.” Thousands of Syrians
*¢ wilted” on Friday, and I doubt not
many

said in tnought,

if

not

in

words,

** My death is better than my lite” it thieast wind continucs.—Dr. Jessup, in
Chris. Weekly.

Tine Teacners’ MEETING.
Unless a
Sunday-school has a weekly meetingof
its teachers for an. examination of the
next Sunday’s les:on, there is no possibilityof unity in the teachings in that
school; no prospect of bringing up the
poorer teachers to the standard of those
best qualified. If the teachers are not
brought together to compare the results
of their separate study, and to help each
other by mutual suggestions ard corrections, they are net likely to be in agreement in their understanding or teaching
of the lesson ; norcanany one of them do
as

well

as

if possessed

of

the

best

the

.criminally
temperance.

few round, and fairly exulied with delight

£

JECT

labors and attainments of its immediate
neighbors.—S. S. Times.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS.

A Union Sanday-school

Normal

gre-s will be held at Orion,
the rummer of 1879.

The first State
tion for Arkansas
Nov. z0—22.

North

Mich. during

Sunday-school
met

at

Con-

Conven-

Arkadelphia,

Carolina’s First State

Sundav-

schoo! Convention, was h ld Nov. 1-3,
st Raleigh, composed of representatives

fron all the evangelical

churches

in the

State.

The Wisconsin Sunday-school

Associa-

tion have employed Mr. W. E. Lewis to
give an impetus to the work of organization in that State.
District and county

him.

This

woman,

fiesh

the worship of her God, lifts

this man

his

feet

once

more.

* Now,”

to
the

youthful lecturer, *“ not ¢11 the churches
nor the temperasce organizations in the
city conld convert

that man,

but

it

was

temperance as

looking down through all time, and for. -

bap,

upon

iis solid

und their stracture

so rise

awd

blind in a harmonious and peaceful union
that all may safely tover beneath the
shadow of the universal church, whose

spire point. all men to homes of purity
and temperance in heaven.
Lewiston,

Me., Dec.

3.

--b
@

>

REMINISCENCE
BY
MY

REV.'l.

FIRST

there, and how the cause
suffering thereby,
he

NO. 3.

the left, and

tend grew

more

My

and

desire

more

to

ut-

intense,

and

the opportunity came in 1842, now more
than thirty-six years ago. It was held in
New Hampton,
that noted
Freewill
where Dr.

Dana,

Thomas

Perkins, J. sinh Mago..n,

Baptist town,

David

Fisk and

his

son,

Ebenezer,

had

all

lived

;

church” is all wrong and
indifferent to the cause of

meneement,

and

Now these enthusiasts, with

their-brainsandsouts-att-onfirewith-<the

one, to them,all important subject, should
be remindéd that the church has no
speciilities. ler work iy to convert the
world from sin. When she prays that
the Lord's kingdom may come upon ear. h

she

prays that men

may

be converted

from inti mperance equally with other
vices; she prays that mankind may be
de'ivered from every hindrance to purity.
Aud her prayers are answered just the
sume

when

some

zealous reformer

goes

downinto the gutter and lifts up a brother
and

brings

him

to the

church

door,

as

when some thoughtless member of her
own Salbath-echool is brought to Jesus’
feet in tears of repentance.
a general one, aud so wide

Her work is
spread, that

d zen times, and was intensely interested

in extending

my

acquaintance

ministers acknowledzed
5

With

with

the

to be leaders. .

+ luast ¢hildish : ay I Wentip- to

the Dr. Duna ‘meeting house on Fiid ay
morning to see and enjoy all that was to
be donein the conference.
It was in
the lovely monih of June,and I was early
at the house,

inquiring the name

coming stranger, and watching

ever might

be seen

or

of ever)

for what-

heard.

Every-

thing impressed me, and the actual worth

of that ceeting I never can tell.
Rev. D. P. Cilley,of Pittsfield,
was then

in ihe full strength of his dignified

man-

h-od, and, as the clerk of the Yearly
Meeting, call d the conference to order.
Rev. Thomas Perkins, clear, strong and
discreet, was chdsen moderator, and Rev.
Samuel Whitney, of Candia, was his ys-

sistant.

hewed

to

line,

Both of them had bad legislative

but

not

one

of the

for

ivin part,

and

the ability,

balance,

=

BY

trious.

was the

¢«¢ reformers,” in their initial efforts,foucd

was then “ready to contend for the faith,”
and Wm. Burr, was busy out of meeting
1 hours with the interests of the Morning
Star and the few books which had then

been published: Rev. Enoch Place, of
Strafford, the portly man of commanding
presence,

was

conspicuous,

Peter Clark, of Gilmanton,

account for its misdemeanors, not omitmont,
ting, oft: ntimes, the ministers themselves.

and

Rev.

now

Bel

clear-headed, ‘critical and , witty,
with an experience of more than fifiy
years, was the terror of all empty-headed
¢“ highfalutin ” young men. Rev. Elias

Why did not the ministers rise in a body
and vindicate the purity of the church?”
Why, because it is the old, old story to Hutchins, of New Market, a loving and
these dear patient souls. The church has
beloved man, was then, as ever, true to
lived under persecution for over eighteen
his convictions of right and duty. But I
hundred years. Calmly
working ».
can not speak personally of the fifiy
praying on, suffering on, it has seen ages
other ministers, some of them, like Dudley
of discouragements ,and trials. It has Pettengill, Elijah Watson, H. D. Buzzell,
pussed through total eclipses, through
&e., were laboring under the infirmities
fires and crucifixions,and to-day it steadily
of years; while others, like John Chick,
confirms the truth as old as the founda- John Pinkham,
Jesse Meader,
David
tions of the world, that ¢ heaven and Mqody, &ec., were in the full vigor ot
earth shall pass away, but my
not pass away.”

word shall
:

It I might be allowed to use so irreverent expression, I should asay that these

their

Nahum

manhood;

and

Brooks,G.

Frost, David

Caley,

others

still,

P. Ramsey,
&c.,

were

like

D.
in

S.
the

morning of their ministry.
same ministers, sitting so unmoved under
the class, and thesubject so well underOn ro question was there so much
Convention work is moving forward ucthe criticisms of their temperance friends, difference of opinion as on: the adoption
stood that it will be u pleasure to answer
der his efli¢icnt labors,
were laughing (in a spiritual manner) in of a Cynsiitution for the Yearly Meeting.
all questions that may arise.
However,
There are ten counties in Il ino’s which
we can not confine our teachings exclu- give an aggregate aitendance in the Sun- their sleeves as they looked about them, The discyssion was sharp but courteous,
sively to the Sabbath-school room. [A day-schools twenty per cent. greater than and were picking out, one here and anoth- | and the proposed draft was adopted by a
ed there among these earnest witnesses for large majority.
teacher whe is really in earnest wil] find in the public schools, viz : Adams, Cook,
Jersey, Livingsion,
Jesus, tho:e whom they think will help them
opportunity to engage in private cowver- Burean, Edwards,
Saturday was an uncomfortable day.
sation with young people.
Scholars Me Donough, McLean, Morgan wad Taz- most in their tofls for the Master. These The temperature was low, very low for
ewell.
:
:
glorious disciples of the Mastér are too the 11th of June, the wind was fierce, the
knowing this look for it, and no deubt
‘The
Chicago
Congregational
pastors
often think the teacher has little concern discussed the general Sabbath-school wary to obtrude their churchly diguities rain was constant, and for hours it was
if he can find time to speak of God's love work in a recent Monday morning's meet- upon these young followers, because they mingled with sleet and snow. And yet,
in the Sunday-school only.
A few words ing. The general opinion was that the are ** fishers of men,” and they will not at 10 o'clock A. M., the heuse was filled
thus spoken convince the hearer of the Sabbath-schocl is a powerful institution ; frighten or drive away those who are with worshipers,
so that conference
teacher's sincerity, and frequently do that the tendency “0 s pirate it from the slowly but surely drifting toward the adjourned to the school-house near by.
church is evil; that parents should be
more real good than one "hour of public | morg careful to urge their children to at- gospel net.
My business interest exceeded my devoentreaty, A word of sympathy, a bit of tend public worship; that training schools
It is interesting also to noticehow many tion, and so I went to the school house.
advice, or a kind appeal dropped in the were needed to prepare proper teachers; of thesé temperance speakers flailly con- The anti-slavery question came up somepost-office,
will often reach the heart when and that specialists in Sabbath-school sradict their own statements in regard to what incidentally, and for a time the
work, working up the general interests
_ nothing else will,
| of the institutions—like the ordinary agent the influence of the church in the tem- fire flashed like summer lightning.
Isit not a sin to ask for more light ~—may or maynot prove a bore.
perance cause. Many examples might be Remarks expressive of their personal

up

Ie was

always

faithful,

doing

his work well, always goo, always kind,
always patient, taking Ris trial wand he
had severe ones—as but the light afflictions, sent to work out for him a far more

and exceeding weight of glory.
It was in the old schosl-house.

The

exercises of the school hal closed fr the
day.
Istopp:d to ask my teacher ques-

tions ab. ut my studies, and by the ime
he vad an-wered them, he and I were

alone. As we left the house

for

the s'reet

he said, * Is it not about time for you to
be a ChristianP* This was all he said.
This was all he ever suid to me on the
subject of religion, so far as I can
recollect, during the time [ was under
his instroc ion. And this was enongh.

it

not

need

I

good.

than

me more harm

done

he would hive

If he had said more,

say, I made him no reply, but the

words

I never forgot. The last time I heard
him preach was at my father's funeral.
How anxious Hosea Quinby
was to
live until the next General Conference, to
be held, ns he hoped. at New Durham.
But w is better for him, though not for
us, that be -it with Randal! in the Great
Assembly on high.
A few years since, led by Brooks of
New ILumpshire and Mrs. Brayton of
Roode Island a purse of some $700 or
$800 was made for him by those who
bad been his pupils, and a suggestion
this nom ut strkes me that the same
persons act as uw committee on the part of
his pupil- and friends to raise the means

thirty-

pr uci le

the

the

on

stone

1o place a modest

necessary

spot where his precivus remains lie. Then,

ona dy appointed, in the presence of
his pupils th: re as-embled, let it be unveiled, Let Burbank pray, let Butler deliver a eulogy, and let all sing the sweet
lines that Mrs. Ramsey shal write for

I received
of Oct.

from

16,

and

the first words that struck my eye on open-

Wihiat

say

sister

von,

snd brother

ing ir, were the two I have above written.

us.

For a moment I read not a line under
them; and bi fore reading, understanding the meaning,I said, ** Hosea Quinby

students of our old teacher, to something
of this

is dead I”

should,

Hosea
He was
boyhood
ministry,

‘

off land, I stem to hear the very sound of
his voice. Without salary he preached
but

few

mee ing-houses in those good old days—
in private houses, in barns, in beautiful
groves. Many young people were converted under his preaching.
I saw wany
ise for pragers, I heard them pray, I

paper mill, now

staading

an

assistant

teacher

at

New Hampton. The next year I returned to the paper mill, and Quimby went
to college. He entered Colby University one year in- advance, graduating in
August, 1832. Tn September following
he commenced his school at North Parsonsfield, Maine,

the

first

school

in. our

denomination. My father made the paper on which the Morning Star was then
printed, and

as

* lay-boy” I handled

it

all, sheet by sheet. Ile took the Star
from the first number, until the day of
his death, and it goes to my mothér
now, so he and I always had a double interest in it. One day during the spring
or summer of 1832, father came into the
press-room

was

at work.

Ile

had a Star in his hand.

Iisstp

was

nasty.

where

I

lis countenance

we

way,. give

ex-

to a man

who

did

, L

States, is growing nore and more corrupt, Why is this ? [ mention but ose thing

which ought to be a warning to editors and
especially to the editors of our religious
papers. I believe they are ri sponsible, in
a great measure, for this erroneous belief.

For instance, I noticed in the

was lighted up.

¢ Look here,” said he, ¢ Bro. Quinby is
going to open “a school at Parsoustield,

the place wheie Eld. Buzzell proaches.
They are puttiug up a building for him,
and it is hoped it may be ready by the
first of September. Ile wants me to send
you. Would you like to go?” I repled
I should, and he sent me.

The school was opened in September,
but the building not bh:ng completed,
accommodations were provided in an old
school-house near by, and it was not until the last week of the term, that we boys

and girls were admitted, the paint sticking to our fingers, to ** the Academy.”
This was the beginning of the educational work in the Free Baptist denomination.” It was the day of small things,

Star

of Oct. 23, this statement:
‘‘ Among
the convicts of Auburn, N. Y., prison.
are twenty-seven ex-clergymen.”
Such

statements as these ave read by hundreds
of thousands

of

Christian

they believe them,

while

people,

and

facts

are,

the

as they hive been published by the sworn
officials of Auburn

prison,

that

there

is

not one ex-clirgyman there, neither
has there been for miny years. Commentis urnecessary,
why the many believe
the world is growing more and more
corrupt.
A. P.H.

in Ashland,

my father placed ‘me u-der the care of
then

satis-

that

The belief is becoming quite prevalent
that the world, snd especially the United

~~

PAUL THE APOSTLE.

N. H., and while my wound was healing,
Quinby,

suitable

be

is,

BO CP...
REA
E Pt

this
evening,
and in this far-

were

some

will

desire

MORE AND MORE CORRUPT.

he had many, as all the ministers in our
denowination had, a half century ago. 1
was but a lad then, but I remember well

scho»l-houses,—there

in

plan

AlN'L

St. Paul was not one of those who heard
Christ give his last command to his assembled disciples, yet what a model of
all missionaries!
From that day on
which,blind and trembling, with the scars
of God's own thunder on his soul,

he had

staggered into the streets of Damascus,
what a iragedy encompassed him of everdeepening gloom ? Those flights from
assassination, the hot disputes at Antioch,
tte expulsion from Ieonium, the stoning
at Lystra, the quarrel with his own heart's
brother, the acute spasms of that impale-

ment at Galatia, the agony in Macedonia«|
of outward fightings and inward fears,
the five Jewish scourgings, the three Ro-

man flagellations, the polished scorn of
Athens, the factious violence of Corinth,
the gnashing fury of Jewish mobs, the
i legal violence of provincial tribunals,—
these were but a fragment of his trials
and mis ries, He seewed to have fcund
no re-ult from all his labors, no reward
He seemed foigotfor all his sacrifice.
he had founded.
churches
very
the
by
t-n
See the bent, gray, weak

old man led by

ihe soldiers along the Appian

road; sce

the sword flash and the head fall; and
which think you of that handful cf weeping brethren could have dre.med that to
that murlyr’s glorious memory shines
more magnificent than the Capitolian
Jupiter

should

tower

over

cities

more

glorious than Imperial Rome, long centuries after the insulting vanity of triumph had ce2sed, and silent vestal ard
chiefest pontiff bad become furgotten

names P—Farrar's ** Saintly Workers.”

—as some speak of human affuirs—yet
O Lord ! take my heart, for I can not
really it was the day of great things. That give it: and when thou hastit, 0 keep it,
Hosea Quinby did not see the end in the for Ican not keep it for. Thee; and

beginning, no one can say. I think he did
fee it.
+

ro

so much for,us and for the world.
Paris, Nov. 20.

- home, or rather, ** one of h's homes ,” for

in

Any

pression of our love

Quinby
was my old teacher:
wy friend and advi-érin my
d. ys. Inthe early years of his
he made my father's house his

his sermons,
and on
at this distance of tine,

kind ?

factory to me.

in reaching her helping hand from sea to experience, and were superior “presiding
sea, and to the *‘ uttermost parts of the officers. Rev. Dr. Harper. of Canterbury.
earth,” as she is now
doing, it is not once acting Governor of New Hampshire,
surprising that in the weakiess of her and for several years a member of Conmembers, and
proporiionate
lack of gress, led in prayer. Rev. Silas Curtis, heard them confess Chiist, I saw thcm
strength, she should need the strong of Great Falls, was then looking after baptized, thougn not by him,but by those
aid of just such bands of workers to help the business with an interest that does whom he called the *¢ fathers.” He could
her push on the march of moral reform, not even yet tire, though thirty-six years not be persuaded to be ordained, and let
as are gathered in these temperance or- have since intervened. Rev. John Chaney this be noted by young men who are in
was there, decided in his opinions acd.
ganizations.
:
haste to leave their studies, for hands to
convictions,
and persi-tent in his effor's
The - principal
addresses at these
be laid upon them!
meetings
are given by the cultured and for their adoption. Rev. J. B. Davis, of
In the full of 1828—just
fifty years
was
bold,
brilliant and
faithful clergymen of our churches. The Portsmouth,
ago—an. accident took me out of the old
eloquent.
Rev. A. K. Moulton, of Dover,
nowhere such strong and hearty support
as from the churches. And yet, right in

yet

Nota lazy bone helped mike

to him.

0. B, CIIENEY,

Star

and

his frame.
He was true to his brethren.
Ile never betrayed any trust commi ted

mn

The first newspaper
America

Conference,

watched carefully every item of business,

QUINBY.

KEV.

He seems to

Aud this but illustrites whit the man
really was, Through life he was indus-

°>

HOSE

x

of

he was seldom out of his seat. In spite
of physical d ‘bility and extieme pain he

three sessions that I have attended has so
de:ply impress.d ne as hat of 1842,
The nov. ity of the occasion will account
and plety there m mifest will explain

of Father

interests.

of the last General

on

till

title

have been raised up as no other man
was to turn the denominational current
in favor of education by his sweet yet decisive spirit.”
How sick he was for two or three days

was
line

rizht and

the

uudizputable

our educational

scemed as if we, in our crovkedness,
were cut off agin and again.
Revs. A. K. Moulton and J. W. Lewis
(i colored brother)both preached in’ the
afterncon. There was an evening ser
vice atiended by those only who had
found a cordial eutertuinment in the
n:ighborhood, and
with
that service
closed the Yearly Meeting.
( have attended every session of the
New Hampshire Y. M. since that time,
except when absent ut Hillsdale Cone

MEETING.

I had heard much about the New
Hampshire Yearly Meeting from those
who had attended it, and had read with
delight the thrilling notices of its sessions
in the Morning Star.

of Christ
drew the

straight, scored in op the

bh. STEWART.

YEARLY

him the

with teams fastened to the fenceson either
side far as the eye could seach, and not less
than two thousand people were gathered
to har the ward.
Rev. Silis Curtis
preached in the morning. and it was a
sermon of great power.
1lis text was
Jer. 9:1, ** Oh,that my head were waters,
and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I
might weep day and night for the slain
of the daughter of my peop'e.” As he
spoke of the slain witnesses of the Master, and how they had fallen here and

and endurirg
may

)

hours they cout'nued ta come trom twenty
towns around, till the read-side was lined

else, and its Founder,

seeing all its work, established its foondation stone so broad,that every * platform”
organiz-d tor benefiting the human race

¢ mn build

.

amen e: dorsed his position. In the afternoon, Rev. J. B. Davis preached one of
his thrilling sermons to a crowded house,
notwithstanding the storm.
Sabbath morning was ele ir and beautiful. Arrangements had been made for
a grove-meetiie, and by nine o'clock the
carriages began to arrive, and for two

from

sms

:

cisive, that the audience was melted intotears, and one simultaneous shout of

a devoted

sees him staggering by, aud,

if l
the

thoughts ard most careful preparation ot
all. Infact, without a weekly teacher's the very fuces of these ministers sitting
meeting a Sunday-school can hardly be a on the platform side by side with the rereal Sunday-school.
It is inevitably formed drunkard, taken but yesterday
lacking in unity of plan and spirit.
It is from haunts of vice and shame, they
not s0 much one school, as it is a conglomeration of schools ; each class being ‘hesitated not to cal} the church ‘to an
a scheol by itself, without benefit from the.

own

preached, and there have they all died,
save the last named brother, who may
yetbe found at his old home, pearing the
close of a long and useful life.
At that time I was in the Baptist
Theologicil Scho l then locwed there,
our own Biblical School at Pars nsficia
-hiving bren suspended for the summer
[had tried to preach, perhaps »
ance gathering but you will be reminded term.

than 1 did 1he sight of a great Hock of
moves farther *fiom” God, and hardens
them
in sin, how much
better it is sparrows «riven bv thirst to our yard,
, where there is a long trough of water.
to win them to Christ while their hearts
They plunged in, drank, and drank ag in,
0

her

.

Lord, the fer of man should never close
itagain,—when he made this announce.
went, it was so hearty, touching and de-

church member, coming out of the church

and religion are ** one and inseparable.”
The
meeting
was convened in a

ple are to be persaaded that holiness fo smote on Jonah's head, a d he wi ted door was ajar, I shou!d have had no other
~thought-but that was in an enthusiastic
"the Lora is preferable to a life of sin, is “and he as"ed death for himse f, and he
AM: thodist praise meeting.
There was :
th- ail absorbing question.
said,my death is better than my lite,”
Metho:
ist
winister«in
the
chair;
almost
The Subbath-schiool offers a broad fiel 1 An eat wind began to rage here on
every
siontence
uttered
by
the
many
of luhor and a rich harvest to those who Wednesday, Aug. 22. A deadining and.
are willing to serve the Mast: r faithfully ; oppressive heat settled c¢ver the land. speakers began or closed with the sacred
name of God, snd every song was full of
and the success of the Sabbath-school
The nex: two dys it grew more intense;
should be measured,we think, by the num- the air was dry and hot as the breath of a the praise of Jesus. The speakers, and
notably the best ones, were clergymen,
ber of conversions there'n ra her than hy turace.
The birds sat motionless in the
the number of scho'ars in attendance, thick trees; the green leaves of the fig and the audience was largely made up of
,
amount of money raised,extent of library. trees grew crisp aml dropped to the church members.
But
there
is
anot2,
a
discordant
note,
ground; book -covers curled up as though
&c.
We can nct agree with those who they were being held by a coal grae; at all these gtherings, which rises aliove
wonld exclude the children
from the
Itis dwelt upon, or at
doors, bureaus, and tables cracked wih a all the harm ny.
church, Christ has publicly proclaimed loud noise and warped with the heat, even least touched, by a large majority of tie
them the companions of angels.
We all the wooden ceilings cracked as if ihe speakers. It has been the one unhappy
ven and teast- sound upon the *¢ reform platform, and
know them to be the dearest treasuies-of beards were in agony.
panted ax if gasping 'or breath and paich- is now to be adopte:l by this society in
__the houselio'd, and, where they have been
Our emldrn
saved to the charch, they have proved to ed fr want of water.
their re-revival.
I refir to the reflections
awoke nlmostevery hour ofthe night callVe its very lifeand hcpe.
Knowing then, ing for cold water.
cast upon the church of God. You cay
that every day of procrastination only reI have rarely enjoyed anvihing more not spend mahy moments ata lemper-

are susceptible to truth.

verts

much as anything

of the ** live

already

takes him into

SN

viewsandeonvictions were male by sever- | | Well does the
Star say: ** [is work as
al,snd when Rev. 8S. P. Fernald acknowl- an educator in our
denomination gave

edged his former vwidity in preaching on
th® subject, and then declared that the
shackles bad been
broken, his mouth
was now open, and, by the help of the

a thrilling

hands and with the Bible and prayer con-

the sprit of Jesus ”
Now the church means

issues of the day. It is to enter at no
distant time upon the social, political and
religious life of our maton with overwhelming power.
New political parties
are to spring from ir, and new staidards
of social life are to. be organized. New

us.

in the

plank of their

to ¢ fight the rum-seller to the death.”
No one of fair intelligence can fail

nearness to God into which the exalted
work of the Sabbatii-schiol
will bring

what i meant

The central

tation and sale of liguor,” and with

from

for

through

«¢ Prohibition of the manufacture,

the wrath. of God.
Brethrendet us double our di igence in Sabba’h-school.pu ting
on the whole armor of God,
l.t us be
found baling for the Lord; for, swely,
our lives will beco e purer, our joys
sweeter and

all

platform, as read at this meeting, is

to ev-

us

At last & woman

I understood, ix
life and labor.

the State, for the purpose of recruiting
their mimbers and enlarging their sphere

our selt-

shield

1851, as
to new

to hold .a series of meetings

pray, oh, so earne-tly, for our uncon. erted friends, and hen shut our eyes

meeting

In their last Grand Council they decided

erring child, and then refuse, when nrged
by the Spirit, to speak the eneouraging
word which might bring it to tire Lord.
Alas,

a very striking one
A young but really

acecunt of a man, who for forty years had
been worked upon by every influential
body of men.in the city, with regard 'to
his reformation. But all to no purpose.

HAZELTON.

to-day. It srems that the ancient order
of Good Templars in the State of Maine,

are open th every Christian iu

a

IDA

I have attended a "Temperance

doing

ath school?

mu t weep to hear

cited, There was
shown forth to-day.

| eloquent speiker had given

wenkness we would seem to escape? Will

This snhject, so full of interest ‘o every

tles, working hand in hand

Communications,

while we refuse to walk by the little we
alvendy have? Is i noc wrong to” implore
stiencth and wisdom while we are rust.
inv in idleness and canting
the vey

S. Departnvent.

~~

i

in spite of myself,
save. me
Christ sake.—Ienelon.

for

Jesus

:

Lt
Selections.

a

-

;

marvied and sel Ta ainine wo
lay up hing i I
el

ee

MY HEART AND

for oil age,

I.

product

1.

How

tired we feel, my heart and I!

Our
About
Our
You
What

fancies hang gray and uncurled
men’s eyes indifferently.
voice which thrilled you so, will let
sleep; our tears are only wet.
do we here, my heart and I?

We seem of no use in the world;

fitted to earn their own

the

bu-iness

unskilied

living.

Th

Let it try,

moral

penls

of

work-ropms were

‘great.
Neither
boarding-houses nor
churches eould do as much for a floating

We searcely care 10 look at even
A pretty child, or Go’s blue heaven;
We feel so tired, my heart and I.

as a resident popu ation,
It he had a sister, he should be rehuetant to put her into a room
thirty feet

“Yet who complains? My heart and 1!
In this abundant earth, no doubt,
Is little room for things worn out.
Disdain the m. break hem, throw them by;
And if before the duys grew rough
We once we re loved, used—well enough
I think we've fared. my heart and I.

square in company with men belonging
to a fluctuating trade. It might be ne-

essary

SEE
on Sn on on

SEX IN INDUSTRY.
This was the continued subject

to

ecommingle

the

sexes

some-

times, bat it. could generally be avoidazd.
' he best factory physicians in New Eogland, where the floating populations were

— Mrs. E. B. Browning.

the largest,
would tell them that the
perils of seaport towns re-app ared amid
the crowded factory populations.
Something like moral oversight should be

of Mr,

Cook’s lecture on Dec. 9,for the following

kept in sight by the owners of

large fac-

Traveller

in the

ote

statemen

course many

Mr.

Orton,

sent during the
lish

Presidential
:

been published, leading
sides would be implicated

If inks and silks must be packed togeth-

er, they should travel

in

several

cases

The statisties of infamy showed that most
fallen women had sunk by reisomn of
their poverty. Itought to be shown by
every minister in New England that the
wheel of the fact ry did not turn the
chmches. The topic of wages should be
discussed sharply, resolutely, defiantly,
and he purposed thus to discuss it.
And my labor never flags,
.
And what are its wages? a bed of straw,
A crust of bread=—und rags;

That shattered roof—and this naked floor—
A table—a broken chair
And a wall so blank,NY
my shadow I thank g

had | these

the

his death

and on

of Senator Morton,

on

well-known

)

both | Hoed's:
7iJi Kngere
The despatches were put; into the hands |

despatches implicating the
Democrats
were found intact, while those which |
might

fh

al
:

implicate

Republicans

plone

pa

were

ure,

/

mutilated.

es

w

i

I

(

weelv

no

to

be hurried

Tee

a

lines

of

Thomas

life.
to

ven, but is all

the while

in

a

deceitful

These

dream. There is no going to those
heavens where Christ is in glory, as the

famous

rectorof the Episce.pal church at Roches
ter, Minn., has been received into
the
Roman

Catholicchurch

The

Church

sfonagy
nighted

of

at St. Paul,

Scotland

and three colporters
people
of
Ichang,

Oue gentleman

gives

$5,000

to
in

We offer Rev. Joseph Cook’s valuable new volumes, entitled “BIOLOGY,” “TRANSCENDENTAL-

the beChina.

toward

culerprise.

The

PREMIUMS.

a mis-

ISM.” © ORTHODOXY,” “ CONSCIENCE,” * HEREDITARY,” and “ MARRIAGE,” embodying, in a revised and corrected form, the author’s previous re-

this
’

German

Synod

of the

markable

Co, of Boston.

Church called upon women to aid in the
work of missions, and urges that they as

less

than

$225,000

on

1,200

Rev.

Mackonachie,

the

ualist, has contributed
Century a proposed

the

to

The minister of the

English

the

will mail

Bound

church

hiladelp!

one

of

ia, by

We will send

Al:

Plying her needle and thread—
:
Stitch! stitch! stitch!

oi

iy
Supreme

»

Yorrim
Court |

Charles Dickens's Works, bound in cloth, with 15
gi coq
by SL Eviinge

Rev.

church

at

Fires Congres

7

The | Awd still with
a voice of dolorous pitch;

Cambridge,

Ohio.

When

|

OND’S
New

dentate

MINOR

>

SELECTIONS.

The British Wesleyans have

resolved

ound

to|

elsewhere, and

most

is

altogether

fascinating, instructive, and

one

’

i

came near doing so. He believed that
President Hayes was personally pure as
the undriven snow.
lle called attention
«
to the danger in the future that. the I s residency might actually be sold by the
sale of the vote of some disputed State

|
|
|
|
|
|

sideration. As a rule,they
will be found |
to have their root in an undue love of their |
possessions, and the virtue of disposing of |
‘
|
3
jects of of |
their1 means
ini the SE interests
of P objects
benevolence, only when they can no long- |
er be held and used for selfi-h ends, sadly |

includ-

purposes,

to serious con- | $140,000 to educational

them

fallacious to entitle

.

.

ing the establishment of middle-class
boarding schools ; and $160,000 to schools (
for the education of ministers’ children.
©
rhe report to the General Committee
on | w=
N
church Extension of the Methodist Episco=
pal Church shows that the receipts for the | (fd

books

. N

in the

un- | During

the year

searchable riches of Christ, no sympathies | by gifts and loans.

222 churches

.

were

GOLD

aided

He was recently told by a leading poli. | With his brethren, is in fact ** wretched | wpe London Christian World says:
tician of a case in New England where | 0d miserable, and poor and blind, and | « Those who spent their energies in vain
church members might have been seen asd, : and shall ove day find out has in protesting against the establishment of
going about with their hands full of bills | 2€ 1330, however now he may say, °
a Papal hierarchy in Scotland, will be
re-

rich, who

of nothing.”

indifference

gard to this matter.

Every church mem- | rich in God—who

with

the thunder of church

did4

they

ed from
.

not repent,

church
j

they

be

be

If | desires and

5
eject-

|

sesses ailall
Sesse:

the

He

ang]

sae

These

AIM

%

war

difliculties wore

the

in

him
5.

God

a

Th

measure,

olor

‘ he ot af

sid
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ary

Monastery

and

in

pos-

of

Catholic

to die will
his Rehes

but to-go to, his riches.—
:

cost

age

when

NS

election frauds, and
the church.

S

keep bribers
:

out

.

ph

the

.

| to American musical

Benedictine congregation.”
bow

ideal

St. John’s Independent

estant

Church,

Baltimore,

:

Methodist Prot- | viz: Paris, 1878;
held its fiftieth

’
more,
1
anniversary on the evening of Nov. 12th.
The senior pastor, the Rev. A. Webster,
D.2). D.. 2. pres
presided. . The e Rev.Rev. R. Lh. S. 5. Norris, +

of | ’ennis

.

participated

3

of | deserts,
,
Sew came,
its
Tat
Christ
bringing
religion
ints tho haunts
and homes
ad Severy-day
if
:
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5

3
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N
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u
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exercises.
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13t45
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a.

from men, He

brought

the | the

to the accompaniment of the merry tinkle | act of daily life religious.—Geikie.

of the nickel and the crisp rustle of the
THE LECTURE.

made

more

Plant

com- | waters.

plete investigations'as to the condition

of | other

working women than any other commonwealth in history. The average pay of
woman's labor for 10 hours work was 82
cents. The statement was made that the

pay of shirt makers in New York was 35

cents a dozen.
In 1875, the Massachusetts Labor. Bureau received statements
as to female labor from 15,824 female

workers, The average number of the
days in a year they worked was 258.
" Only one in a hundred owned a house.
The average rent they paid was 893,

and

their cost of living was reduced to $182.
The returns of 55,515
showed that they were

male laborers
employed 241

days in a year, their average pay $2.01

per day.

“Only one in a hundred owned

a house, $109 was

their average cost
He proceeded to

counties, showing
fair

indication

of

of

Bible

seed.

harvest

is

Sow

beside

all|

sure.

‘‘It

No

a

Bible

distributer.

Yes,

community of eighty souls in that town.
The original,
solitary Bible
reader
the

Bible

will

do

its

work.

=

Plant

it.

Scatter it far and wide.— Evangelical Messenger.
:

right.

consequences
Be

genuine,

to God,
real,

condition

of the

mass. The statistics stirred him to soch
indignation that if he were to speak .as
he felt, his sobriety might be doubted.

It was astounding to him to 'find public

sentiment slumbering over facts; like
those he had quoted.
*
He had drawn the confrast to show
what happened under the most favorable
conditions in the world. What if he
should go to Prussia or England? He was
at a disadvantage, but they were the only
statistics obtainable on the topic. Un-

A NEW

but

STANLEY $2.15.
275
er day.

k

ARD

T

S

Wi 10,000 sold.

More

.
ANTE
For particulars and
terms address HUB.
BROS., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

You

must

Churen, School, Fire-nlarm.
wi 1th 700
Catal

ed

of duty you are tried by the distrust of
friends, gird up your loins and say in
your heart, “I was not driven to virtue
by the encouragement of friends, nor will
I be repelled from it by their coldness.”
Finally, “be just and fear not;” *cor-

more than

honesty ;”

Fine-toned, low-priced, warrant.
prices, etc. sent

Blymyer Manufacturing Co. Cincinnati, Oe

ASTH Mess

S Asthma REMEDY

The only sure remedy.

1s soll under a positive guar.

antee. Prico ¥1 a package. Sample pkgs free. Address

LOUIS SMITHNIGHT, Chemist,Oleveland,O.

themselves.
When misrepresented, use
no crooked means to clear
yourself.
Clouds do not last long.
If,in the course

not

BOOK

The only authentic and copyrighted cheap edition. Gives a fall history of his wonderful discoveries in Africa and marvelous journey down
the Congo. It is fuscinating
as romance. Profusely illustrated, and highly endorsed by the
clergy and press. Agents are selling 10 to 25

do

not yield to customs, buf, like the anvil,
endure all blows,until the hammers break

wins
[4

EXCITING

Bristling with WILD ADVENTURES. The
DEEDS
of the DARING
EXPLORER

sincere,. true,

rather than be made by them.

ruption

Church

.

Leave Consequences to God.

Leave

John’s

a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

shall

not return void,” is God's promise. In
1860 a Bible was presented to an imagemaker of Corato, in Italy, In the midst
of ignorance and superstition this seed
grew. Recently the discovery has been
made that there is now a Bible reader
has become

St.

in

was

odist church in the world.

No other seed is so vital.
so

Methodism

The occasion

has the largest endowment of any Meth-

upright, God-like. The world’s maxim
their average rent, and ‘is, trim your sails and yield to circumof living was 8488.
stances.” But if you would do any good
give
statisties
by in your generation, youmust be made of
that the average was a sterner stuff, and help make your times
the

branches

one of great interest.

Plant Bible Seed.

greenback.

Massachusetts had

various
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Costly Outfit free.

Augusta, Maine.
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Salary. Saleemen wanted to sell our
Staple Goods to dealers. No peddling.
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meul, address S.A. GRANT & GO,
‘2, 4,6 & 8 Homo 8t., Cincinnati, O,
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1578 ; Phila-

N55; BOSTON + 2 Union Square, NEW YORK;

|

It wagyin this building,2 in 1828, that their
church was organized.
It now has 93,000 members, 1000 midisters, 6 colleges

to Thee,” | light of cheerful piety, which made every | America and England,

Sweden,

1873; Paris, 1867. NO OTHER AMERICAN
ORGANS EVER ATTAINED HIGHEST AWARD
AT ANY WORLD'S EXPOSITION. Sold for
cash,
by inetaliments.
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free.
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well arranged ; stating in fifteen

Trunk
and

aunthor,—Prof. J.

J. Butler,
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:
to the usual Calendar,

of all Freewiil

Baptist

societies,

THE TRUTH
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an
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cts

val in the home circle.”—
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writers and thinkers in the country. The Departments of Religious News, Literature, Sundayschool, Fine Arts, Science, Missions, School and
College, Markets, Farm and Garden, Financial
and Ihsurince will, as heretofore, be ‘contributed
to by specialists in each branch. These depart.
ments are famous, because they are able and trust
worthy.
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report of which together, with that of his
preliminary talk on political corruption,
of Monday evening:
The disagreeable weather somewhat
diminished the numbers of the audience of
Rev. Joseph Cook's lecture to-day, a good
many seals being vacant. After prayer
by the lecturer the audience sang a stanza of ** Just us Tam, without one plea,”
and the lecturer proceeded with his
PRELIMINARY TALK.
The ostrich hid her head in the sand
and thought her whole Rody covered.
In these days of election frauds we were
reminded that great was the American
eagle—greater was the American 'pea- |
cock, and greitest of all the American

.

21:

Woman

hl more personal pride than man. If in
poor dress.she was less likely to be drawn
into the evening school or thy lecture.

Tired out we are, my heart snd I.
Suppose the world brought dindems
To temp! us, crusted with loose gems

.

who ‘had learned

which the pay of a girl who dropped in a
fuinting fit was docked because she lost
five minutes in coming rounil,
Ile insisted on trade $aculion for girls
of every grade of society. It was a public erime for us t. send out multitudes of
girls from the public schools utterly un-

We loved too true to keep a friend;
At lust we're tired, my heart and I,

killeth

ployment at those figures. There were
establishmentsin the city where young

female labor, which could be had cheap,
brought in. He related an instance in

watked too straight for fortun«’s end,

slothful

ble endeavors, and thenefre rather harm
than help him.
Like Ishbosheth, he lieth

mut

were discharged in a body and

;
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fron working, As the cat, he would fain
have (he fi-h, but is not willizg to wet his
feet.
His desires are dest ture of suitu-
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And in our own blood drenched the pen,
As if such colors could not fly.
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home the
where the

young husband and wife are just beginning the new and happy experience of
domestic life. How many a vacant chair
there will be by fireside or at the festal
board, whence a form has ‘departed no
more to return. Upon all these the same

God of love and mercy looks down, and
‘would have each feel that all his providences are somehow the best that could be
ordered.To every ong we extend our most
cordial greeting, wishing them a Merry
Christmas out of a sincere heart,and praying thatthey may all at last enter the mansions whence came- that first Christmas
greeting—*
On earth peace, good will
toward men.”
It seems that the stereopticon may also
contribute to the success _of a pastorate.
‘We know of a pastor who was finding it
difficult to gain the attendance and the
attention of the young people. What
he said in the pulpit seemed to be lost
upon them. Finally he rented a stereopticon and invited the young people into
his parlor,—a dozen or so each Saturday

*evening,—to
see some interesting pictures.
¢

The plan worked admirably. The attention of the young people was gained,
by and ‘by a revival began, and. the
pastorate became a success from that
time. The true pastor must be aman’ of
expedients and resources. - If this means

to counteract the

deleterious influence. We are. glad to
know that this is being done to a much
larger extent than is generally supposed
by the various efficient and extensive
religious publishing houses. While vile
or sensational story papers, many of them

expressly for the young and not unmixed
with

good,

circulate

by

the

hundred

thousand, the publications of Christian
societies also reach an even more extensive circulation.

As a

specimen of what

is being done in this direction, we note
the fact that the American Baptist Publication Society during its half century of
existence has given to the

world

77,000,-

hands of the youth

influences
more
which
study
to the

and

for life.

into the

become

Let us

molding

have still

does

not

answer,

he

must

NEW ORDER OF CATHOLIC ADMINIS-

"TRATION.
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try

who has given all the time of his ministry
to.such churches as would pay only the
smallest salary, and when he found

self at the beginning of winter

go West for the benefit

him-

obliged to

of his wife's

health,

church, and, as such, was

much more un-

that

they ought to do better

but that they easily can do better.
‘The churches themselves will be the
chief sufferers in the end if such a course
be persisted in. There is no callto a
ministry thatis to leave its occupants in
old age to starve.
There are multitudes of good men
whe, seeing the corrupting tendencies of
politics, stand aside from all active participation in public affairs and join the
army of critics who, justly enough, cry
out against the corruptions and wholesale
swindles by which the demagogues and

their bishops,
canon law

and

longed

ofthe church

to have the

in Europe

plied to this country.

ap-

:

sale of manhood

and virtue,

_ in all such cases the right winsand the

wrong goes to the wall. ~The @hicago

Inter Ocean most tersely states
when it says:

the case

:

Politics should be studied by every
man, and every man should be a” politician. A man who lives in America and
thinks so little of his privileges, and cares

so little
to

should

ay

for

discharging

no

attention

be at once

his duty as

to

politics,

banished

to

him.

Such

some

~ country where his associations and opportunities

will educate

men,

to really bring it about.

bishops in passing
checkmate

sentence.

It gives

to the power of the

bishops,

heretofore exercised without restraint,

of

removing priests here and there, and deposing them from the priesthood, . accord-

‘ing to their own absolute will; and
provides that a priest can not be removed
from: his pastorate, or mission, unless by
the vote of at least three members of the
judicial council called to’ try the case.
The bishop must call his council, must
state the case in writing, shall give the
an

opportunity

to

be

tried,

however good, socially, morally, and witnesses may be summoned on both
reli
, are barnacles and set a per- sides, and an appeal'may be made from
example.
. . . . . . They
are terribly afraid of being ruined by the council to the metropolitan.
This code of procedure drawn up by
politics. We want the
, honest,
moral element to be felt at the ballot- the Sacred Congregation, and approved
box, and the man who lives and enjoys | by Leo XIII, marks an era in the history
/

have

agents

in

make

in va-

the field® and

as brother Penney,

of

of thirty new subscribers. Brother Ricker,
of Dover, N. H., has done nearly as well.

If pastors do not do this themselves, and
there is an agent ready to do it, we hope
they will allow and encourage it to be
done.

We can not get canvassers at once for all
places, and we are willing to pay pastors
for doing what they can, and in churches
where no canvassing agent is at work,
will not the pastors, or

some

other

one,

take it in hand and see evhat can be done ?
We expect Rev. John Ashley will soon
begin the work of a general canvass in
Michigan, Rev. A. Libby

is

at work

in

central Maine,

T.

Stevens

in

Rev.

secured one hundred names in Mass.

and

cal and kindred topics,

R. I., and quite a number

are

then

the

western Maine.

institu-

Mr. G. A.

.of others

doing a local work, and the work of negotiation is still in progress. Withthe reduced price of the Star there must be a large

ference” arrangement result in encourage
ing young men, who might pursue the

increase to our subscription

regular course of the schools,

suffer loss.

“themselves

with something

to content
short

slowness in approving such a course. For

or we

must

Still you

kind just now, will haveto answer,

But as out correspondent assumes that
this is an impossibility with some, it need
said

further,

that

with

certain

possible improvements in its details, the
method which already obtains among us,
is probably as. good as the case admits
of. Indeed, it would be hardly practicable to establish one on ‘a more general
plan, or that would prove more efficient.
To any subscriber who wishes to make
a present of “The Morning Star” to a
friend, we will furnish a second copy at
$1.70. The season of giftemaking
is at
hand. What more appropriate gift than
a copy of a religious paper,that shall be a
weekly visitor and a constant reminder

friend=

ship?

Parents can thus

send

the

paper

soh or

labors

in

the

labors

of his servants, and their patience and
self-sacrifice have not been in vain. We
are weak in point of numbers,] weak as
the world counts strength, but as one in

our hearts, and while we rejoice over

the

results secured, we see the imperative
need of continued and increased effort.
Jf we hold that fast which we now have,
we must do some aggressive work. No
one retains the knowledge already acquired, unless it be used in the acquisition of more.
No church, no denomination can retain its present strength, ex-

cept by unceasing warfare on the kingdom
of Satan,
Let-us-eare for our struggling churches
in town and country, and show our desire for their permanency

and

usefulness

by aiding them to ** hold fast that which
they have.”
L. A. CRANDALL,

H. Acterian,

there are five Christian churches, and out

erect, a column in a scene of ruins.”

The church in Philadelphia had little
strength ; but it kept God’s word, and did
not deny his name. The sister churches
had brighter prospects, more favorable
surroundings perhaps, but because of

who

with

is now

Bro.

pastor

H.

of our

pumps

unmanned,

and

ply of Registers for 1879 still on hand,and
we solicit orders from all churches. Great
additions have been made to this work
within a few years with no extra charge,
An alphabetical list of ministers with ref-

repair the damage or réach a safe harbor.

Many of our churches are being weak-

hurries

It is a valuable water-power, only a
small part of which, however,is improved. |
Some time, without doubt, capitol will
now

unused

Golden Rule Magazine (monthly),
We trust that the Independent

will find

hosts uniting with it on the platform that “We

are not going to let any party rule this countty
that will not deal justly by the

of the Negro,”

equally true that a church saved is of as

! much value

political

!

rights

as one planted? We have
hundreds of churches to-day whose future
existence depends upon the action ef the
next six months. If let alone, they die.
If we hold fast to them, and encourage

Hlinisters and Churches.
Rev. J. W. HILLS entered upon the

pastor-

ate of the Bellevernon (Pa.) church, Nov. 24.
New

HaMpsaIRE

Brrs,

the churches or the

Quite a number of

Belknap

Q.

M,

are or
one

1 of our best, a reallive institation.
Bro. Pliittitiet’s ehtirch at Lower Gilmanton
continued the meetings
#fter the Q. -M:—elosed-—r——
The church was strengtheved and = few converted.
By the perseveratee eof their hard

working pastor the society have dome a noble
The second Belmont church held
Nov.

the

its revival
There

were

was

good

and the meetings interesting and profitable.
That churchy which for several years has been
in a very low and discouraged state, has been
greatly encouraged and blessed by the self-denying efforts of Bro. Emery, and we learn, is to
have meetings through the winter.
Let other
“young men, like Bro. Emery, make a place for
themselves, instead of standing idly in the
market place waitingto be hired.
:

The church at Meredith Center has just completed its vestry, a neat and convenient edifice
closely connected with the church.

The furni-

ture was put in last week and it will be dedicated soon.
- By a “ local” from New Hampton we learn
that the ¢ Little Missionary Helpers” have secured funds enough to purchase a new furnace
for the church, which they gave to the Society

a few days since.
:
The revival in the two churches

at Gilford

Village resulted in the

of fifty

conversion

or

more. About seventy made a start, some being backsliders. The F. B. church is getting
ready to build a vestry, so much needed.
The
timber for the frame is mostly sawed and money enough earned by the Ladies’ society to fur-

nish it when completed. ;
Sunday, Dec. 8, was a happy day in Littleton. The ice was broken and the ordinance of
baptism was administered.
The church has
been for a time past in a low, scattered state,

but under the labors of Rev. B. Minard
are signs of better days ahead.
Thie Water Village church has

there

secured

services of Rev. Charles W.

church and others, who provided the carpets, cushions for the pews, and furniture.
There is a good Sabbath-school connected
with the church, which is in a prosperous
condition.
Bro. Acterian, a graduate of Bates College, and two years since of the Thelogi-

formerly a Congregationalist, as successor of
Rev. A. D. Fairbanks, who closes his labors

rejoicing his band of earnest workers in
the church.

That this may be a visitation,

which shall refresh all

our

churches

and gladden all our faithful pastors,

may

God grant.
The North Anson Academy, located: in

Dealtry,

the

both on the builder, and the ladies of the

ened by causes over which they have little or no control. Death and removal
are the two great drain-pipes, through cal Sem.,has been pastor of the church, five
erence figures to the page giving their which, year by year, the strength of our months. He is winning not only great favor
post office address is found to be a very churches is flowing. As long as the ne- among our own people, to whom he came
great convenience. This year we have cessity for churches exists, so long will a stranger, but in the community as well.
His faithful pastoral work and able
begun a department in chronology; which death take from us our loved and trusted
we hope to extend and improve. In the co-workers; so long will our hearts be pulpit ministrations have not only securcalendar of each month, is a list of histor- saddened and our churches weakengd by -ed him warm supporters and friends, but
ical and denominational events set against the departure of those to whom we have are increasing constantly his Sabbath
congregations. A very pleasant thing to
the day of the month in' which they oc- looked for counsel and encouragement.
note
is the spirit of union which exists
And
it
would
seem
that
until
we
-have
curred, and it is of great.value. The
among
the different religious denominaplanted
our
churches
on
the
extreme
PaWatchman of Boston calls attention to
this feature and suggests that the Baptists cific coast, we shall never reach that city tions in the place,and the heartiness with
adopt it in their annual book of statistics. or town from which men do not ‘go which they all unite in common Christian
Every Freewill Baptist ought to have a West.” But although the course of Em- work. It isa worthy testimony to their
Register, and the low price, eleven cents pire is continually robbing us of the most piety and the catholicity of their faith,
including postage, puts it within reach of active and enterprising, and others sadly and can not fail of a large blessing.
That Bro. A. has been active in promotall. We will'illall orders, and if any needed in the church militant, because
can not sell the number taken, they may ripe for the church triumphant, go to their ing this spirit of union, and, while faithreturn them and we will refund the long homes, yet we are not to loosen our ful to his own trust, has not been unmoney.
:
3
‘| hold on the things that remain. Good mindful of the rights of others or of the
We solicit additional facts to be put material for Christians is lying in the spiritual good of the .whole community,
under the head of Chronology, and let /it rough in every community, and the grace there was abundant testimony on every
be enlarged and perfected.
of God through the zeal of his children will hand. It does not seem an extravagance
makethese pillars in the church of Christ. of faith to picture not far hence a revival
BRIEF NOTES.
If it is true that a penny saved is as of God’s work, - gladdening the heart of
The Golden Rule issued its last weekly num- good as a penny earned, why ‘is it not this faithful pastor, and encouraging and
ber last week, and will re-appear Jan. 1, as the

ford to do without the paper next year ?

attendance

seek its advantages, and its

af-

can

he

if

spectus for 1879, and see

no conversions, but the

since, was well filled by a large congregation yesterday, as indeed,it is on every
pleasant Lord's day. This church was
built by Saml. Bunker, Esq., an enterprising business man of the village,—and
afterwards. bought by the Free Baptist
Society. Itis a gem of a room in its finish
and furnishings, and reflects great credit

best to leave the

subscription to the ¢ Star” will expire.
Will each subscriber read over the pro-

has become in this way the depot of supply to many of the adjoining towns.

weak by ecclesiastical earthquakes, which
have made the very foundation stones
tremble, and quenched the courage in the

go to the bottom without attempting to

many

a good

year

At the close of this

in

The neat, tasty church,dedicated a year

without masts and leaking badly, it i§ not

een

CP +l —
——

y

meetings the last week

so, many of our churches have been made

Few ofour churches are entirely free
from internal feuds, and many have been
drained of their life-blood by them. But
in the hour of weakness, when, the storm
being spent, the old ship is found to be

H. WHITCHER.
Brockport, N. Y.

is the terminus of the Somerset R. R.,and

The Carrabasset, a fine stream,

'g

half acre for eur comfort.

work of repairing, both to the church and
parsonage,

power will turn the wheels of various industries. There are here now some 20
weakness,she was not to entirely abandon
nor let go her hold upon that which she | stores of various sorts. The population
then possessed. The F.Baptists have many of the town is about 2000, of whom a
Philadelphia churches, especially if we quarter, at least, are residents of this vilconsider only their lack of strength. We lage. A course of popular lectures has
have scores of organizations whose condi- been arranged for the winter by a comtion imperatively demands that they listen mittee of the citizens. Two of these
to the command, ‘hold that fast which have already been delivered, and the genthou hast.” As Philadelphia suffered from erous patronage which they have received
frequent earthquakes, which ‘leveled her is creditable to the taste and intelligence
walls and shook the dwellings into ruins, of the community.

bravest hearts.

(Sweden) in which I grew up, was con-

verted, baptized and began to preach.
I now expect to get settled in this resting

church in this village, has introduced me
to a wide awake, intelligent community,
full of enterprise and thrift. This village

over its rocky bed through the village,
with a fall of 50 feet in a third of a. mile.

*

I retire to a little home] that a kind
brother has provided for me, at Brockport, Monroe Co., N. Y., the very; town

have been holding protracted meetings,
The 8. 8. at Alton Corner is said to be

ANsoN, Mg., Dec.9, 1878,|

An exchange of pulpits
It is a significant fact, that in the city of
Alla-Shehr—once called Philadelphia—

enough to know I was failing in faculties

place by New Year's. And this will be
the first home that I have ever had since
our parental home broke up fifty yéars
on
ago!
olden times could say, ‘‘ when Iam weak,
And now I do thank God, in this public
then am I strong,” so may we be strong manner, and my dear brother for
this
to do God's work if, realizing our weak- prospective resting place in declinin
g
ness, we come to him for strength.
years.
There is an imperative demand that we
But there is still one cloud over my
strengthen the things which remain. In prospective skies. I have never been
distant Texas, u faithfal few are strug- able to lay up anything. I have
served
gling to maintain an existence, and ap- poor churches for a bare living. And
peal to us for help. Send us,” they now, I do believe the world and
the
say in letter to the late General Con- church owe me at least £5000, as
I ought
ference,—which did not arrive
until to have had at least $100 per year
for.
after adjournment,—‘‘a
teacher
—and- fifty years’ more than I
have received.
preacher.” Their cry is as yet unanswer- But I do not propose to sue to recover
ed.
this due.
Bro. Manning—God bless him—should
But this I will do. Iask every friend
have help in the important field he has so everywhere, to help me a little in
faithfully tilled. Storer lies very near furnishing my house and preparing my

No.

We have a large sup-

THE REGISTER.

that

a
aE ES
Special Correspondence.

we can not knowingly be partyto the pursuit of any course of study as a substitute of a population of fifteen thousand, three
‘thousand profess faith in Christ.
for the one of the schools, when the purSo noticeable a fact is it, that Gibbon
suit of the latter is possible. But it may
says: ‘ Among the Greek colonies and
be said this is inconvenient. “It is not a
churches of Asia, Philadelphia is still

only be

small band

fifty

years in the active pastoral work of the
church, to retire, while I had sense

It is only a That point I reach next spring; and .
now
India, but a

sors have done good battle.

of it,

they would in so far prove to be an evil,
rather than a good.
When a vigorous, intelligent and self- |
helpful young man ask to be furnished
with a course of Theological, or biblical
study for private pursuit, we confess to a

Question of convenience at all.

men are arming for the conflict of right
against wrong, in which their predeces-

freedmen, b& God has owned

can

Augusta, Me., has done and sent us a list

and

Bates

as we

thorough study of the entire range of bibli-

Itis one of the

and from the teachings of the ¢ highchurch” party, the Ultramontanes. It

priest

thorough canvass,

and

THE STAR.
secure a general
Star in all of our

has

daughter can send it to the old home.

most important changes ever made in the
history of the Roman Catholic church in
this country. Singularly enough, it is in
the direction of liberty. It is a step .of
departure from the idea of centralization,

we

Universities, but at Hillsddle

nobler the world never saw.
:
Jut a handful at Harper's Ferry - ands a]
solitary man in the great valley of the
Mississippi to do our work among the

Simpson

made, but it has

XII

series—The

we hope to have many more. Ae bespeak’ for them the co-operation of pastors,
who can render very efficient service. In
some places pastors can and will make a

If, however, a biblical school means an
arrangement for a full, systematic and

to absent.children, or an absent

Leo

To this end

rious localities already

The conferences of a good-

of the giver’s thoughtfulness and

takes from the bishops much power
tricksters get ‘themselves inte power, previously granted them, as, for stance,
| without seeming to realize that just such the power to remove priests from place
inactivity on the part of good citizens to place without consulting them or. their
If, orders
that every
renders just such political trickery not congregations.
bishop
shall
organize
a
Judicial
Council,
only possible but certain.
Experience
composed of not less than three or more
has abundantly shown that, whenever all
good
citizensin any given community than five,learned and pious priests, whose
have been aroused to united and earnest duty it shall be to hear and pass upon
action against the scoundrels who make the causes, criminal and disciplinary, of
politics a convenient mart for the un- priests and other clerics, and to aid the
blushing

it.

should answer, yes and no. If a biblical
school means an arrangement for the
study and occasional discussion of doctrinal and ecclesiastical topics, we have such
schools now.

the

people to “ lay aside all conflicting engage.
ments, social, ecclesiastical, literary, or otherwise, that with united hearts the church may
call upon God to revive his work and stay the
tide that threatens our institutions, political,
social and religious.”

try, but whose circumstances will not allow their attendance at the schools.
We

During the pontificate of Pius IX there
were rumors that this change was to be
been left for

supplement

AN INQUIRY ANSWERED.
A correspondent very properly inquires,
‘Can not a Ministers’ Conference be made
Bl
DU
a real Biblical school?” The question is
A CANVASS FOR
asked especialy inthe interests of pastors
It is our purpose to
who have not enjoyed the advantages of
theological training, and of such young ‘canvass for the Morning
men as are looking forward to the minis- churches, or as general

say, it will cost a struggle. Then struggleletitbe. It is a pretty good thing
hood, and no trial, and that, indeed, the, ‘for a man to bear the yoke in his youth,”
bishep did not proceed according to provided aiways it does not permanently
canon law. The bishop argued, upon gall and cripple him, a thing for which
the other side, that the Roman Catholic some who withhold aid
from these who
church in America was a missionary are bearing a pretty heavy joke of this

who had also been a patient,
der the government of the bishops than
self-denying and faithtul worker, he was the church in Europe, where the power of
actually without the means to pay the the bishop is restricted by canon law. It
passage. And they had always practiced was our fortune to be personally acquaintthe closest economy in living. Read the ed with Father Stack, to correspond with
statement of an aged clergyman in anoth- | him, to be fully informed concerning his
er column. Seventy years of age—a half
case. He was practically removed from
century of work for souls—by no means a his church,
but he was
generously
prodigal or extravagant man, and after it farnished with money
by his fellow
all, obliged to accept as a gift even the priests, both for his own support, and to
home that shelters him. We should bear the expense of carrying his case
hesitate to print such a personal state- against the bishop from court to court.
ment as that, but for the fact that we are
‘We learned from him that very many
convinced that the churches ought to do priests groaned under the despotism of
better than that by their pastors. And

not only

change, which he has communicated to
every bishop of the country, and which
will throughout the country take effect
upon the first of January next.

of this antidote for the moral poison tion just described does not-eome up-to
permeates society, and let it be the the idea of a ¢‘ real” biblical schoel.
of the best minds to better adapt it Moreover, should this ¢‘ministerial conuse designed.

Our readers are undoubtedly aware
that until very recently the Roman
—————sermon;
other
the prayer-meeting;C
s:—Th
atliotic e
church in Afiierica has beena
pastoral ealls—these are not all. The ‘‘ missionary ” church; that is, that it has
miner finds the vein and then follows it been under the immediate administration
until he finds the gold. The successful -of the bishops, rather than under
the
pastor imust also do that. Paul would government of canenical law. When,.a
do all right things to all men, that he few years ago, Father Stack of Williamsmight save some.
port was removed from his church by
Bishop O'Hara, he declined to give up his
For every single pastor who is-comfortably supported, there are scores we church and appealed to the civil courts,
which decided in his favor.
Father
doubt not who have to practice the greatStack argued that the bishop acted with
est economy in order to pay for the
plainest living. A case came té our arbitrary power, that the bishop gave him
no cause of suspension from the priestEROY
cage
wit
otner
aay,
ora
clergyman
of grace

has
this

ly number of Quarterly Meetings and as000 copies of religious publications of
sociations have subjects or lessons in the
various kinds, while twice that number
Bible, or other text books, assigned, and
(including other publications, of course)
teachers or lecturers appointed, and these
have been circulated. We refer to these
subjects are discussed and the lessons refigures because just now at hand, but they
cited in connection with the Quarterly
tell the story also of the other religious
Meeting sessions, or at meetings appointpublishing houses as well. When we
ed expressly for this purpose. These exinclude the American Tract Society, the
ercises in many cases have. proved very
Religious Tract Society of London, the
interesting and profitable—profitable to
Methodist, and Presbyterian, and Conall who participate in them. As profitagregational publishing houses and the
ble perhaps to those who have enjoyed the
lesser’ ones of the smaller religious bodies,
advantages of education, as to those who
we have a most formidable array of
have not. For as Vinet very happily and
letter-press morality with a constantly
somewhat dryly observes, even at the
increasing circle of influence which is
University one ‘goes not learn all he can
incalculable in influence for good. Taklearn, nor all he ‘needs to know.”
But
ing out of the calculation the books and
the profit largely depends on the punctutracts which are purely of a denominationality of the members, their thoroughness
al cast, there yet remains a vast array
of preparation, and the amount of intelliof readable books and periodicals which
gent interest and zeal put into the work.
find their way directly, through the

Sunday-school and other ways,

will

of Vt.,

with that church the last Sabbath in Dec.
MAINE ITEMS.

Rev.

R. D.

Frost,. who

is

supplying the 1st church in Brunswick, recently baptized and added two to that church.
The North Street church, Bath, Gardiner
City church, and the Bowdoinham
are without settled pastors.

church,

Rev. E. G. Page, of Richmond Corner, has
accepted a call to preach with the Litchfield
Plains church the coming year,
There is an interesting work of grace in
progress in Brewer, as the result of meetings
conducted by Brethren I. H. Lewis, Smith and

McKenny from Y. M. C. A.
Rev. E, Manson is supplying Gardiner
church,
=

City

Rev. Mr. Bartlett of the F. B. church, Lis
bon, has been and is row holding

extra

meet-

ings for the promotion of a revival.

The friends of Rev. J. P. Longley,of Salem,

recently made a liberal donation to their

pas-

tor.

A
bee
the
the

musical
Journal
citizens,
Augusta

* Ruope

entertainment, which the Kennesays merits a vote of thanks from
was given under the auspices of
church,on the evening of Dec. b..

ISLAND NOTES.

Rev. J. D. Veney,

of Berryville,
Va., commenced his labors with
the Pond St.'church, Providence,
Dec, 8.

on

Sunday,

t
~~

subdued by the memories that crowd upon

them. How many a néw
Christmas sun will greet,

em-

It

Fathers of Engligh Literature--which we published in the early summer and which were so

pd

sugand
are
the
old

find and

ers.

bd fd Ede

fullest of grand
friendship, peace
many thousands
of preparation,
expectant, the

to

A.

NA

ploy the best means

Next week will come Christmas,
the da.

of all the year the
gestions, tokens of
merriment.
How
now in the bustle
young eager and

it is important

G.

bed fed

scandal,

The principal, Mr.

a graduate of Bates College of

od

This is the most favorable month of the
We
year for procuring new subscribers.
have lately added a good number of new
names to our list, but we wish to add
many more before the new year. Will
not our pastors and the friends generally
of the ¢ Morning Star’’ exert themselves
to put it in every family that does not
:
pow receive it ?

this day of demoralizing literature,
the country is flooded with cheap
papers and ¢ illustrated” perioddetailing every phase of crime and

Stuart,

bed oh

In
when
story
icals

Dearborn

Office is at 157

The Western Editorial

cessful term.

0

©

St., Chicago,

Baltimore,
concerning

cry comes to us from thriving towns and

this village, is now in the midst of a suc-

great cities, ‘‘help or we perish.” Denom- the class of 76, is an active
member of
inationally we need to héed the injunction” our church here and
the leader of its exlaid upon the church at Philadelphia. We cellent choir. I believe it
is true that
acceptable to our readers.
know, and were we likely to forget, sister this ‘Academy
has,
for
severa
l years,
At Mr. Moody's suggestion, the Baltimore
bodies would press the fact upon our at- been furnished with teachers from Bates
clergymen have issued a call to the evangelical
College.
ministers and churches of the United States to tention, that we have but little strength.
C.F. PENNEY,
O-b-8-4
>
unite, in the month of January, following up’ Only about seventy thousand march in
our ranks, but among them are no apolothe week of prayer, in a concentrated effort
My Position.
for the revival of God’s work throughout the | gists for oppression, nor champions of a
Ten years ago, I determined when I
whole land. They urge upon the Christian
stinted salvation. We have no great reached my seventieth year, making

has here-

tofore had charge of the American church,
under the supervision of the' Vatican, and
will now be relieved from a great deal
of extremely perplexing work. Archbishop Gibbons,
of
received
instructions

The

de beds ped eb

work vigorously to get them out. Suppose we apply the same commendable
rule to politics for a while?

ga All communications designed for publication
nould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
"on business, remittances of money, &o., should be
. addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

pagation of the Faith, at Rome,

will give an outline biographical and historical
account of the principal modern English writ.

by word, work, prayers, money, they may

yet enjoy many years of usefulness.

en

DECEMBER 18, 1878.

articles which

Dba

When we find bad men in the church,
and seeking to use it for wicked and selfish ends, we do not hesitate to set to

of

nl Aad

WEDNESDAY,

mits a grievous blunder if not a crime.

the.publication of a series

SFT
aa
Beer

@The Forming Star,

In the present number of the Star we begin

of the’ Roman Catholic church in America.
Thousands of priests will rejoice at it.
The Sacred Congregation of the Pro-

Mr, A. T. Salley, of Bates Theological school,
has been engaged to supply the Roger Wwilliams church in the absence of its pastor, Rev.

A. J. Kirkland, who is spending the winter at
Florida.
.
Rev. G. H. Child has resigned his pastorate
of the church in Tiverton, to take effect the
first of January.

It has

of four

been

years

duration.

NEW YORK GLEANINGS.

Rev. Alexander

Dick ‘is at present supplying
church to good acceptance.

the

Marilla

a

the influences of our benign institutions,
and fails to make his influence felt, com-

THE

MORNING

evangelistic work. Churches desiring his service will find him at Chittenango, He baptizod two and received them into the Fabius
church in Oct. His pastorate there has recently closed.
Rév. H. Whitcher leaves the Apalachin
He
church, and goes to reside at Brockport.

All the ministerial force, with lay delegations

and joyful seasons, it has ever been our
pleasure to enjoy. Many had predicted
that this session would be a failure, or
like the first session and convention would
have to be held with a proxy ' delegation;
but it pleased the Lord to disappoint them.

from all but one

meeting,

church, was

Although

present

the discouragements

of

the past Have been many, the spirit of aggrossive effort characterized the gathering.
The

will be inaugurated.

;

Bro. D. D. Mitchell is doing good

work

to build a house of worship.

are hopeful, ~~=Bro. A. J. Davis is in the

.Windham and Rome churches are served
half of the time by Rev. I. H. Greene, who
gives the remainder of his time to the Warren

ness at Madelia.—~The friends of Bro, C. H.
Davis will be glad to learn of real improvement in his health. He is still supplying the

(Pa.) church.

Cong, church at Prescot, Wis. We hope to
see him able to engage in active pastoral work
soon, and settled over a church of his own
fuith, He is a member of our Minneapolis

What can I say for the Star?

I know what

in that field

paper if you can’t send it, for less than $2.20 a

church, May Bates College send us many
young men of like spirit. Xven the far West

year.”

say

has need of them.

never

say,

No Christian man can

* Stop

afford

to

that, when the Star each week appears in its
best Sunday suit, and is shining brighter than

ever before.

subscription in advance, and have continued to
do 80 to this day. I have saved money by it
too.

And so would every one.

inational man,

and

have

from the age of 14.

Iamadenom-

been

nothing else

Moreover, my son

Thom-

as, I trust, will continue the dear old Star

in

the same address that it now
son after him.

and

his

Y.

M.

bears,
;

How that session of the Penobscot
last August recalled old times,

The

first was

held in my father’s barn in Newburgh in 1833,
and was attended by such

men

as Knowlton,

Hathaway, Littlefield, Briggs, Marks, Hutchius, who rode a white horse

with

his saddle-

bags strapped on behind, the three Whitney
brothers, Tasker, John Stevens, E. Allen, and
many others, who have either gone above, or
are awaiting the call that must come at no distant day. Thus I look back over more than
half of the denominational history. Be true,
brethren, be true. It was by fidelity to principle that the fathers built so well. Let this
generation imitate them, and so do as noble a

work as they. did, and win the same immortality.
\
THOMAS BICKFORD.

Bangor, Me,, Dec, 180
<>
Ea

The labors of Rev.

E. M,

ENCOURAGING

manifest

improvement

WORDS.

Spirit and of power.

things to encourage us in Southern Illinois.
The numerous religious elements heretofore
existing under the names of General Baptists,
Separate Baptists, New Lights, and the liberal

our enemies

future

our

with

indifference,

:

«does this sympathy assume shape, a body, a
power, through which, with the blessing of
God, we are confident that

that which has been

at no

distant

sown in weakness

appear in beauty and strength.

day

shall

M. A. 8.

On10 ITEMS.
Rev. E. Tibbets,pastor of the
Maineville and Blanchester churches, has commenced a protracted effort with the former

church with prospects of success.
Rev. A. M. Simonton, pastor of the Pleasant
Plain church, and Rev. A. Hamilton,
the M. E. church in the same village,
gaged in holding a union protracted
The debt which, as an incumbus,
clinging to the Pleasant Plain church,

provided for, if not ‘already

pastor of
are enmeeting.
has been
has been

liquidated, with

the exception of a small, amount which
is good prospect will also be canceled.

Rév. J. A. Sutton was constrained

the

protracted

effort

with

the

there

to close

Sugar

Run

church, after one week of labor, on account

prostrated hélth,
The winter session

of the Harmony

of

Q. M.

held in Broadway, Dec. 1st, was one of deep
interest. The meetings are now being protracted. The preaching during the session by
Prof. Durgin was calculated to arouse from
lethargy lukewarm Christians,
and inspire

with hepe those who have long and earnestly
prayed for the prosperity of our beloved
Zion.
. P. Cranston, the efficient S. 8. Supt. of the
Broadway church for the last fifteen years, has

removed to Lewisburg.

He

will be much

missed by all.

MICHIGAN

PARAGRAPHS.

church has enjoyed

North

a gracious

Branch

revival

under

the labors of Rev. G. B. Cutler. About sixty
have been made to rejoice in “a Saviour’s love,
and twenty-three addedto the church by baptism. Others will go forward soon. Several
backsliders have been reclaimed and received
into the church. Bro. C. is now holding meetings with the Newbury church.
Prospects

‘RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its
with the church at

Dec. session

Stephentown

Center,

and

unfavorable condition of

the roads, the meeting was very well attended
throughout, and was one of good interest and

we trust

profit.

At the previous session

held

The church in Capac, Rev. E. J. Doyle pastor, is holding a series of meetings in connection with the Methodists.

Clouds

they are looking for rain.
At a pleasant social gathering

appear

and

oe
of the

Dover

church, Rev. J. H, Walrath, about to retire
from the pastorate, receivell a gift of silver
ware and other articles amounting in value to
- about $60.

its wonderful curative powers in thousands
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known

be-

of

send free of charge to all who desire it, this re-

Next session to be held with

the church

‘West Stephentown, March next.
I. B. COLEMAN,

HANCOCK & QUINCY Q.
session with the Wheatland

Grove

church

in

For Bronchial, Asthmatic and Pulmonary complaints, * Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
manifest remarkable curative properties. Like
all other meritorious articles, they are frequently
imitated, and those purchasing should be sure to

obtain the genuine “ BRONCHIAL TROCHES.”

Hotices and Ippointments,
ME FB, HOME MISS, 80C,
All money contributed for mission work in Maine,
should br sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
6250
Per order of Ex, Gom.
MARION
Jan. 4,0,

Clerk.

OHIO & PENN.Y, M, MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE. The
following is the programme for the annual meeting
to
be held in Cleveland, June, 1879.
Tuesday prises ey
sermon by the moderator,O. D. Patch. Baptism,
its
Historical
Facts, Rufus Clark. The Proper Attitude of
the Chnrch Relative to Popular Amusements, T. H.
Drake, Does Great Learning Tend to the Conserva-

tion of Pure Doctrine? OC. A. Gleason.

ed to the interest of the occasion,

by

sion,

3t

Co.,

REV.
from the
be sent)
Rev
Rev

ing the stand, and with others in warm testi-

R. B. HiBBARD,

and it

is

hoped

that

session
BE

Clerk.

PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held its last session
with
Fiatt
church, Nov. 22, 23. All the
churches but two reported by lefters and deleates. There was not much business done.
tev. J. S. Dinsmore was with us, and added
much to the interest of the meeting.
There
was a good attendance of brethren and sisters
who came with the spirit of revival, conse-

and lasted till sundown,
slow to leave the place.
by brethren L. R. Bayless,
8. Dinsmore.
Bro.
Dinshis usual earnestness and

produced a Sood effect upon

the

community.
Rev. J. E.
Bayless is protfacting
the meeting With apparent success.
The collection on the Sabbath for Foreign Mission was
$8.30, and $3.00 to pay on the F. M. debt.
Next session with the Prairie City church,
Friday before 1st Sabbath in Feb.
*
P. CHRISTIAN, Clerk.

LITTLE SC10TO Q. M.—Held its last session
with the new church at California, Ohio, Nov.
16,17.
Nearly all the churches were represented by letter and delegates.
The Ineetingy
were all largely attended, and the spirit of the
Master was manifested in them.
We were
favored with the presence and labors of Miss
Nellie Phillips, our appointed missionary
to
India, which added much to the interest of the
meeting.
She spoke on Sabbath morning of
the manners and customs of the people of India, which presented much that was very interesting and instructive.
She lectured also
on Sabbath evening
on the obligations of
Christian people to the heathen, and answered some of the Li
objections brought
against Foreign
Missions.
Next session with the Providence church.
C. H. FROWINE, Clerk.
MONTCALM Q. M.—Was held with the Crystal church, June 12, 13, A profitable and
pleasant time was
enjoyed.
The churches
were all represented by letter and delegates.

The Crystal church dedicated its new and
beautiful house to the service of God. The

brethren have done nobly in this work, led on

37 thelr faithful pastor, Rev.
e gave quite
a large

the

enterprise.

The

portion

church

G.

H.

of his

wus

Moffett.
time

to

dedicated

free from debt.
Next session with the Montcalm church,
Jan. 8—5.
An
interesting programme will
be carried out. Come brethren to this gathering and let us have a profitable time.
|
W. H. Smith, Clerk.

Religions Fhscellany.
Southern

Baptist

more

before the next meeting of the Conference.
Every thing passed off pleasantly and: harmoniously and * all seemed to enjoy the
service. Thus ended the fourth annual

.

power which

enough

of

the

United

Baptist

1] 1 LV, FR

We have not been

Association.

behalf of the Union (Baptist) church, of
Middlesex Co., Va., and another from the
Lynch Creek Association.
These various
churches and associations were "admitted
into the Southern Baptist Association and

the names of their delegates enrolled.
The business meetings and the religious
services seemed to have passed off nicely.

We clip the following remarks in regard to

Er

able to gather

any

more definite information in regard to the
extent of territory, the relative importance, or the general statistics of these
two bodies of Southern Open-communion
Baptists - which held their annualsessions
during the last month.
But enough has
already been given to show that a new
life is annimating these brethren throughout the South, and we may also add that
anew interest is manifested in them on |

Results

in

doctrine

A summing up of the receipts of the
Catholic fair recently held in St. Patrick’s
tal

of

$160,000,

nearly

shows

all

a

to-

of which

profit, and the greater part of

which

is’

was

raised by rafiling and all sorts of gambling games and operations.
The most
deplorable feature reported is that ‘boys
and girls, by the thousands,

were

one

risked

on

the

BY MAIL.
Rev H F Dickey Washington Vt.
Rev IJ Hodg No Creek N Y.
S W Holmes Amboy Ill.
J W Hoyt Potsdam N Y.
Rev 8 Aldrich Poland N Y.
Rer W Bodine Durand Tl.
Jus Epperson Bristol Tenn.
A M McQuien Vineyard Phillips Co Ark.}
Rev H G Corliss Washington Vi,
Wm H Stowell New Portland Me.
Rev B Minard Littleton N H.
W A Shaw E Andover N H.
Rev I B Coleman W Stephentown N Y.
* H J Carr Jackson O.
“ 1 W Drew PostvilleIo.’
**J W Parsons Marion O.
¢ A Striemer Folsomdale N Y.

hd

corresponding

OIL

liquid

delicate stomach will mot reject it.

oil.

The

ablest

INDEPENDENT,

most

and largest

newspaper

in

Y., and Miss

=»

¥

5.00

Archie I.

Died

In Saco,
ai Sarah
ays.

Me.,Nov.2, Henry F., only son of James
Gowell, aged 25 years, 7 months gpd 25
:

See advertisement of THE INDEPENDENT in this
paper.
at

Company

of

New

York

policies

on

its

and

void.— Portland (Me.) Daily Press.
<i

.

. A PAPER FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.—The Youth's
Companion of Boston employs the same writers as
the best English and American magazines, and

no

other publication for the family furnishes so much
entertainment and instruction of a superior order
for so low a price. Among its contributors are
Dinah Mulock Craik, Miss Yonge, J. T. Trowbridge, Louisa M. Alcott, Henry W. Longfellow,
Jdmes T, Fields, John G. Whittier, and nearly fif.
ty of the best story-writers.
’

man substantially as follows:

we

are

* [ was

Often

when

of

that

affliction for

for me, and

working

A

I

than

a truss

was

ia, where I remained several months,

appli

but,

another

$3.00.

large,

elegantly-bound

octavo

volume,

on

receipt

D. Lothrop & Co.,
BOSTON.
NOW

READY!

BICLOW & MAINS
.

receiv.

rupture

Boston,

Sold by Booksellers, or sent postpaid on

ing no benefit, I left and went to Chicago, where
I was treated by a number of physicians without
until

Publishers,

of price by

ten

I then went to the American Institute, Philadelph-

I wore trusses

Co.,

heavy plate paper, with eight striking full-page
drawings, twenty vignettes, and engraved title.
page.
In the pictures and poems is portrayed the inner
life of a soul struggling up through the darkness
of Doubt into the daylight of Faith, where every
sorrowful aspiration, like the dark and wunlovely
stems of growing water lillies, is erowned at last,
up in the light, with the full, golden heartetl, white
flowers of peace.
r

years. Iwas treated here by two of our best physicians for a long while, but to no purpose. I
then wentto Cooper Institute, New York, where,
after remaining some time,
was told nothin
could be done

&

Price

suffering

more

aper;

on-

have been compelled to lie down suddenly and elevate my feet to prevent strangulation. I employed
the best pprsic ans, but never received any benefit, until i called on Dr. Sherman, which I was induced to do by reading so many favorable statements-in the papers from those he had treated.
My first visit to him was made in March last, and
now I feel as well as I ever did in my lite. People generally have a prejudice against specialists,
ut my experience confirms me in the belief that
Dr. Sherman is one of the greatest benefactors of
the age; at least I would net be without the beneBs] derived from his treatment tor thousands of
ollars.
HENRY BRANDEWEIDE, ESQ.,
tobacconiet, 523 Market street, said: ‘‘ I was ruptured on the left side when a boy, and underwent
the misery

stron.

Poems and drawings by MARY A. LATABURY.

can express. 1 wore trusses until wy back bongwas
permanently injured, without obtaining the slightrupture.

pages;

has

from a single rupture for seventeen vears, and
my troubles in consequence were more than words
my

Lothrop

the following well
been treated by the

publicity,

quarto

sylables:” No other Il mado
so daintily illustrated, or has
such gay, sweet, little stories, :
Sold by Bookséllers, or sent:
of price by
:

“QUT OF DARKNESS
|
INTO LIGHT.”

ly performing a duty which humanity enjoins.
THOMAS C. BUTLER,
an employeof tiie Union Stock Yards, whose resi
denceat No. 825 Bremen avenue, answered the

est relief to

e; big,

ap-

on my right side, when I abandoned all
being cured, and returned home.
In Feb1877, I called on Dr. Sherman, and was
by him so successfully that morg than

GHRISTMAS ANNUAL
NO. 9,
Contains

Six

New
for

and

Beautiful

Christmas.

Carols

Z

* Thousands will testify to the value of the former
numbers, and No. 9 is believed to be of equal mer-

facility

At the first

visit,

for sixteen

he

bandage, and in 1871, being in New York, I visited
Dr. Sherman, who, after examination, pronounced

as sound

of the commission house of Whybark & Co., 119
Market street, made the following statement: ¢ In
April, 1876, 1 visited Dr. J. A. Sherman, at his office, No. 5, South Fifth street, this

under his treatment for hernia

on’

In a short time afterward I was

city,

and

examined

by a

Pains,

they are the

best

known

life, from

which I

his treatment I feared

addition to which there is no

good

physician, and he will confirm the above
statements. Sold by all Druggists, - Price,25
3
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Johnson’s Anodymne Liniment will positively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively cure nine cases in ten. Information that
will save many lives sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Prevention is bettes than cure.
For sale everywhere.
I.S. JOHNSON & CO., Bangor, Maine.
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The reporter called upon one of our prominent
citizens,
Mr. Henry Geizheuser, Stall No. 2,
South Market, who

made

the

following

extraor-

METALIC BURIAL CASES.
Neo. 138

for my double

myself

[

twice

of throw-

into the river, and thereby end my

man, who was

then here en his first visit

having more than

two

suf-

years ago dis-

their

left.

M.

YOUNG,
'
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will re-
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My son, Park, was afflicted with right side

scrotal rupture for more than nine
wore a
great wany kinds of trusses,

address

Greenwich

To the Editor of the Globe- Democrat :—
;
You will oblige me by publishing the following

facts:

:

value free by mail. OnJ about two hundred

treating

continued the treatment, and have been actively
engaged ever since in business which requires
considerable
physical exertion, without experiencing the slightest symptom of the old trouble.”
MR. E. G. WEBSTER,
a state legislator of Illinois, writes as follows of

Street,

ceive something of great

that time in constant suffer-

nees.

Exchahge

PORTLAND, MAINE.
or Gent that sends us

:

dinary statement: “I became ruptured on the
right side about twenty-five years ago, and spent

intention

ete.,
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the best I
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AGENTS WANTED !—A RARE
CHANCE,
he above gentlemen are only a few of our citiDr. Sherman has treated successfully
for rupture in all its aggravating stages, but these
quesstatements are sufficient to giove beyond
cent in all its details, 63 IL: arge Ele.
to cure one of the most" terrible of Ma
tion his ability
ant En,
vings, all masterpieces by the
1d’s
all human afflictions, of however long standing. Best artists.
The Book
for Holiday
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paOne of the numerous advantages which his
ents.
Send
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aving.
tients appreciate and commend is, that dur
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diet,
in
they are not restricted
. Upper Alton, I11,, Feb. 27, 1878.

DR. H. CG. ROOT, 183 PEARL BT, N. Y.

| Microscopic

Ours is now the ‘“longest established
of the kind in the
United States,”

PRESCOTT”

Ad-

together with a valuable treatise, to any sufferers addressing
ne, giving ‘their name, expréss and P. 0. address.
Please
show this letter to any one you may know who is suffering
with this terrible disease, and oblige, Respectfully yours,

00K!

are
our

to learn

its merits. The rest of the story we will tell you
[AA
if
you wish to know.
Address the

possible chance of

could obtain, yer he was annoyed and injured by
dress
Baxter & Co,, Publishers, 17 Wall Street, , them, as the rupture increased. When Dr. Sherman was in St. Lows last year I took my son to
New York.
i
:
1y42
him, and he was goon much relieved, and for
more than two months has been entirely cured,
besides his general health is much better than
while he was ruptured. As I am well known, having been e lected to the Legislature for two terms.
To the Editor: DEAR SIR :—
I make this statement with
the irhpression
thal
Please inform your readers that I
some one suffering from rupture will be benefited
have a positive remedy for the cure
of the above disease, and that by its
by it. Like myself, there are many discoura
usein my practice I have cured thousands of cases of
the worst
by their repeated disappointments in’ seeking
kind and oflong standing, and will give
help, who will be gratified to learn of the eflicacy
ONE THOUSAND
DOLLARS
of Dr. Sherman’s treatment.
3
for a case it will not cure or greatly benefit. Indeed, so strong
E. G, WEBSTER,
is my faith, I willsend

taining

you

high standing, not by advertising, but solely upon

injuring the spine, a result so liable by use of the
old steel trusses. Ten thousand dollars would
be no inducement to me to remain without one
of his appliances when suffering as I did before
I went to him. Ihave tried numerous remedies
and trusses, but Dr. Sherman’s treatment is the
only one 1 ever found that would give permanent
relief to a ruptured person.”
STATEMENT OF A WELL-KNOWN CITIZEN-

cally cured.

remedy.

Ask any one who has used them, or any

and

surprise

Caskets, Coffins, Shrouds,

strangulated rupture in my

rupture, Without entering into the details of his
treatment upon me, I will say that I am now radi-

Rheuma=

these facts.
manufactory

no danger nor anticipated the least annoyance, in

ordinary
porous plasters and all other
nal remedies.
For LAME

Neglected
Aches
and

grade of organs we
also how very low

prices are, it will

suffered intensely, but with

fering, but my courage failedme at the last moment. Four years ago I applied to Dr. J. A, Sher-

Sciatica, Lumbago,

just how fine a
now making, and

CHEAPEST
;

ternal remedy ever received from physicians,
druggists, the press and the public.
All

tism,
Kidney
Disease,
Coughs,
and
all
Local

his

IF YOU DON'T ALREADY KNOW

consideration, even it it did not cure, because of
the comfort it affords. Ihave had two attacks of

out one of his appliances, when ruptured, for any

tng

exterEAK

with

State in what paper you saw this advertisement.
4tdTeow

went

have received the greatest number of inques-

on -the

Doner

teeth, having lost both arms through

25 cts. for sample copy, and special
rates to agents. 52,000 already
ARNOLD BROS., Sycamore, Ill.

oe
sold.

the left side.

leading physician, who pronounced the orifice
completely closed. His treatment of me was a
speedy and perfect success. I would not be with-

twenty-three years of

that any ex-

written by Thomas

gdrink. It is grand and thrilling. Send

examined

visited the bridge with a firm

reliable endorsements

di

me, and during the second visit treated me, and
furnished me his curative preparation, which I
used as directed, and had no occasion to call on
him again. Eight months afterward I left off the

rupture extended neaaly to ny

tionably
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LEVEN YEARS A DRUNKARD,

EL

his son’s case :—

of Maine, and
Rhode Island,
Messrs. Ropes,
Attorney Gen-

“new departure ” plan are fraudulent

from
have

doctor, and, in giving them

more deplorable than when I left,

cents.

Insurance.

now being issued by the Mutual Life Insurance

obtained statements
known citizens, who

reporter

arge

words div, ded into
for the wee folks is
such pretty rhymes,
or i8 sold so cheap.
postpaid on receipt

|.

seme

The Most Desirable Religious Gift Book!

ing. I used trusses only a short time, when I became ruptured also onthe left side.
My condition gradually grew worse, and I underwent the
treatment of a scoreof sity physicians,and exhaused every means obtainable in the city without experiencing any benefit whajever. I visited South
America,
Mexico, and California, in a vain search
for aphysician who could cure me, and when I
returned to St. Louis my condition was much"

the

Pres’t Theo. D. Woolsey, D. D., LL. D.

the

out accepting their conclusions, our

Cloth, 1.00.

D.

but bundreds of our citizens, victims of this dreadful affliction, looked upon his. profession as they
do upon scores of others to whom they had applied
in vain for relief. Buteach repeated visit of Dr.
Sherman since has served to increase his popularity, until now eyery claim he makes has been
clearly proven, viz., that he has discovered a
treatment for the cure of hernia without the use
of knife, or the application of galling and exasperating trusses.
The newspapers have, from timeto time, contained editorials on the remarkable success of Dr.
Sherman’s
new treatment for rupture; but, with

I applied to him.

-

BACK,

that

of

SENECA B. SPROULE.

praise them as a great improvement

Massachusetts,

Sherman

me cured, since which time I have been
as ever before in my life.”

It will also soon begin the publication of a series
of articles on ** Socialism and Communism,” one
of the most important questions of the day, by Ex-

of

A.

of Dr. Sherman’s: circulars, he being at the same
time in that city. With many
feelings of doubt,

8.00
Treas.

N.BROOKS,

which are creating so much discussion everywhere.

eral

J.

his services and remedies to those suflering trom
rupture,
Some there were who applied to him;

ainful, and caused me the greatest trouble.
In
870, while doing business in Chicago, I saw one

the

THE INDEPENDENT is now publishing the Rev.
Joseph Cook’s famous Boston Monday Lectures,

Attorney General Emery
Attorney ‘General Sayles of
concur in the opinion of
Gray, and Loring, and the

ago, Dr.

)

years, which I was unable to relieve hy the
use of any truss obtainable. It was exceedingly

ADVERTISEMENTS.

world, offers in another column to give away, absolutely, a Worcester’s Unabridged Quarto Pictorial Dictionary, which retails everywhere for $10,
and is, of course, a household necessity.
'

- Fraudulent

four years

LAN

1

New York visited this city professionally foffering

« I was afflicted with a single rupture

In Gilford Village,N, H., Dec. 8, by Rev.J.N. Rich,
Mr. Clarence Hunter and Miss Mary A,Boynton, both
of G.
)
In Phoenix, N.Y., Nov. 12. by Rev. J. H. Durkee,
Peter F.Borgeol, of Schroeppel, and Mrs. Iza H. Pettit, of Colosse. Nov. 14, Mr, Anthony Sauter, of Volners and Miss Dora Howe, of P.
t Fabius, N.Y., Nov.25, by Rev.G.H. Button, Mr,
James Rose and Miss Eva Church, both of F.
In Sheflield, Vt., Dec. 5,at the residence of the bride’s
father, by Rev.L.G Clark, Mr, Samuel A. Jones, of
heelock, Vt., and Miss GeorgiaF. Root, of 8.
In Attica, N.Y ., July 3, by Rev. A. P. Houghtaling,
Mr. C. W.Dusing and Miss Annie Rolfe, both of A.
Oct. 9, Mr. David A. Babbitt, ot Middlebury, and Miss
Ella Osgood, of Alexander.
Oct. 9, Albert Dunning,
of N. Java, and Miss Emma A.Phillips, of A.
In East Concord, N. Y.,Oct. 2,by Rev. A.F. Bryant,

21t45

religious

About

i

HE BIG, BEAUTIFUL PICTURE BOOK
uminated Board Covers, 75 cents; Han

suspicion

1 did before being rup.
B. T. SMITF,
foreman of B. A. Hickman’s trunk factory, replied to questions from the reporter, as follows:

Sold by drug.

of New York, probably

BABY

a pe-

against which we

directing

against every declaration that is not within strict
accord with facts as we have demonstrated them.
But while justly suspicious, our wariness should
never be permitted fto degenerate into prejudice,
lest we suffer greater injury thereby than we
should have experienced t Toul the operations
of a charlatan upon our susceptibilities.

with the same
tured.”

An Astonishing Offer.
THE

by

—owing, doubtless, to my lack of attention—yet 1
feel no inconvenience, and attend to my business

M Pierce S E Plerce L Arlin A Hall M E Drew
¥ Willey A Willey M Hoitt B E Swain
BF
Hoitt E Hoitt Mrs Swain Mrs Garland 8 Bum-~
ford Mrs S Swain 20 cts each on debt per M
Pierce Barrington N H
Mrs Deborah Whidden 2.00 Mrs Joseph Clough
1.00 Rev A D Smith and wife 2.00 on debt
per A D Smith Canterbury N

gists and E. H, TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New York,
a

to guard

cessful. His appliance is not mn the least uncomtortable, and though 1 am not yet radically cured

ap-

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York,
for lung discases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any

constantly

tion. Two yearségo I became a patient of Dr.
Sherman, and his treatment of me has been suc-

Knight, of E. C.. Oct. 2, Mr. Byron A. Walters, of
Chagrin Falls, O., and Miss Hattie E. Treat, of E.C.
Nov.3, Mr. Seth S, Hawks and Miss (Celia M, Stanbro,
both ofE. C. Nov. 28, Mr. Willie Knowlton and Miss
Mary A. Smith, both of E. C.

JELLY,

The age in which we live is undoubtedy

riod of.dangerous charlatanism,

Sonfaing Yaluable informa

MERRY CHRISTMAS FOR BABY!

By a Reporter of the St. Louis Republicau, and published in that paper February 21, 1878.

have

It

tion for the ruptured.

1 tried every kind of truss I could hear of, but
they all aggravated rather than relieved my affiic-

Married

Business Hotices.
LIVER

who send ten cents.

been a sufferer from rupture for several years, and

Foreign Missions.

J. L. Clark, of Hamburg, N.

COD

.

CHARLES HOPPE, ESQ.,
President of the Charles Hoppe & Son Malting
Company, said: * My experience with Dr. Sherman warrants me in pronouncing his treatment
the most effective of any I ever tried. I have}

encour-

section of the table. There is no need of
commenting on, or characterizing, such
means of raising money.

QUERUS

1

What They Say Respecting Their Condition Before and After Treatment.

peared
ope of
ruary,
treated

Forwarded.

’
.
Manchester, N. H.

aged to embark their pennies in the hope
ofa chance gain. Tables were arranged,
divided into twelve sections each.
On
each of these sections the boy or girl placed one cent. An arrow revolved, and eager eyes watched for its stopping, as the
number to which it finally pointed indicated the lucky winner of six «cents, for the
single

as
Sherman’s principal office is 215 Broadway,
New York (office in Boston, 43 Milk street), a
he may be consulted for a\limited
period. His
treatment is so simple and convenient that patients
from abroad can: obtain it and leave for home the
same day. His book with a full description of bad
cases befqre and after cure, he will mail to those
«

Interview with a Number of Prominent
;
Citizens,
.
+

effect.

Letters Received.

Books

—

city,

Dr, SHERMAN'S TREATMENT for RUPTURE,

grea t activity
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it.
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- peared, and I now feel thoroughly and radically price.
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WL
cured.”
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Pastor of the St. Paul Lutheran Church, made
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Dr. Vincents ‘Christmas Serviee
the following statement:
‘I was ruptured on
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en—W Lamb—B F Lane—J Leighton—J 8 Landrum—
length, I became almost helpless, being unable
A Libby—J E Mudgett—I L Melcher—J L McCullock
even to get into my buggy. Iapplied to Dr, Sher—Mrs T I Marden—N Meservé—A HMillman—J Mood
man two years ago, and his treatment has given
—Z Morrill—M R Noriis—E J Major—A
Pierce-T
¥
me the greatest relief.
I am free from pain,
Paine—R H Parks—W Phillips—Mrs P F Spencer—
3 Eterson—¥ W Quint—J W - Rogers—D W Read—
and, though I am not yet entirely cured, owing,
R J Russell—L W Raymond—C F Siverton—J Reader
no doubt, to my advanced age, being now 62,1
76 East Ninth Street, New York.
—J Reynolds—L W Shaw—H E Shinaman—L O Sweet=
am still improving,
and, with proper care, I beooO
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land--V. DD
_Sweetland=—J
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Smit}
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lieve
my
1
“cure wit \yet beradical
I cam now at-|
L Tussmg—-A B Vining—A
‘Stowe—D Tower—D
_tfeow48
tend
to
my
duties
as
well
as
ever,
and
my
graliWestgate—B ¢ Whifaker—J W Willlams—A Whittude to Dr. Sherman is inexpressible.”
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man—J H Walrath—J
H Yeoman,
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of a Catholic Fair.

Cathedral in New York

\

iFnoves
can attendruptured,
to business; wit! h as

BIGLOW & MAIN,

Confer-

Er

C. A. GLEASON, Clerk.

Post-Ofice Addresses.
E.N. FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
Lewiston, Me.
52
J H Walrath Box 1429 Jackson Mich.
D H Adams Newmarket N H.

Woney

will be added to organize an Association

supply-

Is Christian

Baptism in any Way Necessary to the Salvation of
the Soul? KE. H. Higbee.
Sanctification, I. B. Page.
To What Extent is Faith available in procuring Spiritual and Temporal Blessings, J. Phillips, Pivinity of
Christ, A. Losee. Were
Matthew,
Mark, Luke and
John the Authors of the Gospels Ascribed Them? O.
D. Patch,
The Office Work of the Holy Spirit, S.
Buird. Poetry of the Bible, R. A. Davis. Should Pastors more Iroquently Preach the Doctrine of Future
Punishment?
W, Parker,
Revivals, BE. H. Baldwia.
Evangelistic Work, J. C, Steele. The New Birth, J.
Short, Sketehes of sermons, by 8. H. Damon, A. R.
Crafts and Ira Slater. It is #0 be hoped that the programme will be fully carried out,

quest of Revs. B. B. Holderand A. Flowson Cos; Hi; Nept+ 2729, * Alt of the church ers.
They are both in charge of organizes were represented except one. Our own
ed churches within the bounds of the misministers were all present, besides ministerial

menced at 2 o’clock,
and then they were
Preaching was done
D. C. Flint and J.
more preached with

|

reporter’singuiries of his experience with Dr. Sher-

There is a mistake in the Star in respect to the
time of holding the Troy Q. M.
It is Dec, 27, inetead
of Dec. 20,
JOHN H. WARD.

was called Neuse ‘Mission, an important
field of labor.
This was done by the re-

M.—Held its last
church, Hender-

Q. M, will be held with the La Rue church
J. W.PARSONS, Clerk.

N.H.Y. M. C, A.will hold a protracted meeting at
Songer Strafford, Dec, 27—29, The ministers assigned bv
the
Q. M, are invited to be present to assist, and continue the meetings should
it seem advisable.
We
shuld aiso be very gladto have neighboring
pastors
aud brethre n** come over to help us” in gospel work,
y
8S. C.KIMBALL, Pastor.

Georgia.
Mr.
‘Nash says of this Conference, which he also attended,
that
the most important item in the business
transacted ¢‘ was the laying off of what

in

us-

English. Sent.by
ing, in German, French or
this
mail by addressing with stamp, naming
Block,
Powers’
Paper W. W. SHERAR, 149
:
Rochester, N. Y.

are

Columbus

preparing and

cipe, with full directions for

A week or so previous to the holding of
the Southern Baptist Associatiqn, a body
of more local character known as the
United Baptist Conference met with the

Holly

suffering, I will

and a desire to relieve human

free

who

of
to

Actuated by this motive

his suffering fellows.

ment.”

with the Poestenkill church, the course recommended by General Conference in regard to
holding but a single session for business a year
&cn was adopted.
Consequently this entire
session was devoted to religious serviees.
The ministers present who
gave prominence,
and took part in the more public services were
Revs. Wm. Fuller, J. M. Langworthy, Mooers
Cole, John Lewley and I. B. Coleman.
Rev.
Mr. Langworthy is holding a protracted meeting with the church at Alps.

The second annual session of the Southern Baptist Association (open-commungood.
ion) was held with the New Hope church
~ Bruce church is greatly encouraged by the
in South Carolina in November.
Rev.
faithful labors of the Rev. S. A. Currier.
Lark O’Neal,of Edgefield county, was chos‘When we heard from Bruce last, fifteen had
en moderator, Rev. B. W. Nash,clerk,J. H.
given their hearts to Christ and their nanies to
Dyson, treasurer.
Letters
were
read
the church, and the good work goes on still.
The labors of Rev. Geo. Bullock, in the from the several bodies composing the
north part of the Oxford Q. M., have been Association, excepting the Ogeechee Association of Georgia.
A petition was preblessed, Of late, the Lexington church has
had some additions and a new church of gented by Rev. L. O'Neal from Mitchell
thirty-six members has been organized, to be Hill Baptist church, Edgefield Co., 8. C.,
known as the Bridge Hampton church,
Rev. "isking admission; another by Rev. A. M.
Geo. W. Fayette is the pastor,
e Texas Freewill Baptist
Rev. John Tree of the same Q. M. is holding | Stewart fro
Association ; another from Z. L. Burson,
meetings at the Trip school-house in the GenBaptist
a Free-communion
of
pastor
esee Q. M. with good results. About twenty
have made a profession of religion, all heads of church, Bristol, Tennessee; another in

families except two.

itive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and:
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested

we met the devil. We had no thought of
seeing such a crowd.
The great London
Circus was in town, and as we left the
train it commenced passing by the hotel.
Almost all manner of disguised human beings, so as to excite the laughter of the
crowd, passed by in wagons. We were disgusted with the sight and sought retire-

wing of the Close Baptists, are all now in
the part of their brethren
hearty sympathy
with the plans, doctrines and | quently all felt that they had something to do | sentimentin-the North.
for
the
salvation
of
souls.
The
social
meeting
usages of the Freewill Baptists. These indica- on Saturday was a heavenly feast. It com-

tions are truly gratifying, for in unity we have
strength, and when we can see eye to eye, and
realize the impertance of united labor, then

ship

Cured.

remedy for the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption, ‘Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung A ffections, also a pos-

tion, and for this reason we must conclude

Next session with the Silver Grove church,
(near Fort Ancient, O.) the 4th Sat. and Sab.
in March, 1879.
:
:
J. A. SUTTON, Clerk pro tem.

in

There are many

interesting

session with the First church in Wayne, (near
that those who join our ranks have pure
Waynesville, Ohio) Nov. 23, 24. Rev. J. and
And besides
C. Hisey, ministers of that Q. M., also Rev. A. | faith and a clear conscience.
this they have moral and Christian courM. Simonton and J. A. Sutton as Cor. Mess.
to rise
above the popular influof the Miami Q. M., with a large attendance of age
ence by which they are surrounded.
membership, were present.
The delegation
from other churches in the Q. M. was not as
Mr. Nash is somewhat outspoken in the
largely represented as could have been desired, however a report was received from each
personal record of his journey to and from
church. And from those reports we were enthe Association. On his homeward way
couraged and strengthened.
The business sessions. were harmonious, and the ministering of he says: ¢“ At 7, A. Mm., we left Wilmington
the Word was with the demonstration of the and arrived in Goldboro’ about ten, where

notwithstanding the

1878.

An old physician, retired from practice, haying had placed in his hands by al ¥ast India
missionary the formula of a simple vegetable

favorably impressed with the consistency
of our doctrines.
They would unite with
us but as yet the inducements are not sufciently strong.
We have no revenues of
ministerial support nor institutions
of
learning to point to as centers of attrac-

its Nov.

Baxter, at Ashley, have been wenderfully
monies for the Master, Business dispatched
harmoniously.
Social meeting Saturday afterblessed. ‘Recently a number have been connoon was spirited and excellent.
Preaching
verted and added to the church.
Rev. I. C.
Sabbath (three sermons) was rich in thought,
Gilliland
‘has just enjoyed a precious revival
earnest and spiritual in delivéry, which was
at Ebenezer church, and although much afitictlistened to with marked attention.
The cause
—poleetion
by rheumatism; amd at thmes-taridty able to 1
was taken amounting to $5.75.
After Sabbath
go out, yet he is untiring in his efforts to enmorning sermon, the Lord’s supper was adhance the Master’s work.
:
ministered.
The church at Warren feel much encouragNext session with the Paloma church, Dee.
27—29.
Brethren, let us turn out and work
«d since their pastor, Rev. H. G. Woodworth,
for the cause of Christ.
can resume his pulpit-labor Sabbath mornings.

‘We rejoice at his
health.

our weakness

brethren from United Brethren, M. E. and
Missionary Baptists, each of whom contribut-

Western,
FroM ILLINOIS.

WARREN & CLINTON Q. M.—Held

-

grace and free communion will glide on
smoothly.
No doubt some who have put
their shoulders to the wheel, will cease to
push; but the new recruits will come in
every year, and in this way the work will
£0 on until the organization will become a
power in the land for good. The foundation is as pure as the everlasting truths of
God’s Word.
Many look upon us now in

Quarterly Reetings,

:

In the winter of 1825, an Agent for the Star
that was to be called at my father’s house in
Newburgh, Me., to get his name as a subscribHe got it, and the Star has come in the
. er.
same name ever since: I have the first volume, bound
and well preserved.
A little
thing? Yes, but I rather'read it than eat my
dinner any day. In the winter of 1827, at the
age of 17, on my way to Parsonsfield, I called
at the office of the Star in Limerick, paid my

past, and for the

har-

my

1 will not say: I will

Consumption

ing judges, that the Southern Baptist Association is a success.
It is true as yet,
and it may be for several years to come,
the organization may have to contend with
opposition of a formidable character, but
it occurs to us that the breakérs have

at

Money Creek, and the interests

Man’s Word.

It must now be admitted,

)

pastor, is an enterprising people, and ought

Old

Thus ended'one of the most

at the

field, and if proper co-operation and, encouragement can be secured, this long desired work

An

editor

of the Baptist Review, in his paper:

ministering to the
Rev. A.D. Brown is
Owego church, but is obliged to work at a sec-

Meéeca church, where Rev. D. D. Brown is |

Nash,

The Dec. session of the Hennepin Q. M. was
held with pastor Russell’s church,at Champlin,

Q. M. is not ready to die. Steps were taken
towards the putting of a missionary into the

ular trade to eke out a living.

=m

this session by Rev. B, W.

church for the pres;

will supply the Murray
ent.

-»
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But Jackets could wot be: made
derstand,

‘ NEVERMORE."”
BY

J. W. BARKER,

Several years ago a pressman of one of our
pron inent dai'y newspapers was suddenly killed
by the tall of a roll of paper. His wife had been
accustomed to brin ¢ his luach every night to the
On

press-room,

that fatal night he was not there

to meet ber, and when she weat home she found
his dead body. The shock made her insane, and
she still harmlessly and hopelessly keeps up a
search for he: husband.

A'most ang night a neat-

1y dressed, white-haired woman may be seen lingering about the City Hall Park, even until afer
' midoizht, with an anxious look upon her face.
It is

the

poor

husband.—N.

insane-widow

searching

for

her

Y. Paper.

She standeth alone in the starlight,
But her heart is tempest-tos«ed,
‘Where the throng is moving homeward,
She is seeking for her lost ;
She is listening for the footsteps
That left her peaceful door,
And she hears the taunting echo
In the distant ** nevermore.”
The solemn night wind whispers
Its music sft and low,
And o’er the moon, the shadows
Ave sailing to and fro;
As upon the white lips trembles
A dear, familiar name,
But the echo through the shadows
Is floating still the ame,
Still the patient watcher lingers

Till the moving crowd is gone,
And the night
Looketh for
And the wind
" Oft repeated

watch, slowly pacing,
the stars of morn;
takes up the murmur,
o'er and o'er,

But the echo still is floating
Through the distant * Nevermore.”
Though a ¢* dark and sullen river”
Seen and unseen worlds divide,
‘Who can tell if loving spirits
Are not walking side by side?

I can hear the swelling answer,
From the * dim and shadowy shore,”—
Friends on earth and friends in heaven
Shall be parted ¢ Nevermore.”

~ amily

Circle.

JACKETS ABROAD.
BY

SIGMA.
—

and

henceforth

to un-

eyed

Bettin.

with even increased disfavor. I found
him the next morning seated in a low
chair, snipping wdustrivusly away at a
mass of cambric and lace.
« Jackets, what are you doing? I demanded.
Cuttin’ up Bett's old cap. Dackets
don’t like it.”
Scissors were watched, and cambric
kept under lock and key after that, for

“Dackets yike oo proitly well * cept
caps,” he said, eyeing ner mediiatively ;

We lived then on ‘the bank of one of
the lakes, in a fair Wi stern city ; and my

and when, on the following day, we bade
Paris, our American frie: d and Bettine
farrwell, he brought the latter his ¢¢ buful

house was in the suburbs, surrounded

book,” the pride and joy of bis heart, a
gorgeously illustrated copy of ¢ Mother
Goose,” and insisted that Bettine should
accept it, which she did with tears of real

sorrow in her eyes at parting from her
‘one lofely l-etle Americain.”

thew, pulled them off her

head,

or

de-

stroyed them before her eyes, as opportunity presented itself.
:
Jackets must always be sung to sleep,
that he insisted upon. No matter how
luxurious the bed, or how heavy his eyelids, he could not, or would not, close
an eye without musie.
Bettine came into our room in despair
on the first evening after her entrance

upon her duties of nurse-maid.
*¢ Oh,
eef Madame cood come and see what the
leetle one wanted ; it was peeriful to hear
im weep so—so—eef madame or mademoiselle-only wood ccme.” I went, and
found bim sobbing for ¢¢ Neo” and mamma, as if his heart were breaking. I
took the little form convul-ed with sobs
in ny Ams, and sung, *¢ Little Bopeep.”
When I finished the sort of doggerel chant,
he was fast asleep.
:
« Mademoiselle seengs,” said
in a relieved tone, nodding to.

¢ Zat is vat he want.
to-morrow."

Bettine,
herself.

I weel also

seeng

adn

She ¢¢ also sang” the next.evening, but
Jackets’ piercing cry reached our ears.
I stol- softly to his room, and looked
through
the half-open door. Bettine
was singing a French air very prettily ;
but the little rebel wailed for Neo and
Bopeep. All at once his cries ceased ; he
sat up in bed, looked at her a moment,
then deliberately threw his gutta-percha
dog— his invariable sleeping companion
—straight at Bettine’s head.
!
* Dacketstelloo keep still,” said he,
fiercely.
* Me don’t want 00,0ld fwing;

>

GRANDPA'S STORY.
“Bampa! tell me about Old Zack !”
At my knee stood my little grandson—
a bright.three-year-old, dark-haired and
brown-eyed. The great brown eyes were
misty now, as I looked down on him

and

laid my hand cn his curly locks. He had
just had a * little difficulty” with * Danma” (he called her so, and called me
** Bampa”),

and the remains

of the

tears

somewhat dimmed the Justre of his eyes.
Wi lie was a remarkable

boy!

Pussi-

bly the s ime opinion has been before expressed by some other grandpa regarding
an only grandchild. But he was a great
observer.
:
A few-days before, I had killed a snake
in the grounds near the house, and had

called Willie to see it. Ilis innumerable
questions concerning the reptile puzzled
we, and I sent him 10 the house to ask
Grandma.
We had forgotten the snake,

when, on this day, towards evening,
Master Willie, who had been playing in
the garden with alittle girl of his own
age,

marched

into

the

large

ground,

garden,

and

that

or ‘* commons,”

by

1 say true zat isall I say

to im.”
:
!
A general laugh followed, both to
Jackets’ chagrin and Bettine’s surprise.
L

=

-

house,

his

nice

clean dress dripping with muddy water,
and with his great eyes distended to their
utmost, had insisted that ¢* Danma” should

accompany him to the garden, where he
had killed a snake. ‘‘A monsus snake,
Danma,” said he.

He solemnly led the way to the banks
of a little stream
which meandered
through the grounds, and triumphantly
pointed to an angle-worm some three or
tour inches long, which he and

his

com-

grass, extendingto the luke, making a
nice play-ground for childien. There
your mamma, with her little friends and
Old Zack, passed many happy hours, he
romping and entering into their awmusements as heartily as any.
breakfast, your mamma having finished
and gone out with Old Zack for a play,
the windows being open to let in the
pleasant summer air, I heard somebody
screaming: ‘Help! Help! Murder!” 1
rushed to the front door, and saw a tall,
stalwart fellow stretched full length on
the ground in front of the house, Old
Zack standing over him with his fore
feet on his shoulders, showing his “magnificent white teeth and growling savage:

toilet to be ** streaked,” and

find poor Old Zack again?’

pretty doll (une belle poupée) and had
_ quite innocently fallen upon a conjunction of vowel and consonant forming an

obnoxious English epithet.

But one day
with it Bettine.

Paris must
Jackets’

gener-

* Gone, Bampa!
Oh, yes, my boy;

be

left and

heart

softened

towards her at the last, and once even allowed her to sing Him to sleep.

these succeeding volumes,

badly

being so.

I ranout,

frightened;

blame
and

him
at a

and,

much
word

demanded,
ing words?
| pawer, they
gence, to its
i1s desire 10

And didn’t you ever
I found him the next

day at the house of his old master and
took him back with me, and he very soon

became

so fond of us all that

nobody

could entice him away.
&
~

N

‘Watchman, ‘what of the night?
“Oh! nothing in particular, They may
have broken open a savings bank, or robbed a grave or two, but really so little
has been doing that I was almost if not
quite asleep.”—N. Y. Graphic.

could

thus

be

held

over

aloft

r—p—

Eu-

on

the

Ifthe lectures evince the lecturers
also witness to the public intelliability to grasp great subj ets, und
get at ** the inwarduess” of things.

Mr. Aldrich did a good thing when

he enlarged his audience from the appre
ciative

children at his own fireside to those
at muny
other firesides through the land,
WILLIE

DUNCAN

.

(** Chips”);

or,

The NId

Bible,
By Miss
Kringle. : Philadelphia:
Gurrigues Brothers.
16mo. pp. 149,

The plot of
many a more
is it arranged
moral lessons

this story is superior to that of
pretending book, but so carefully
and slmost concealed under the
it wishes to teach that it seems

only a simple story of life among

those experi.

encing the vicissitudes of fortune,
Chips”
is a noble character, whither poor boothlack,

heir of a great fortune, or simply an energetic
young man working his way by
honesty to a deserved: position.

industry and
And then by

whut conjurei’s art’ does Jessie Raymond
become Jessie Mcdonald, and Jessie Medonald
bécome Jessie Raymond, and the two little
girts inherit
equally the
old gentleman's

wealth, and still our good friends, Mike and
Materialism hus no fatal hold of the public beChips, obtain all they could desire in fortune,
lief when these words that so steadily demolJ friends and position? All of these fortunate
ish it are so widely heralded.
ae

The present volume is one of the most interesting of the four thus far issued. ** Ethical
Science nowy teackes not so much that man
has conscience,” says Dorner, ** as that conscience has man.”
‘The authority of this pow.
er that ** makes cowards of us all,” and fidelity to which has wore to do in determining both
the individgal
and the national worth wan fidelity to XS
principle, lies at the bottom of uljanorel conduct.
Hence its impor
tance, which was so grat fully recognized by

from

Yet that boy was the genius of the family.

thou-

thought of the time while he uttered bis buro-

I

never be fit for anything in this world.

but

by

not

sold

be

rope us well, What man, if he had not a blz.
ing message such as the darkness. of the nge

for

think

to

sands, and not in America only,

we, Old Zack let the man rise. le was
very angry, acd said he would go and
get a gun and ~hoot the dog. I asked
him what was the cause of his being. attacked ; told him the dog was periectly
gen le, and 1 had never known of his doing such a thing before. He said that in
passing the house he bad noticed the little
girl playing with the dog, and stopped to
enjoy the scene. Your mamma had long,
golden curls, and be thought it was a
pretty pitture. As she ran near him, he
caught her and began‘ playing with her
beautiful ¢*curls.” The dog immediately
sprang upon him, threw him down, and
he thought he was ‘‘murdered and kilt
entirely.”
:
1 soon discovered that he was not hurt
at all, and asked him to stop and

Osgood

the hundreds but by tie six und sixteen

ly, but not biting him or attempting to in-

evidently very

Houghton,

volume of his lectures is good proof of it. For
it could be no w cuk opinions, no ideas simply
for the duy, no buffeting of men of straw by a
pigmy that could ‘hus find permuneficy in

jure him, but only to hold him down
Your mamma had hold of his tail, pulling
with all her little strength, and trying to
gel him away from the man, who wus
confess,
I did not

Boston:

& Co. 12mo. pp. 279. ($1.50).
Juseph Cook has become a power in the
land—we might say in the world.
This added

the oveillowing audiences thal greeted the delivery of the lectures last winter.. No one ean

read these pages without better understanding
the nature of right and wrung, and being stir
red to a quicker loyalty to the admonitions that
are ever voicing themselves in the soul.
The
volume will, without doubt, be called tor wiih
some of the cagerness that greeted the delivery

of the lectures tha make up its contrnts.

The

topies discussed are ** Unexplered Remainders

iv Conscience,” * Solar Self-Cuiture,” * The
Physical
Tangibleness of the Moral Law,”
** Matthew Arnold's Views
of Conscience,”
‘ Organic Instincts in Conscience,” * The First
Cause us Personal,’ * Is Conscience Infullible? * Conscience as the Foundation of the

Religion of Science,” ** The Laughter of the

Soul at Its. If,”

** Shukspeare

on Conscience.”

The Preludes include *¢ Insurrection of Hunger,” ** Bachelors sud Family Wages,” * En-

a

gl'sh Precedents in Civil Service Reform,”
* The Duties of Opulence to Missions,” *¢ Enfranchised Ignorance in the South” ** Indigent Inndelity,” * California as the Door to
China,” * Free Tabernacles in Great Towns,”
* Magdalen in Cities,” and # Young Men in
Politics.”
Volume® on **Heredity” and * Marriage" are soon to follow.
oui

He

the window, carrying with him curtains,
glass, sash,and blinds. He was gone!

had

Joseph Cook.

moment before he made up his mind to
He could see that Old Zack
was much excited, and very proud of his kill the dog.
considered himself the protector of his
courage and success.
.
little mistress in the absence of her
After
his Grandma
had
recovered
from her laughter over the snake business, parents, and when he saw a stranger take
she took Master Willie to task for his- hold of her,he probably thought he was,
I told him
condition. This, however, he treated as going to do her some harm.
a matter of little consequence, and coolly the dog was her constant companion, and
explained that he had been trying to teach if he was killed, it would nearly break
Minnie how to swim!” He was marched her heart. I asked him to suppose it “vas
his dog, and his own child, and such a
off to the house in disgrace, washed, newthing
should happen, would he not think
ly dressed, and now, as is his custom
panion had found, and tried to kill.

little fingers in her face, he exclaimed :
“Bett, Dackets help stweak 00.” He
had concluded that it was part of her

She had called her* leetle Americain” a ously proffered his help.

CONSCIENCE,
With
prelude:
on Current
Events.
[Bo-ton Mouda
Lectures].
By

with

go way, old Bett wiv caps.”
CHAPTER III.
The girl tried to soothe him with a low
JACKETS IN PARIS.
lullaby, but he screamed in utter terror.
‘Whether Jackets had become tired of
There seemed to be something dreadful
travel and sight-seeing, or the spirit of
to him in songs in an unknown tongue.
mischief had taken unlimited possession
“ Oh, stop! stop!’don’t sing ‘at awfu’
of him, I do not know, but certain it is,
dwedfu’ song any more. Dackets don’t
that he developed a sudden, and hitherto
yike such bad, wicked songs!” he cried
unsuspected taste for domesticity. He
in actual distress. It was useless to try
lost all interest in the brilliant bouleand persuade him that Bettine's songs
vards, the fascinating toy-shops, or the
were anything other than unearthly in- when in trouble, came to ask Grandpa to the dog had done what he thought to be
glittering passages of the Palais Royal.
cantations, and so Bopeep and ‘ Neo”
tell him a story. So Itold him- the fol- | bis duty? The man reflected a few moEven the great brown and white bears in
and then said; if it~was—his dog;
ments;
SI SE ———
ETE
must-always-come-te
the rescue. ———
lowing
their subterranean densin the Jardin des
there
was
not money enough in the
As a matter of course every one goes
STORY OF OLD ZACK:
"Plantes failed to entice him from home.
‘‘worrld” to buy him,and he didn’t blame
tosee the ¢‘ Morgue” while at Paris.
Many years ago, when your Mamma
One afternoon he consented to go with
him at all. I called Old Zack up and inThinking it unadvisable to take Jackets
was alittle fellow about your size, Old troduced him, and he put up his paw,
us; but as the time approached for. our
‘with us there, it naturally followed that
departure, Jackets drooped.
He didn't
Zack came first to live with me. He was’ and jumped round him, delighted to find
the Morgue was precisely the place to
want his cap, he didn’t feel well.
| a pointer dog, white, with large brown that he had been mistaken, and that he
which he set his heart upon going, and it
“ Are you sick, Jackets,dear?” mamma
spots, and great brown eyes, somewhat was a good man, after all. . The man was
was with great dissatisfaction that he relike yours, my son.
.
asked, anxiously.
dressed in a laborer’s garb, and Old Zack
mained at home with Bettine.
:
He was a large dog, about as high as had neveY seen anybody but well-dressed
“Oh,
ye-es dreadfu’,”
crossing his
I shall never forget our visit to the
you are, and he was very good, and we
hands disconsolately, and drawing down Morgue.
gentlemen use any familiarity with his
Filled with the
horror of
all loved him. He seemed to think your
his face with a woe-begone air.
ae
little mistress, and, according to his conDickens's description, I went tremblingly
Mamma was under his particular protec‘“ Do you feel so very badly, my pet?”
ception of duty, resented it.
enough toward the low white building on
tion, and followed her wherever she went.
“ Oh, Dackets feel awfu’, dess it muss. the bridge, over which the dark shadow
When I had proceeded thus far with my
She slept in a small, low bed in my room, p story of my old and faithful follower and
be meesoos.”
of Notre Dame keeps guard. We enIt was plain that he could not be pre- tered the vestibule, and I fully expected and Old Zack also had a rug to sleep on, friend, 1 saw that Master Willie, who had
vailed upon to accompany us that day, so to see the great, grim form that haunted at the door. But in the cold winter long ago clambered upon my- knee, was
the only thing to be done was to stay the dreams of the * Uncommercial Trav- nights he would get up on her bed and fast asleep.
with him. I was quite out of patience eler.” Herein this vestibule—unclosed coil himself at her feet. She liked that, ~ He will be after me again to tell him
But
with the little rogue when I saw how from morning till night—hangs a list and said he kept her feet warm.
more about the good dog, I suppose, the
quickly he regained his health and vigor, with description of the unrecognized often in the night I have been waked by next leisure he has from play.—N. Y.
your Mamma calling me: ‘Papa, I wish
as soon as the carriage was out of sight.
dead, and from it open two doors into the.
Observer.
‘¢ Neo, Neo, play wiv Dacke(s.”
room where .the bodies are exposed. you'd speak to Old Zack! He's crowding
*¢ Jacketssis sick ; sick boys must go to What stories of injustice, crime, or mise- me out of bed.” I would get up and find
INVENTION OF THE SUN DIAL.
bed and not play.”
ry sealed at last in the eternal silence of that he had stretched himself out alongTo
the Assyrians Sperobotus ascribes
side
of
the
little
girl,
with
his
head
on
“But
Dackets all weo now.
Neo,
death lie beyond those doors? I am not
the invention of the hemispherical sun
the
pillow,
his
back
to
her,
and
his
feet
Neo, come play-ay-ay.”
timid or nervous but I shook perceptibly
Pertinacity yas our hero’s especial vir- as I crossed one of those thresholds and braced against the side of the bed, and dial, which he bad seen in use in Egypt.
tue, so when papa and mamma Vandeck- stood within the dreaded room. Before was really occupying more than a fair This was, in effect, a device which exer returned, the uproarious scene which me were gratings reaching from floor to share of the room. Ata word from me, hibited both the daily and the annual
greeted them was not one to give them ceiling, heyond these, three or four however, he would at once go and curl motion of the sun. The basin was formgrave disquiet concerning their son and rough, wooden
stretchers resembling himself at her feet, when I would throw ed of metal, from the middle of which a
vertical pin was set, terminating in a
heir’s state of health.
elongated wheelbarrows, on which rest- something over him to keep him warm,
knob, which represented exactly the cen‘“ My dear,” said papa to mamma Van- ed—nothing. Suspended from hooks in and all would be quiet until morning.
It is plain that
decker, ‘this will not do. This boy the ceiling hung some old clothes, wet
Old Zack first came home to us on a ter of the hemisphere.
has kept one of us at home every day and dripping. Altogether, it was such a Saturday evening. He was not acquaint- the shadow cast by this knob on one side
for a week ; he frustrates all our plans desolate, wretched, miserable place that ed, and did not seem very well contented. of the basin traced out, as it moved from
and disarranges our entire programme. I was thankful, even for the sake of the But we fed him well, and petted him, and sunrise to sunset, the projection of the
To-morrow I shall procurea nurse-maid dead, that no form lay there.
we got along pretty well through Satur- sun's actual movement in the heavens day
by day. In the treeless plains of Megofor him.”
:
But the next day Jackets returned from day night. Sunday we all wanted to go
Protest was in vain ; the fiat had gone his walk, his face filled with deep con- to church. Our only servant had gone potamia and the Nile delta, the sharp,
eariy®and whenit was time for us to go, definite shadows cast by obelisks and
forth, and the matter was settled.
The cern and impatience to - tell us some|: the trouble commenced.
Old Zack did other stiff architectural forms could not
next day broughta sparkling-eyed rosy thing very important.
gizl of eighteen or twenty, who could
not
wish
to
be
left
alone,
and
I was not fail to attract earlier attention to the sun
¢ Mamma, papa, Neo, Dackets went to
talk a very little English, and a very ve Mord an’ we seed a itto dirl all well enough acquainted with his breeding than would be the case in the broken
great deal of French. She appeared to dwounded.”
to feel confident of his good behavior. ground and wooded region of Europe.
;
—————eeer el
take a decided liking to the * Enfant
It came to light that Jackets had pre- So I' concluded to chain him up in the
Americain,” a liking which was not re‘¢
sitting-room.”
There
was
a
large,
DULL BOYS.
vailed upon the too willing Bettine to
ciprocal. Jackets viewed her presence take bim to the * Mord,” and they had heavy lounge in the room, and I took my
Don’t be discouraged. Slow growth is
as a personal affront, and looked upon
seen the body of alittle girl found during long, new dog-chain, fastened it to his often sure growth. Some minds are like
her with open-eyed disapproval and conThey are slow in
the night, and it was a long time before collar, and the other end to the lounge; Norwegian pines.
tempt. But papa Vandecker’s determi- Jackets forgot the ¢* Mord’ and the itto closed the blinds, locked up the house, growth, but they are striking their roots
Mtjon prevailed, in spite of Jackets’ fas- dirl” of whom he always spoke with awe and went to church. When we returned, deep. Some of the greatest men have
tidus taste, so for once our little AmerI noticed before I got to the house that been dull boys. Dryden and Swift were
as of being ¢¢ all dwounded dead,” a fate
(ican sebmitted, though not without secret
the
blinds were open, and feared some dull, as boys; so was Goldsmith, so was
‘with which he solmenly threatened his
rebellion, and even open defiance.
trouble. When I opened the front door, Gibbon, so was Sir Walter Scott. Nafavorite gutta-percha dog, and plaster-ofA few days after thenew arrival, Jack- Paris elephants ahd lions.
it looked as if a saw-mill and a planing- poleon, at school, had so much difficulty
.
ets came-to US with glowing cheeks and
Bettine was a Roman Catholic, very mill had been opened there and had been learning his Latin that the master said it
flashing eyes, folowed by Bettine, on much given to aves and her rosary, to at work ever since we left. Great splin- would need a gimlet to get a word into
whose face was depicwd the deepest anx- Jackets great annoyance,
who could ters were torn off the door, and in the his head.’ Douglas Jerrold was so back_iety and wonder.
ha,
make nothing of her signs and genuflex- “¢ sitting-room” it was worse. . The sofa ward in his boyhood that at nine he was
“ Mamma,” cried the little fellow, his ions, and to whom the aves were even was torn all to pieces; the stuffing scat- scarcely able to read. Isaac Barrow, one
voice trembling with anger, “ mamma,
more
unintelligible than
to herself. tered all over the carpet; the chain brok- of the greatest divines the Church of Enis Dackets a puppy? Haful old Bew gays Once he became very impatient, waiting en,—and the dog gone. He had evident- gland has ever produced, was so impeneme is a puppy. Dackets wont be said for his protectress, as she knelt, mgking ly endeavored to escape by tearing up the trably stupidin his early years that his
bad fwings te, vare now.”
: the sign of the cross, before her crucifix. sofa; failing that, he broke the chain, and father more than once said that, if God
“0 Madame! oh, mees, I only call ze Atlast a bright idea struck him, he had tried to eat his way out the door. Not took away any of his children,he hoped it
lofely lectle one a poupte, one leetle solved theproblem, and rubbing his fat succeeding, he made a flying leap through would be Isaac, as he feared he would

belle poupée.

company.

vacant

covered

Rebicty,

by

Ove morning, while we were sitting at

(To be continued.)

Bettine's snowy, French caps, were Jackets’ particular detestation; and he hid

a

- Fterary

to— —

departure down the siairs, Al will
congratulute Moumouth and his fumily as an intere
sting

circumstances resulted from

m

** Cuip’s”

The object of this story is to show that beauty exists in the mind and soul. However perfect the features and form, there can be no

beauty unless
heart.
| =

animated

by a noble” Christian

The heroine of. the story
.

is a maiden,

’

sorbed in self that one turns away from
in disgust, wondering that the face God
made go fuir can be thus marred by the
formation of the mind within, yet through
experience of trouble
and mortification

her
has
dean
she

awoke to her own spiritual deficiencies,
apd
taking the Suviour as her friend, developed a
‘beauty of feature, that more than

satisfied the

artist, who at first coldly criticised her.
Oth
er characters of the book are well drawn.
Miss Burton,

whose

plain face

was

ined by her desire to make others

so

illum.

happy, that

she attracted all who met her, is a character,
the study of which will lead us to more selfforgetfulness, and thought for others.
Stanton with his indolent nature is a type of
a class of young men, who, when aroused to
the duties of life make noble leaders of soeiety.
The artist is like many another, recognizing
true beauty, and yet slow to léarn that its
source is self-ubnegation and holy conseecra-

tion.

The Christian character

of the story

is

excellent and the interesting guise in which
the moral is elad will instill its teachings into
the minds of its readers.
It is a religious novel, entertaining without being silly, instructive
without being prosaic,
THE NORMANS IN EUROPE. [Epochs of Modern History].
By the Rev. A. H. Johnson,
M. A., lute fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, Historical Lecturer to Yrinity,
Si.
John’s, Pembroke, and Wadham Colleges,
With Maps..
New York : Charles Seribner’s
Sons,
16mo. pp. 273.
($1 00).
Ancther of these valuable volumes of history
bas appeared. It deals with the Normans in

Europe, commencing with the Northmen in
their home and proceeding to detail their invasion, the last of which was the Norman conquest in England, including the time from
700 A. D. till 1154, closing with the reign of
Matilda and Stephen.
Many interasting Lop.
ics in the history of France and England and
their relations to each other are carefully treated. The closing chapter deals entirely with
the Norman administration,
explaining the
duties and privileges of officers in the govern-

ment, and some of the laws and customs of that
period.

The style of the book is free and
teresting, so that the story is. not buried

neath an accumulation of dry facts.

ing
be-

It will be

as valuable for continuous reading as for a text
book in schools.
Indeed, we should not be
surprised if scholars often forgot to commit
the pages assigned, in their eagerness to learn
what became of some hero whose career they
may be studying.
:
THE STORY OF A'CAT.
Translated from the
¥rench of Emile de la Bedollierre, by ‘T'. B.
Aldrich.
With
pamerous designs in silhouette by Hopkins.
Boston: Houghton,
Osgood & Co.
12mo. pp. 100. ($1.00).
To properly estimate this story and the silhouettes which accompany it, we must admire
them through the eyes of the children, so having first assured ourselves that there is nothing
in it injurious to taste or moruls, we placed
it in the hands of a little girl, who has a special
admiration for cats.
That it is interesting to
childrén we were soon satisfied, for play and

dinner had no attractions till’ Moumouth

was

ex-

ertionsof the family
to regain it from the
pawnbroker,
It is a good story well told. The
same fortune may vot come to every one who
thus 1rys to keep his Bible, but certainly ¢ in
some way or other,” each will he blessed for

cherishing
ume.

and
3

reverencing
;

that

Holy
;

Vol-

—

The Living Age is the only sati-factorily
complete compendium of the best current litera.
ture,—ailiterature which is now richer than

ever before in the work

of the

ablest writers

upon ull topies of interest, It gives to Amercan readers, at small expense and in conven

ient f@m, what
permanent

is of immediate

value

in

therefore invaluable

this
to

interest or

literature,

all

who

and

would

is

keep

abreast with the newest discoveries of science,
the latest phases of thought, an 1 the best literary work of the day.
An extra offer, made by

the publishers to all new subscribers

for 1879,

i= woithy of note, viz., to send them

gratis the

six numbers of 1878, whe" con'ain, with

oih*

er va uable matter, the first parts oi * Sir Gibbie,”
a new serial s ory of much interest, by
George Macdonald,
now appearing in The Live

ing

Age

from

the author's

advance

sheets.

Rev, 8. II.

Barrett,

Rut'and,

Ohio,

is the

author and publisher of several rehgious tracts,
three of which, The Sabbath,Public Worship
and Covetousness, are before us.
They are

both historical and spiritual, and will be likely
to do good. Thay are printed in large type--

an advantage over many

publications

The

of that

:

Juvenile

Temperance

Manual,

by

Miss Julia Colman, is intended as a help for
teachers and all others who would like to get
up a temperance school.
It answers the ques

tions—How shall we start it? How manage it?
What shall we teach? How make it interesting?
ete., ete. It provides a series of lessons illus.
exercises, and problems; on alcohol, its origin,
its na ure, its effects, how to get rid of it; on
tobaeco and on profanity, with Scripture tick-

et lessons; notices of such books, tracts, leafs

lets and charts, as can be used for helps; plans
for primary classes, advanced classes, and re-

formed men’s Bible classes, all of which are
provided for in the proposed Temperance
School, with its superintendents and teachers.
The plan of the proposed school is novel, sim-.
ple and ingenious, and commends itself at once
to the good judgment of those who are in earnest to do real good work.—National Temperance Society, New York.
:
' The Evangelical publishing house
(Cleves
land, Ohio) will commence Jan. 1, 1879, the
weekly publication of a sheet designed to illustrate, in the exact form and style of a black-

board, the International Sunday-school
for 1879.

lessons

.

D. Lothrop & Co. (Boston) auticipate the
holidays by issuing two illustrated volumes for
the little folks, one entitled
Overhead, and
giving instruction in the first principles of astronomy,
and the other eutitled Eyes Right,
and explaining many curious fiects in natural
science.
Both are written in a fresh, easy,
conversational style, the most of the informa-

tion being conveyed in the forma
tween teacher and pupil.

reverse of dryness

The

or dullness,

of talks
books

and

he-

are the

whatever

L.right young person begins them will be sure
to tinish them, find ing himselfor herself at the
end the possesser of much useful information
that has been gathered witbout knowing jt.

We can heartily recommend the
who are looking about
young people,

for

books to all

useful

presents to

The matter contained in the International
Temperance Society’s Almanac for 1879 will
be found to be of great interest to temperance
workers and to alkinterested in temperance.
rete

Wilkie Colling’s Shocking Story is reprinted from the International Review and makes
a small but worthy member of the Atlas Series
which the publisher (A. 8. Barnes & Co., New
York) are now bringing out. The story partakes of the author’s well known characteristics, and, considering its price (10 cents), is
likely to find u ready sale.

The Scholar’s Quarterly

for 1879 will con-

tain a closing hymn (words and music) for
each lesson.’ This publication has reached a
large circulation, which may fairly indicate its

real worth.—Philadelphia: 8. 8. Times.
———

The revised edition of Chambers’

dia of English

Cyclope-

Literature, ‘containing brief

biographies of all noted British or American
authors, from earliest times to the present,
with specimens from their writings, makes a
work both entertaining and useful. Itcontains

over 3,000 pages, and the entire work, in"eight

free of express
paper, $3.00 in

handy volumes, is furnished,
or mail charges, for $2.00 in

cloth, or $4.50 in half morocco,
ers sell only to

subscriber

The

direct,

publishinstead

of

knew from the way the little girl laughed over

giving dealers and agents the usual 50 or 60
per cent. discount to sell for them, which accounts for the remarkably low prices. Special

when she begged and entreated that her paps

inducements are offered to those sending early
orders. Specimen pages with full particulars,
sent on request by postal card by the jpublishers, the American Book Exchange, 56 Beekman St., N.Y.

safe from his perils; that it was

funny we soon

it, and that the silhouettes i)lustrated the story
was shown as she explained them to her little
brother, and her final criticism was apparent

would buy that book for her Christmas present.

Yes, the children approve, though it is all
nonsense to us; but we suspect: many a staid

middle-aged lady or pre-occupied father of the
family will involuntarily smile when taking
the book to read to some little grandchild, and
finding the silhouette of Mother Michel looking under the sofa for the lost cat or venturing
into the cellar, where shé encounters nothing
but rats.
The artist is especially fortunate

when he pictures Faribole, from

the time he

meditated on a stone post till he took hisabrupt

-

Other choice new serials by distinguished ave
thors are also announced for speedy publica.
tion.
Published by Littell & Guy, Boston,

kind.

A FACE ILLUMINED.
By E. P. Roe, author
of ** Barriers Burned
Away,”
ete.
New
York: Dodd & Mead.
16mo. pp. 658.

aituch-

nt to the old Bible and. the determined

It was noticed at the late sale at Gadsh ill
at
Place that none of the books were put up

auction.

We now understand that

the whole

of the late Charles Dickens’s library, as existing at the time of his decease, as well as his

series of framed Hogarth’s prints, which are
referred to in Forster’s Lije,have been privately purchased by Messrs. Sotheran of Picadilly.

— Academy.

!

|

or
—

crossed over to France where his first
work was written. Ile was three years
composing it, living with gieat economy
and self-denial, and when ¢¢ A Treatise of

Hiterary Plscellany.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
The flower which we do nop pluck is the ovly one which never loses its beauty or its frugrance.— W. RB. Alger.
:

{Tuman Nature”

gleston,

of revival in religion.
— Chris. Advocate.

evA

We ought to have room for enthusiasts,
en if they violate every rue of grammar.

thundering,
grand, blundering, hammering,
whole-hearted Boanerges is worth a regiment
as alk and
meek
gentlemen.
of prim, reverend
water, and soft us boiled pursnips.—Spurgeon.

Marquis

nigh

in

widah

it never sets.—Jean
:

LATER JRGLISH
FRED

MYRON

coLpY.
¥

J. hn

the

Fifth

m»y

be

fifty years

had

elapsed),

Quen

sAnne’s

age,

marking

each

of

with

1

favorable
life

I

he

auspices.

is described

gainly an

1H

a

with

the

future

great

brother,

at

the

)

as

being

ln

large,

y

historian

Which

hive

family

estate

sume ) ear he undertook the char:é of the
Advocates’ Library in Edinburgh. The
nominal salary was not large, but the

period had

and

me

succeeded.

cultivated

It was

the

age

of George the Third, third sovereign
the Huanoveran line,
Gold-mith,

the age

snd

later

o*
of

historians, Hume, Robertson

«f

Johnson
the

of

books

which

Hi tory of England, and here the
part of the work was performed.

the

large:

great

Hume's History of England,as we know

and Gibbon,

it now, grew into completeness in a ver,
irregular manner.
Asif afraid to face

names not less worthy than those of tre
great fathers of English literature ano
whose labors were as u-elul,

solong a

-tory

as

the

entire

range

o

English history, he began with the accession of the Stuat race. The firs
volume, closing with the death of Charles
———be-honored-by-n-EagHsh-per—Romance | the-First;eanme
ont wmid general disappropoetiy, drama,
philosophy, h.d each bition in 17564. Toryism was 2t adi-count
The muse of history,
* stateliest
the nine,” was.the last of her sis.ers

its disciples, had e ch been

advanced

of
to

to

just then and the Tory leanings displeased

its loftiest development in Englund before

the ruling political party.

an historian arose to

copies were
sold in a twelve-month
at London. Di-appointed in his literary

enthrone

on the elevas d thrime that

his

muse

by right

was

7
:
:
tat
Nor
was this
this iinstance without
its
| ambition,

aralle

ig

’

av

ished

Only forty-five

:
the unfortunate

3

E

historian for a

loavi

%

gs,

parallel. History has never flourished in obkent thought of leaving his native |
an imaginatiye age. It is the gravest
and. But the next year the clouds disif not the highest form of literature, and wpersed.. The ill wild of that old French.
does not blossom only in the most fruitful war, which lost to us many a brave soldier
80il and under the most propitious, skies, and desolated many a fireside, blew to our
remaining
volumes of
Homer bad sung his heroic lays four libraries the
hundred Eyears before
Herodotus the Hum+’s England. In 1756, the second|
en nt Kia
.
:
futher of history, appeared.

The

: pu
magnifi-|

cent pcem of Job jreceéded the calm,
stately narrativeof the Pentateuch by two
centuries at least. The greatest of Greek
hi-torians flomished in the age of Pericles,

.
volume,

+
embiacing

reign of Charles the
the

Second,

Second

appeared,

later t' e history

:
history

the

of the

and

and
three

of

A

the

James
years

house of Tudor.

Two other volumes ,containing
the earlier
portion of the English
annals,
were

professor,

of

into

a

.re-

pond

right

on

where the

hay used to grow.
And the farmer wis
just the maddest man.— Burlington HuwkWIT
J

TEER

-

a

the

i's

i
|! 7 ay - et

|

inntern

same

to

you

carry |

from running asainst

me

aud

in

PARTICULAR

NOTICE.

ONE HUNDRED
sons who do

WORDS,

For

the

and for those

not patronize

the

is but just that cAsH should

of the illustrious historic triad that graced
the eighteenth century, flourished a hundred years later than Clarendon. Born in

Edinburgh, April 26th, 1711, he was contewporary with Gray, Richardson, Goldsmith and Johnson, though he outlived
them all save the last. Ile belonged to a
distinguished Scottish family, and his
fathe

“
in

" Was

he

i

i 4

1

Pa

Aree

estie

B :
os k j pron toot
3 hirge ie
Berwickshire.
The elder
Ilumé
died

should

be
over

sent by per-

Morning

accompany

Star,

it

the copy

while David was in his infancy, but a
fund and careful mother watched over
his youthful jears. His education was obtained ag the university of his native city.
He early evinced a love for study, and
his mother desired him to be a lawyer.
But his taste was
1 THE Tal
od
than
law,
an d
w
t

Mes. Nancy, wife of Samuel Lord, died in
Limerick, Me., Nov. 30, aged 59 years.
Our
sister in Curist sought and found the pearl of
panied him on his return to England, but great price when twenty years of age, was
by Eld. Alvah Buzezell, and united
the connection was soon dissolved by the baptiz-d
with the F. Baptist church at East Parsons.
jealousy of the mad Frenchman.
Their field. No person among us haslived a better
life or left a better record than this excellent
quarrel made a great sensation at’ the § woman.
Durinz her long sickne-s she extime, but Hume was too well known for pressed no murmuring word, Every attention was paid by a devoted husband and chillis benevolence and charity lor biame to dren
who sustain in her death an irreparable
attach itself to him.
loss. A husband and two children, one sister
and one brother, with many dear friends are
na
are i
I
"
J
on
was two Jears a
+00don , Where
@ a high
i
oover nment
N
siti
us
gover
position
1.8

under-secretary of State.
little love for active political

But he had
life, and Lis

means were such that he was enabled
live withbut adventitious support.
beloved

to
In

1769, he went back

to bis

burgh to spend the

e¢vening of his days.

Edin-

left to mourn,
Prrer

BsTES

known him well
Tou
iv
:
|§
rather
for literature
be
toll rature rather | Seven years longer he lived enjoying the | hyve known how
years ¢ do b not
in Y yours
ita
is
3
{
i
"the
i
he; tells us himself
that | Lest society that the
Scottish capital
Ok

his friends supposed he was pouring oy. r
Voet and Vinnius. Philosophy also’ had

learned men of the kingdom.
In March,
1775, bis health began to declipe. A

its charms for hiny, and atthe age of sixteen he began to .govern his conduct by

journey

taal

!

.

the principles of Plato and Epicurus.
In 1734,Hume entered a counting-room
at Bristol, but commerce was as distaste-

ful to the young student as law had been.
The love of literature became the ruling
passion of his life and the great source of

his enjayments.

CUARLES

‘After a few

months

among the sugar houses of Bristol, he

to the medical springs of

Bath, in
:

the following spring, was of no avail to
arrest the progress of bis disease, and in
August,
1776, he died. A monument
dedicated to his honor stands in the beautiful city of his birth.
Hume was the first great historian of

his country, and for fifty years he held his
popularity
unchallenged
and unrivaled. To-day he retains his place upon our

died

in

P

land,

BEAN.
Me.,

Jul

21,.1878, azed 0 years and ten wontns,
The
2d Po and ehurch wm this death loses one who
for nearly 38 years had been numbered among
its members.
He was much given to praver
and loved the house of Gol.
God's people
was his people and their God was his God,
When Zion prospered he rejoiced, and when
she suffered he mourned,
A brother who ha

he was devouring Cicero-and Virgil winle | cou'd afford, and the friendship of all the | oun.
s

B.

Lord.”

sail in church,

** Those

askk

Sh GT:

known

treatment

for
.

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED ?

forg:tful, and your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?
Are you subject to any of the following symptoms:
Restless nights, broken sleep, night-

un-

Chris-

mare, dreams, palpitation of the heart, bash-

has

fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,

been

0. her despondent symptoms? Thousands of
young men, the middle-aged, and even the

old, suffer from nervous and

physical debil-

ity. Thousands of females, too, are broken
down in htalth and spirits from disorders
peculiar to their sex, and who, from false
or n eglect prolong their sufferings.
modest
‘Why, then, further neglect a subject so productive of health and
happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration?

ULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

Chemists.
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Al

N Fasydopedia rr

.

saw

¥
and
Forms.
For
BusiLAWYER
ness Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners,
Tenauts, everybody,
every busine: s.
Saves nany times cost.
Selling
fast.
Send for Circular and Terms.
P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch St, Philadelphia, Pa.
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BEST CARDS, no2 alike, printed in Crimson or Jet, 13c. CLIN1ON BROS., Clintonville,
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ABBOTT'S

LARGE

NEW

TYPE
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(Hliustrated)

TESTAMENT.

WITHNOI
ES,

isa splendid

work

for Agents.

Nothing like it. . All want it. Price $2.00.
Address H.S. GOODSPEED
& CO., New Yorkor
Cincinnati, O
CAS

Eoucatronal.
NY
HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
ton, N. H.
Rev. A
B. Meservey, Ph

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial
college in

cure these various diseased conditions, after
as otaer means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimony direct from the al-

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,
after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send now for DESCRIPIVE PAMPHLET and
THis LL CrRIC QUARTERLY, a large Illus
trated Journal, containing
full particulars
Copand INFORMATION WORTH THOUSANDS.
ies
mailed free.
Address

matled

oo

free.

PULVERMACHER GALVARIC CO.,

212

Broadway,

+

o

SREY

ps5 Avoid bogus appliances claiming elecOur Pamphlet explains how to
tric qualities.
distinguish the genuine from the spurious.
nrg

3

and

Infants’

one, man
ignorant

woman cr
of music.

is a new instrument

which

from one to ten, and the music which accompanies
is

numbered

stead of being printed in notes.

in

like

manner,

R.

in-

ro

Eyes,

V. PIERCE, M. D., Prop'r, Worid’s Dispensary

and Invalids’ Hotcl, Buffalo, N. Y.

Thus, if you wish
other

address

on

durable

receipt

of $2.00.

Sweet Home,” *“ Last Rose of Summer,” ‘Sweet
Bye and Bye.” “Old Folks at Home,” * Hold the
Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies of the day.
Perfect satistaction
uaranteed. Kvery one who
purchases endorses them and recommends them to
their neivhbors
Think of it—no more tedious

Here

is a su.

perb musical instrument all ready for use, and

re-

once and in the

“a

quiring

no practice

'o

play perfectly.

HARP-EI'T'E

you

Send

will

thing of beauty and a joy forever.”
e
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

GEO.

have

at

STINSON & CO., Portland.
Maine,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

B@=In writing mention that you saw this adver.
tiscment in the Morning Star.
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No use of taking the large, repulsive, nauseous pills,
composed of cheap, ernie, and bulky ingredients.
r than mustard se eds,
These Pellets are scarcely
no particular care is reBeing entirely vegetabl
hey operate without disquired while using them.
turbance to the constitution, d of . OF occu ation.
mpure
Jicadache,
Constipation,
Tor Jaundice,
Bl ood, I’aln in the Shoulders, Tight nces of the Chest,
Dizziucss, Sour Eructations from the Stomach, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Bilious attacks, Fain In region
of Kidneys, Internal Fever, Bloated feeling about
Stomach, Rush of Blood to Head, take Dr. Plerec’s
Pleasant Purgative Pellets.
In explanation of the
remedial power of these Purgative Pellets over so
great a variety of disvases, it may be sald that thele
action upon the animal cconomy is universal, not a
gland or tissue escaping thelr sanative Impress. Ape
dces not fmpair the properties of these Pellets,
They are sugv-coated and inclosed In glass bottles,
thei virtues being thereby preserved unimpaired for
any lengih of tne, in any climate, so that they are
always fresh and reliable.” This Is not the case with
sills put up In cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes,
for all discuses where a Luxatlve, Alterative, or
Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets will give
rfect gatisfaction. Sold by druggists.
the most

a

S

New

enlarged

edition.

These

Price of
in Cloth,
Fine Gilt,
Boards,

are samples of 50 or more

each
$3.00,
$1.00,
$2.50.

fine collections

t0'250 large

ages tilledoL withHe host
songnul Doss. anoTie Music,
a Cluster
and
rather diflicu

die » | &18 Clarke’s” with the
Tohov > wl y Sind

bist mranged

her co-laborers

that at times it seemed as though the prayermeetings would have gone down if it had not
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It can be played upon .at once as well as after
months of practice. Everybody appreciates the
music of the harp. It is the king of musical mstruments, and this is a perfect harp in miniature—the
same dellcious tones—and should be in: every family in the land. Any one who can read this advertisement can play it at once as well as the most
accomplished musician. Elegautly finished, and
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+ mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
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appetite, an
‘'orp!d Liver, or “Lil lou -avas.”
In many cases of
‘Liver Complaint ” only part of these symptoms are
As a Juihicdy for ull such cascs, Dr.
experienced,
Pierce's Golden Medical Di gcovery has no equul, as
it cflects perfect and radical cures.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Severo Coughs, and the
fom, it hus astonished the
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medical faculty, and eminent phyeiclins pronounce
© it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens the system
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any ordinary boar
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Swith in Scotland, and he now bef iended
Rousseau.
That stiange genius dccom-

Hume
filled
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in

During his long
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the most brilliant era of Grecian history.
at ghe rate ot. FOUR CENTS PER LINE ot eight
Mos: s had been brought up at the court published in 1761. Hume received large words. VERSES are inadmissible.
of Pharaoh, amid the culture of Egypt's prices for the sale of his copyrights, and |
Mrs. ApELINE W.,wife of Brother Anderson
kighest civilizaion.
History bas
its he was enabled to live in philosophic
Hill and daughter of James B. Foss, of Strafvolaries, however, during ruder epochs. ese. But he was not allowed to remain in ford, N H., died in Northwood. N. H., Aug.
:
: 6, nged 43 years and 3 months. Sister Hill
A hundred annalists lived before Herod. - 1etircment.
wus converted in the summer of 1364, und
tus. Some ancieut Hebrew compiled the
The completion of Hume's history made was baptized in 1854, by Rev. Enoch Place,
*¢ book of the wars of the Lord ” prior. to him one of the mest famous men: in and united with the Ceuter Stratford church.
She was married in 1854 and moved to NorthMoses. So it wasin England.
Learned Europe. He was invited by the Marquis wood, and then united with the Bow Lake
monks through all the middle ages wrote of Hertford to attend him to Paris as ¢hureh, and remained a worthy member until
called away by death. -Sne suffered a long
chronicles of their own and preceding secretary of the embassy, and he accept- while, but her trust was in the Lord. -It was
the writer's privilege to visit her in her last
times.
Sir Walter
Raleigh, in James
ed the invitation alter due deliberation. sickness
and converse with her on the. subject
the Seconds reign, wrote a ‘¢ History
of The successful author found
himself a of religion. She was always ready to talk
- the World "to beguile .the yearsof his lion ut the French capital. The royal with me and others of her hope. She wished
to
b®r signed to the will of her Master.
It
imprisonment,—a
work of great meric family,
the phil soph«rs, the nobility was hard tor her to give up her busband and
whom she loved so well.
She was
for the age, but lacking the breadth
honored him as they had honored no one children
one of the best of mothers and housewives,
fervor, in-ight and liberal treatment of else but their own Voltaire. -Hame himn- she leaves husband, tive children, father,
the eighteenth century writers, . Contem- self wrote to his friends that be had receiv- mother, brothers and sisters, and other friends
to mourn their loss.
R. McDouNALD,
porary with Milton, lived Edward Hyde,
ed more flatterv in three weeks thun Lonis
Mgrs.
Mary
S.
B.,
wife
of Col. Aaron
Earl of Clarendon, author of the *¢ Hi-tory le Grand in all his life. It adds greatly to
Quimby, died m Danville, N. H., July 3, aged
of the Rebellion,” a ** wonderous portrait our respect for the man to know that 67 years. A devoted wile, an affectionate sisgallery” as it has been called. Few read: amid all his triumphs he retained his ter, und a truly devout Christian has passed
from endeared earthly relationships
ito her
ers consult its pages now, ull of its facts moderation and simplicity.
He had no heavenly home, there to mingle with the
sainted
and
the
blessed,
and
occupy
yet
nobler
being embodied in later works where liierary jealousy, and exerted himself as
spheres of duty than those of earth, as well
the portraits are painted in a better man- a patron of rising men of letters, He as await the coming of dear ones redeemed by
CoM.
ner.
had befriended Robertson
and
Adam faith in her adorabie Saviour.
David Hume, the first in point of time,

Dea.
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were

and wish to recover the same
degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced
in former years?
Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet your
diseased condition?
Are you sufferin
from
ill-health in any of its many and multitarious forms, consequent upon a lingering. nerve
ous, chronic or functional disease?
you
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and action?
Are you
subject to loss of memory, havespells of faint
ing, fullness of blood In the head, feel listless,
moping, unfit for business er
pleasure, and subject to fits of melancholy ?
re. your kidneys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered condivion ? Do you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and pains?
Have you
been indisereet in early years and find your-

E. B. FULLER.

joe 0 see the road,” replied the blind
man, ** but to keep some fool like you |
my pitcher."—Lippineott’s .

was ¢.0s¢n

0i

Jutern

They.

Indigestion,

and Breath, H ¢ a d ache,
KErysipelas, Piles, Rheu/matism, Eruptions and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness
Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
a
Tetter, Tumors and Salt
Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, 48 a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to take, but, powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stifnulate the sluggish or disordered
organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being, They cure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are the safest and
best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are eary to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entire.
ly harmless.
;
J
:

Award of Merit for Electric

simple, and efficient
the cure of discase.

sweetest resiznation to the will of his heaven
ly Father, often saving, ** I am only waiting
the ¢all of the Master.”
He leaves eli dren
and grandehi dren to mourn the toss of one
who was a friend and father indeed. bui
he has gone to Join his companion
who years
azo fell asleep in Jesus.
T'ruly * Blessed are
the dead who die in the Lord.”

whether

o * i whe or 3 a

don’t

Neoreol the only

| chime be was rich in faith, and enjoyed the} 38

A b'ind man in Khoota (a Caucasian
vill ige) came back from the river one
uight bringing a pitcher of water and
carryit g in one hand a; lighted lantern,
Some one meeting him said, “ You are
blnd;itsal

rinetpal countriesof the world.

LEwIs HALE died in Stowe, Vt., July 15.
aged 90 véars and 3 months,
Bro.
H. was
Yorn in Nottingnam, N. 1. his parents moving to ‘l'unbridge, Vt, when he was three
years of age, and at which place he lived until
he was fifty-one, during which time he shared
the trials and hardships of a newly settled
country,
His life was one of industry, moral
“inteority and pun-tuali v. In 1839, he remove
ed to Stowe, where he was highly esteemed as
neighbor, citizen
and
Christian.
In : lite’s dei
i
:

mother man’s farm,
And
when
the
ditch was opened th pond just walked
right int) the meadow and located: about

twenty acres of swamp

stood the test for upward o thirty Years and
etters-Patent
in all the
are protected by

and

an ardent lover of G wl’s Word, and, having
committed a larze portion of it to memory.
was able in conver ation on any topie to apply
it with 1elling force, as oll who knew him can
affirm.
The ser ants of God have aways
found in him a true triend, and wise coun-ellor.
Dea. Harris has for many years stood as
a pillar m toe ¢ urch or God, and has come
to the grave full of years, ripe for the harvest.
B. F. M.

°

big

He

tian e Xperience of seventy years.

days digging a ditch to drain a bit of low
of his own

These noted Curative appliances have now

Jaundice,

Dyepepeia,

acarrest,
valued consistent
friend, an followerot
honored eitiz’n,
und a | Sizzincs in the hewd, dinessotsight,
pil; | lessNew, thanEngi,
oGEmhy, & GECBees
Curist. He was
in any other of like grade. Four terms

Sometimes the services of ‘a civil en.
ginver are cheap at twive the mrnev.
A
Henderson cou ty farmer worked four
meadow

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

imervenmy | — Paris,

was ordained in 1829, waich office he

young man, the devil has hold upon you!”

-

that number.

DBDANDS,

Costiveness,

Dysentery, Foul Stomach

suc ho spoke | Applinncds at tho ureat World's Iixhibitions | oy ovo

ing

tit the end ot bis lite.

refractory
My dear

Literary Magazine.

AND

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

+. HEZEKIAH HARRIS died in Sherburne, N.
Y., Nov. 20, aged 83 years und 7 mouths.
He
wi born in Scituate, came to Snerburne in
1803; was married to Ca herine Crist in 1815
living with ber fifty-one years, In
1867 he
married Mrs. Elmira Crumb, with whom he
lived uutal his de th
Des, Haris experienced religion in 1809 and united with the Plainficld church, where he remained a mo omber
until the K' B. church of Sheiburne was organized, he being one of the original 23 wo
form-d the society.
He was the la-t survivor

m nstrating with sophomore for ¢reating
disturbance iv the class-room, lays lis

— Nassau

late rebel ion.

:

ELECTRIC BELTS

were severe and lingering, which he bore with
much fortitude and paticnce. Frem the bigmning of his sickness the disease bafiled wl
medical uid, Relative to his religious experi
ence he never made a profession ot Christ, but
wus gradually drawa towards the Saviour,
unl be declared that he was ready and will.
ing to-die.
Mav peace abile witn his asues
He leaves un atfecti nate wife and children to
mourn his d parwure.
S. W. COWELL.

has

in this con-

in.inuuingly upon the
shoulder, and says:

PULVERMACIIER’S

uk sotwhicpes, dui i fue vem | Eu

¢ Mr. President,” s«id a delegate in a
recent convention, **[ think we should
adjourn til! to-morrow, as | notice that

hid
ons

the

i~per

above

¢* Yes, sir—the duty upon spirits.”

Greek

of North Pars ustie'd

health anid power of sp. ech.

what ‘syntax’
m ans?”
1eetotaller
an~wered,

Conscientious

BLaso

zeny and a soldier in

A smart scholar had the question put to
him by a inspector: * Well, my boy,

delegates

JouN

Me., died Dee. 1, aged »0 years, He was carly
brought
to Cbrist, und united wich Nor bh
Parsonsfield I. B. church
where he served
fuithfuily asdeacon for many years.
His life
Was that of a true Christian. Toe light Jesus
brought to his heart never crew dim.
He was
always ready to labor for the Master.
Cuorist’s
servants were often. welcomed to his howe,
and when Jesus called he was rea ly to de, art
and be with him and ldved ones waiting for
him on the happy swore.
Many reatives and
friends are lett to mourn their loss, and imi[tate his rich example and 10 fluence.
+o I. MILLETT.
Mi.
Zia
Prcrey died
in Waterbury,
Sept. 10. He was a peaceubl: and quiet citi-

morning.’

there are’ fifteen

Tor all te pod s Fal Phi

the use of medicine of any kind.

Dra.

The outside.

a

A yer’s Cathartic Pills,

FOR THE WEAK,
NERVOUS AND

aston.

in consequence of his country’s service lost wis

PARAGRAPES.
side of a hor-e invariably

do yon know
The child of

i= HELP!

and

DEBILITATED!

Josh Billings sugges's
that many a
young poet might be able to collect his
scattered thoughts if he would look into
an editor's waste basket early in the

ol

motner

of his brother, May 27, 1877, aged 20 years and
6 months,
Beg sensible of” death, he expressed a willingness to die, and unite wi h
loved ones beyord the river. Though hé had
trusted the Saviour’s love, an | felt the powe:
of the holy Spirit in the fergiveness of sin
from a mere boy. yet he had falled to obey the
command,
** Separate
yourself
from
the
world,” though wis daily walk was that of a
Christian, May the Lord preserve the aged
The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
mother, and suve the erring father, with three |
brothers, und six sisters, that (he famiy may
health and bodily energy, at home, without
be one in bis kingdom.
J. H. BALLARD.

latter.

:

May God grant that

_Jacos 8. HONEYcuTT died at the residence

¢ [ wonder what causes my eyes to be
so weak PP? said a fop tr a gentleman,
* They are in a weak place,” replied the

position gave him was invaluable. Here
he first conceived the pan of writing a

hers,

1578.

children may meet in heaven,

.

$4

the most hair on?

Ninewells, employing his tims chiefly
in the composition of his *¢ Political . Discourses,” and his * Inquiriy concerning
the Piinciples of Morals.”
These were

command

better off.

appeals

yp

rt

un-

a

and

18,

peace,” und it was granted, for her end was
one of ‘sweet aud holy peace. She leaves four
children who mourn for her, but beligve she is

his

‘by any one who wishes to look at Engthis | [igh history from every
point of view.

At

great

practical

and skilful

publishedfn 1752, reading
and werepu generalls
| yytiun hers whe are absent.”
| admired by the
lie.
The

its

lost

uistury would he simply misleacing, but,
read in connection with later and mori
exaet historians, it it quite worth reading

gulaxy of biillisnt names, had passed, and
moe

has

life under

wll, ungufuly and fh, with» Junge, o>

his

epochs in the literary us well as the
political world. The Elizabe han age.
ard

time

foreign

he

student or for the general reader, Hume's

Upon his return from the Continent,
ha lived for two or three years with

con-

sivered the first example of pure and
perspicucus English language. From the
day of the great chancellor of Henry the
E ghth to the time of Hume twé hundred
and

the

Empress and Italian Prince.

Mandeville’s Truels. But the excellence
of later English prose required a period
of more than one hundred and fifty years
for its maturity. Sir Thomas
Moore's
of Edward

was

presented talking with M ria 1 hervesa and
the princes of Savoy. He was awkward
besides, and spoke with a broad Scotch
accent; but his good humor, benevolence,
simplicity and genius more than atoned
for mere exteinal faults, and he was
regarded with general rv spect by German

1.
The listory of English prose begins
about the year 1350, wth what is .con-

Life

ost

could

WRITERS.

sidered the first English book—Sir

who

though

to the feelings are blended with happy
f cility. Then, too, he was
the first
writer « fany note who discovered fhat
English history was a lning thing with
a practical bearing.
For the young

meaning face, heavy features and spiritless eyes.” Nota very pleasing pigture

David “Hume.
BY

the

his | «

thinks of
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Annondale,

al circles, and seeing

Taya ol Ju W £} anh Hoy

muntain=tops, and

of

she'ves,

distinet’ portraiture,

and Vienna,nixing in the first Continent-

ep hut 3h midnight he sees a Bright ligt:

re highesi

its

viet m of a mild form of insanity, receiving as a yearly salary three hundred
pounds,
[Tle retained this charge but one
year when General St, Clair fuvited him
t+ become his private seerctary.
In the
suite of that official, Hume visited Turin

Man is higher than his dwelling-place: he
Touks up and folds the wings of his soul, snd
when the sixty minut 8, we call sixty years,
bave passed he takes flizhrkindling us he rises,
anid the ashes of his feathers tall back 10 earth,
an! the unveiled soul, freed from its cove. ing
of clay, und pure as a note of music, ascends on
bizh
Even amidst the dim shadows of hfe, he
sees the wounwmingof th + tuture worid gilded
with the mornimz rays ofa sun which rises not
here below.
So the inhabitantof polar regions
lovss ino the long night
in which there is: no
:

long summer
Paul.

was printed in 1888,

and a volume of * Mori! and Phil sophical Essays,” issued in Edinburgh in 1742,
nade David Hume more or 1-83 famous, ©
The next year he accepted a position
the unpleasantness of which was counterpoised by ‘its peewriary comyensation.
Ile became the companion of the young

Let us now have a decade of scientists and,
prexchers who do not philosophize, and we
shall have a dead:
of discovery in nature and

SOME

STAR. DECEMBER

prestige as a trustworthy chronicler. He
wrote rapidly and without
laborious
research, and countless flaws and distortio have been detected by modern investigation in the carefully written pages
of tue gre.t anti-puritanic
history of
England, Yer, despite the superficiality
of the work. we feel a ling ring weunkness
for its dazzling, exquisi e rhetoric. For
ease, beauty and picturesque power of
style it is only surpassed in English
historical literature by Mr. Macaulay's
brilijant composition, ‘Profound th ught,

Scotland, he tried his hand at essay writing. Fortune smiled upon him this time,

— Edward Ey-

God can unravel the complexity,

iden
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book

utter failure was a great disappointment
to the ambitious author. Returning to

Our best is inwoven with evil,and our worst,
Only
let us haope, hay some strands of god.
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Last Week’s Storm.

Last week’s storm was one of the most de-

reported

damages are

heavy

from many quarters.

Mass., alone
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and from almost every
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organ, which completely covering the field
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tonic, alterative, and resolvent.

Vermont, spoke at length on his bill to amend

of
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_Golden'Medical Discovery.

the Revised Statutes Telative to Proeidonta
«sion

It is estimated that the

losses at Westfield,

STAR,

Bural and Domestic,

Congressional.
MoNDAY. In the Senate, bills on a variety of
subjects were introduced,and Mr. Edmunds,of
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The Merrimack rose steadily “all Wednesday | Morgan, Jones and Edmunds participating. A
night, until at Concord it reached within an bill was passed, 39 to 21, authorizing the ap‘inch of the highest point it has ever reached, pointment of J. L. Powell, a surgeon in the
:
ic during
ing thethe rebellion, to an
rd & Montreal railroad,
| Confederate service
biog ins
Joluey nearly a mile assistant
surgeonship
in
army...appropriation
The House
assed the’ consular and thenaval
and a half of the track was twisted up and the
road bed was entirely washed away.
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It is & comfort

a“
body would be without who has once used
it, and where fresh meat is to be provided for the family it is indispensable.
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good sized refrigerator should be providMoney
Market.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)
ed, in which meat can he stored when

bought at wholesale,

and
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or two, and this saving will very
. of Congress, | week
nitude during the present session
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occurred
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Continued quiet prevails in the money market, the
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PossiDe
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b be expected
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¢ Tomfoolery.”

The Canadians

do not take kindly at having

animitation of a European court set up in
their midst.
Lord Lorne is stiff and prim, and
is requiring what seems to people of America,
even in the British dominion of America, some-

thing like obsequiousness.

The Toronto Mail

says: “ We are a: loyal people, favorable to
monarchical institutions; but we are far removed from St. James, and a court can take
10 roet in soil where the echo of the ax and
logging-chain of the backwoods rings with no
uncertain sound through the streets of our
commercial or political metropolis.”
‘And the
Telegram of the same city:
These attempts
to plaster monarchical customs upon a country
‘that is essentially democratic will do more to
undermine the kindly feelings: of the people

,

toward the new Governor-general and his wife
than anything else that could have happened,
-and, if persisted in, will assuredly make it a
matter for regret that the choice of a successor
to Lord Dufferin fell upon the queen’s son-inlaw. If his term of office is to be characterized by tomfoolery, of which the orders concerning drivers in boots and buttons, and ladies in low-nécked dresses, are samples, the
Shorter it is the better.”

recess from the 20th inst. until

legislature

voted

for,

as

Tow »

Wade Hampton has been elected to the U. S.

Senate by
the South Carolina Legislature.
The vote was a unanimous one in" the Senate,
and in the House there were only two dissenting ballots. On the same day Mr. Hampton had a leg amputated, the limb being taken

Some, of course, prefer to be-

Mr. Curtis and Mr. Conkling.
;
Harper's Weekly is evidently of the opinion
that the next Presidency is not due to Senator"
‘Conkling just because New York
was so
handsomely-carried for the Republicans at the
- lateA election. * Nothing, however, ; is more
evident,” this paper says,
than that the recent revolt was due neither to Mr. Conkling’s

popularity nor leadership.
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ENGLAND'S TROUBLE.
From

a

business

standpoint,

we

give

England a great deal of trouble and uneasiness of mind, and the burden of the
warnings

and

commercial

anxious

circles
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has to

do

in

with

dairy

produce

in the price of meat

had

caused

many
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policemen |

drivers.

Miscellaneous.

The deaths from small-pox
number over 400 a month.
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Sum.

Spring to pass a couple of years,
Winter camps for 25,000 men
:
forming
near the southern

are

frontier of Russia. '| them

Itis estimated that 550 publications, more
a
Soncerning Dame, have been issued
Within
the seven years dating
from July,
1870
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The Governor
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the State is without a treasurer,
3 the British
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The debate in

A series of commercial swindles have been
unearthed by the Boston Herald, practiced by
_several gangs of bogus commission merehants,
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censuring

the government for jts Afghan war policy, was
concluded Friday night and resulted in a vietory for the crown by 101 majority; the conservatives, however, had counted on a majority of 120.
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More than
minute.
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BEEF.—The market is steady, with a fair demand for Western mess and extra at $9 50 @ $1050
and plate at 10 75 to 11 ¢ bbl.
SMOKFD HAMS. —The market is quiet, with salas
of City at 7 @ 72s¢, and Western at 73% @8e¥ Ib.
LARD.—The demand continues light and prices
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Excavations at Pompeii prove the city
to have been one of the most fashionable
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this country, and the uncertainty of the future,
lend an extraordinary significance to the events of
the coming year.
To present with accuracy and
clearness the exact situation in each of its varying
phases; and to expound, according to its well”
known methods, the principles that should guide

news of the week is fully
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It hopes to deserve that hatred not less in
the year 1879 than in 1878, 1877, or any year gone
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nel and lukewarm water ; then wipe very dry;
soak them occasionally in alum water that
has been boiled, and allow to cool
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brush
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) this take ‘a clean linen towel,
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have been 39,105 bbls of all kinds aginst 46,559
bbls for the corresponding week of 1877. and 81,504
bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have
been 5,404 bbls.
Prices may be quoted at 15 @ 25¢
¥-bhHewer on all grades; and the market, is sets
tling down on even lower figures. Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota at $650 @ $54 bbl. Winter
wheats have besn selling at §5 @ 86 lor St Louis,
$5 75 for 1llinois and Indiana, and $47 a
$5 12%
bbl for Ohio and
Michigan.
Minnesota
bakers’ extras are quiet at $425@ $525.
Wisconsin extras are selling at $4 @ $4 50 # bli.
CORN MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Corn
Meal, with sales at $2 35 @ £2 45 ¥ Dbl.
RYE FLOUR.—The sales have been in small lots
at 2325 a $350 ¥ bbl.
(OAT MEAL.—There is a steady demand for Oat
OMMOn—and choice Western.
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—The sales have been confined to small lots at $2 123; @ 82 25 & 100 1bs.
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THE chief
difficulty
in
ferns for indoor decoration is their disposition to curl up
as soon as picked.
It is best, therefore, to
carry into the fields a folie made of white
Jotous paper, and covered
with stiff paste-

avail

other
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SATURDAY, Dec. i4.
Reported by HILTON BROS
& CO., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and

turnit into beef.”
It then suggests that
Britsh farmers turn
their attention to a
greater variety of articles of production.
For
instance,
they are annually paying
away millions of dollars to the Continent
for poultry, eggs,
fruit and vegetables
that could be .raised quite as cheaply at
home and this small business, in which
American competition canbe more success-

though fl

They

ng. ’

more satisfactory
the paper
the lower
is the rate.
The private bankers and
brokers
are also liberally
supplied with call loans on collaterals, and as their
wants are sometimes quite large the demand from that
source seems to help out a good deal- when money is

Boston

of the

y.
«= 4 he postal-car service has
been
secured
stoppage by the agreement of
the
Houseagainst
appropriati
on committee to report a
bill appropriating $450,000 to continue the
service during the rest of the fiscal year.—
Sunday, for the first time in the civil history of
Richmon
d, hiram
Va.» ‘all the saloons and rum shops
5s
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The SUN will be printed every day during the
year to come. Its purpdse and method will be the

and

richer arable lands to be laid down in permanent pasture.
But in that respect, al80. American competition is being felt, as
the supply of grass
and Indian corn is
nearly enexhaustible in the Western States
and Canada, *‘ and the American farmer

has simply te decide
ter to send his corn

money

all the

it

to look

hela.

invigorating
songs ever produced, ed, not s urpassed
ng scriptural
sot
p

selves freely of the propositions of the note dealers,
who as a rule, always have something on hand of one
kind or another, but in all such transactions the

periment

ber of the London Ecenomist remarked that
rise

their

about

now

have

devoid of inierest. The sales throughout the week
were firm at 100 1-8, Government bonds were firm, especially toward the close, when some round amounts
were taken for investment. Leading dealers report a
growing disposition on the part of capitalists to put
their money in United States bonds pending the ex-

the influence of American competition than
almost any other problem.
A recent numthe immense

but

2

RAKOLABN

eign exchanges were
firm
and
iigher,
and
rates
were ajivanced twice, being now close on to the specie
exporting point.
The gold speculation was tame and

her

more

of the banks,

Hans nih are

r 8 R ARY
hy
3

over abundant.
Rates, of course, continue very low,
Prime paper passes at 31-2 per cent, and good busi~
ness paper from 4 to 41-2 per cent, while there is
something done in lots of small miscellaneous notes at
as high as 5 per cent. The rates on Jen however,
do not probably average higher than 4 per cent. For
call loans the rates vary according to amounts and ip
standing of borrowers. Those who take round sum§,
secured by the best collaterals, get what they require
aslow as 2 1-2 per cent, while others pay from 3 to 4
r cent according to circumstances, At the clearinghouse the rates for balances
between banks is still
down to 1 per cent, which we suppose is 1 per cent
better than nothing, New York funds to-day were
quite steady at a premium of about 25 cents a thouxand,
The gross exchanges to-day were $7,462,701,
and the balances $1,073,200.
In New York the money market has been easy, with
the bulk of businessat 3to 4 per cent for call loans.
The closing rate was 21-2 to Fp cept, The tor-

fully met, it advises the English agricult- |.
—Vietoria,- urist
to engage in. This is indeed driving
Saturday

9 o'clock, and these had

"lieve that he did not tryy veryy hard to verify |
his promises, and the facts of the election
‘frauds in that State, which are fast developing,
point to thi latter conclusion.

pond.

of many

sources to keep

ily during the hot season. If a large supply
is required for cooling milk in the dairy,
&c., a larger supply will, of course, be
needed—the above named amount will be
found ample for the use of a large family.
— Massachusetts Ploughman.

News.

two armed
.on the platforms to protect
the new

tion is not now cousidered dangerous.
The
most charitable view to be taken of his administration as"Governor of South Carolina, is that
there was not strength enough in the man to
fulfill the pledges he gave of seeing that there
should be fair, play between the white and

colored people.

to the

cutting it at
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THs oe sadigualion. is ve Pond; he Jers Tay bs pub belwoen: the
line of New York city struck Monday morning.
ir 3s wg h theg.are Job ered, and the

His situa

off about six inches below the knee.

they are

funds

suflicient,
and bank managers

This will be an ample supply for a large fam-

Presidential elections, and to provide for and
regulate the counting of the votes for President
and Vice-President, and the decision of questions arising thereon, was discussed and passed in the Senate by a vote of 85 to 26. An adjournment was taken
until Monday.
The
House adovted a resolution for an investigation
of the official conduct of United States Supervisor Davenport and discussed the William
and Mary College bill.
SATURDAY. In the House, the Geneva award
bill was discussed by Messrs. Frye and Stenger
and laid uside until Monday.
The Edmunds
electoral bill was reported and referred to the
elections committee.
The Senate was not in
session.

covery,

Wade
H
ro
ade
Hampton.

quently been suflicient to absorb

bought of the

supply would hardly pay. A shed twelve
feet square and eight feet high will store
about five cords of ice, and will require
about five cords of packing to keep it.

died of diphtheri1 at Dsrmstadt, on
morning.—The President of the Philadelphia
Coal Company Las been arrested, charged with
embezzling $82,000 of the company’s funds, —
An estimate of the losses by the great storm
in Western Massachusetts foots up $353,000.
——Minister Bayard Taylor, who has been
reported
ill with2% dropsy at Berlin,
: now on hopelessly
ie
y
the 20d
to

“ B. Rush,”

“Benjamin F. Rush,”
* Benjamin
Rush,”
“Benj. Rush,” and “B. F. Rush”; and another
candidate, real name unknown, figures as * J.
G.'Arnow,” * G. J. Arnow,”
Geo. J. Arnow,” * George J. Arnow” and * Geo. J. Ar-

be

very much cheaper than to attempt to cut
it with an axe, and to provide the tools
for cutting by horses for a small family

FRIDAY. Mr. Edmunds’s bill to amend the
provisions of the Revised Statutes relating to

Franklin Rush, a candidate for the | _cess Alice,
was

about $1 per cord

The latest intelligence fromthe British invading column in the Kurum Valley is to the
effect .that having fortified the Peiwar-pass
camp,Gen. Roberts was to advance on Kurum,
Sunday.
In the South, Gen.’ Biddulph has
succeeded in constructing a road over the Khojuk pass unopposed.
Gen.- Browne, in the
Khyber pass, has begun his march on Jellalabad, and meets with no opposition.—Prin- |

The county canvassers in Alachua Co., Florida, have sent in the lists to the State canvassers, despairing of deciding themselves who is
elected. Here. are one or two examples: The
Republican candidate for
Congress, Col. Bisbee, received 735 votes as * Horatio Bisbee,”
7751 as
Horatio Bisbee, Jr.,” 68 as “ Horatio
Bisby, Jr.,” and 191 as ‘ Horache Bisbee.”

Benjamin

Jan.

Ice can generally

ice companies when

passed a substitute for the pension appropriation bill, and discussed the Geneva award bill
at considerable length.

Latest

JA Little Confusing.

tion.

favor of his proposition, Messrs. Thurman,Lamar and Edmunds also participating in the
discussion.
In the House, the pension appropriation bill was presented and made thespecial order for to-day. The bill to regulate interState commerce and to prevent. discrimination
by common carriers was; after a spirited debate, passed by a vote of 139 to 101,
THURSDAY.
The Senate passed the fortification appropriation bill, adding $125,000 for
ordnance purposes and $100,000 for fortifications. Mr. Eustis,of Louisiana,spoke at length
in support of the bill appropriating $5,000,000
foc improving the levees ofthe Mississippi river. . The military academy appropriation bill"
was passed, likewise the Hot Springs bill. The
House adopted a resolution ordering a holiday

=

- GOSPEL

is offered as the best collection
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“number it was, and who
took it out,
Enthusiastically endorsed by Libra

Tn CHOOL
ch sd

being

of the Susquehanna, Lehigh, Passaic and Del- | 1,4; 414 outrages in the recent elections. The | Mer think What a blessing it is ‘to be able | Tereis
a sort of regular, routine demand which ean
Senator from Maine spoke for half an hour in to furnish them with this cooling applica-

aware, rivers. A train over the Central Vermont railroad was wrecked by a wash out by
which two persons were killed, one fatally injured and several severely injured.
Seven
persons were also seriously wounded by an accident on the Montreal road in N. H.
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Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy.
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